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Abstract

Designing for Reliability in Algorithmic Systems

by

Samantha Robertson

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering — Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Niloufar Salehi, Co-chair

Professor Aditya Parameswaran, Co-chair

As we introduce complex algorithmic systems into decision-making in high-stakes domains, system designers need principled approaches to help people set their expectations of these systems, and give them mechanisms for recovery when these systems fail. For example, a doctor using a machine learning-based system in clinical care needs to know when they can expect the model to perform well, and when they should not rely on its output. However, supporting these kinds of judgments is difficult when stakeholders have conflicting needs and goals, or cannot directly assess the quality of a system’s output. This dissertation examines two such contexts: matching algorithms for assigning students to public schools; and machine translation systems, which use machine learning to translate between natural languages. I take three approaches to design for reliability in these contexts: first, teaching users what a system can and cannot do; second, aligning system evaluations with people’s actual use cases, needs, and goals; and third, helping users recover from failures. By making it easier for users to understand what kinds of inputs are supported by a system, and how they can express their intent within that supported scope, we can increase users’ agency to make appropriate decisions about how and when to use these systems in high-stakes settings.
For my parents
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4.1 Student assignment algorithms were designed meet school district values based on modeling assumptions (blue/top) that clash with the constraints of the real world (red/bottom). Students are expected to have predefined preferences over all schools, which they report truthfully. The procedure is intended to be easy to explain and optimally satisfies student preferences. In practice however, these assumptions clash with the real world characterized by unequal access to information, resource constraints (e.g. commuting), and distrust.

4.2 The matching algorithm takes students’ preferences over schools and schools’ pre-defined priority categories as inputs and outputs the most efficient assignment of students to schools.

4.3 Families who were eligible for priority for underserved students ranked fewer schools on average (mean: 5.5; 95% CI: 5.0-6.2) than other families in the city (mean: 11.6; 95% CI: 11.2-12.1; difference in means: p=0.00). This may suggest that strategic behavior is more widespread amongst higher resource families.

4.4 The priority for underserved students helps those students access educational opportunity, but there remain inequities that priority enrollment cannot address. Students with priority enrolled in higher performing schools (mean: 45.0% of students met or exceeded expectations on standardized tests; 95% CI: 43.2% – 46.7%), than their average neighborhood school (mean: 31.6%). However, they still enrolled in lower performing schools on average than students who were not eligible for priority (mean: 57.2%; 95% CI: 56.5%-57.9%) (difference in means: p = 0.00). Academic outcomes are measured as the percentage of third grade students at the enrolled school who met or exceeded expectations in the 2017-18 statewide assessments.
5.1 Three online dashboards available to families in Oakland. Top left: GreatSchools displays schools on a map, ranked based on a proprietary score out of 10. Each school has a separate page with more detailed information including the breakdown of the overall score into an academic progress score and an equity score, student demographics, and test score data disaggregated by race, income, and disability. Right: The California Schools Dashboard provides statistics on every public school in California, including standardized test scores, suspension and attendance rates, and student demographics. Bottom left: The Oakland SchoolFinder gives families the option to find their neighborhood school, filter by language programs, special education programs, uniforms, and before and after school care, and view all schools on a map.

6.1 Preference-based systems consist of a preference language, in which participants express their needs and goals to a decision-maker, and an aggregation algorithm, which aggregates individuals’ preferences into a collective decision. I identify three ways that preference languages shape opportunities for meaningful participation in algorithmic decision-making: 1) expressiveness, the range of needs that participants can communicate; 2) cost, the effort it takes for participants to express their needs and goals in the preference language; and 3) collectivism, the extent to which aggregating individuals’ preferences can achieve collective goals.

6.2 In Section 6.4 I identified three considerations for the design of preference languages that shape participation: 1) Expressiveness (6.4); 2) Cost (6.4); and 3) Collectivism (6.4). If the preference language makes it difficult and costly for marginalized stakeholders to communicate their needs, then the system offers unequal opportunities to participate. Systems that only account for individual preferences have limited means to reach collective goals. In Section 6.5 I discuss paths forward for designing preference elicitation mechanisms that are more expressive and less costly (A-C; 6.5) and aligning preference aggregation algorithms with co-defined collective goals (D-E; 6.5).

7.1 An extract of the user study interface from the perspective of I4, English.

7.2 Participants using English were confused more than their partners when speaking with an Igbo, Farsi, or Spanish speaker, with Igbo to English translations annotated for confusion at the highest rate. In English-Tagalog sessions, Tagalog-speakers marked a higher proportion of messages they received as confusing.

8.1 A screenshot of Angler’s Table View, and a screenshot of Angler’s Detail View.

8.2 A suite of regex-based unit tests to detect translation errors without the need for ground-truth translation.

8.4 Naming conventions for challenge sets in Angler.

8.3 A screenshot of Angler’s Table view.

8.5 A screenshot of Angler’s Detail view.
8.6 Six screenshots of different Angler Spotlight view variations.

9.1 CEPHALO leverages retrieval-augmented machine translation models to help users craft appropriate inputs for translation and verify translation outputs. CEPHALO integrates two translation models: a template-based approach, which matches input sentences to a professionally translated template and terms; and a flexible approach that combines professionally translated sentences to produce output translations. The table view displays the templates, terms, and sentences that these models use. Users can craft inputs closer to the data in the table view to improve translation reliability. The detail view allows users to refine translations through actionable feedback.

9.2 If there are no translators available, clinicians are faced with a choice between flexible but uncertain neural machine translation tools (left), and inflexible but verified pre-translated phrasebooks (right). I argue that retrieval-augmented translation methods, with appropriate user interface design, could provide a balance between flexibility and verifiability. I use two retrieval-augmented translation methods in this work: a flexible approach, based on Nearest Neighbor Machine Translation [262] (Section 9.5); and a template approach that I developed for discharge instructions (Section 9.5).

9.3 60% of the sentences in a set of 25 discharge instructions could be matched to a template that conveyed all or most of the meaning. Overall, 31% of the best available matches had the potential for clinically significant harm if a patient received only the information in the template.

9.4 For translations generated using a $k$-Nearest Neighbor MT model [262], relevance (distance between an input sentence and the retrieval index) is correlated with translation quality, especially when utilization (how much the retrieval results are influencing the final translation) is high. Relevance and utilization are also correlated, because the model relies the retrieval results proportionally to their distance to the input.

9.5 CEPHALO has three main interface components: the sentence view (A); the table view (B); and the detail view (C). The sentence view shows each sentence in a document as an individual block, color-coded by the selected translation method. When a user clicks on a sentence block, they can edit the text, and view details about the translation in the table view and detail view. The table view lets users explore the retrieval index. The detail view shows details about the selected translation, and lets the user switch between translation methods. In template mode, the detail view lets a user select a template, add and remove terms, and view the final translation. In flexible mode, the detail view shows the final translation with actionable feedback about when to rephrase based on utilization and relevance scores.
9.6 In early prototypes, I explored other information that we could show users in the flexible mode detail view. These included automatic rephrasing suggestions, sentence-level relevance and utilization scores, term-level back-translations, and token-level utilization scores ($u_i$).

9.7 CEPHALO warns users when an input sentence has low utilization (high or low relevance), or high utilization and low relevance. A short warning appears in the sentence view (top) and actionable feedback is provided in the detail view (bottom).

9.8 In control mode, CEPHALO shows only input sentences and output translations from the baseline MT model.

9.9 Participants usually used whatever translation method the system initially suggested. It was more common for users to use a template when the system did not suggest one, than for them to use the flexible approach when the system suggested a template. Users chose a different template than the original suggestion 27% of the time.

9.10 CEPHALO helps users make edits that are specifically tailored to the strengths of the kNN-MT model.

A.1 The user study interface from the perspective of the participant using English in session I4.

A.2 Each participant in a pair was shown one of these two calendars to indicate their availability. Each calendar has eight available two hour blocks, but only two overlap.
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4.1 consolidated the San Francisco Unified School District’s goals for student assignment into four overarching values. Assignment algorithms have theoretical properties aligned with these values. However, the San Francisco assignment algorithm’s theoretical promises have not been realized because they rely on modeling assumptions that clash with real world challenges. 23

5.1 Parent demographics. Interviews with participants marked with † were conducted in Spanish and English with an interpreter. Incomes marked with * are estimates based on median income in home zip code, all other fields are self-described. 45
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Algorithmic systems guide decisions and shape outcomes in a range of high-stakes domains, like education [315, 388], healthcare [174, 370], and the legal system [23, 3, 24]. These systems produce complex outputs, making it difficult for people to detect, understand, and rectify problems, sometimes with severe consequences [370, 51, 23]. The complexity and uncertainty of these systems opens new questions for designing reliable systems: what can we expect from these unpredictable systems? How can we recover from failures when neither users nor systems can detect them? Answering these questions is a first step towards principled approaches to designing for reliability in algorithmic systems.

Many threats to the reliability of algorithmic systems arise from the interaction between a system and the social environment in which it is embedded. For example, an AI system for detecting diabetic retinopathy had specialist-level accuracy in offline evaluations, but faced new and unexpected challenges when deployed in low-resource clinical settings, e.g., because of difficulties capturing high resolution images [44]. Gaining a full understanding of these types of challenges and developing solutions requires bringing the theories and methods of human-computer interaction (HCI) to the design and evaluation of algorithmic systems. Human-centered approaches are especially critical when there is no shared, clear definition of how a system should behave. My research has examined systems where stakeholders have conflicting goals, and where it is difficult for end-users to directly verify that outputs are correct. My approaches to designing for reliability in these contexts have covered three areas: teaching users what a system can and cannot do; aligning system evaluations with people’s actual use cases needs, and goals; and helping users recover from failures when they occur.

The first part of this dissertation focuses on student assignment algorithms: matching algorithms that are used to match students to schools based on students’ preferences, schools’ priorities, and capacity constraints. School districts have introduced these algorithms with the goal of providing equitable and flexible access to high quality education, but many have struggled to realize these outcomes in practice. Families have been dissatisfied with time-consuming and confusing application processes, as well as disappointing individual and collective-level outcomes. In Chapter 4, I explore the misalignment between the modeling assumptions that underpin claims about these systems’ capabilities, and people’s actual
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

needs and constraints in the real world. I find that such misalignment can lead to perceived breakdowns even when systems are functioning correctly, which can undermine users’ trust and be difficult for system operators to understand and resolve. In Chapter 5, I demonstrate that the solutions to such challenges in sociotechnical systems may often be more social than technical, especially in low-resource settings. Lastly, in Chapter 6, I extend my analysis to other types of systems that elicit and aggregate individual preferences to make collective decisions, arguing that this approach is not a catch-all solution to reliable and equitable algorithmic systems.

The second part of this dissertation focuses on machine translation (MT) models, which translate input from one natural language to another. People typically use these models to translate to or from a language they don’t know, making it very difficult for them to identify translation errors. My work has explored how we can help people avoid miscommunication with MT, from the perspectives of both end-users and developers. In Chapter 7, I show that it is very difficult for users to identify and recover from errors when using machine translation models. Users rely on broad perceptions of the strengths and limitations of these models based on past experience, which may not be accurate across different language pairs, or as models are updated over time. It is easy for MT errors to go undetected in communication, with tangible social consequences. In Chapter 8, I explore how we can build tools for MT model developers that encourage them to prioritize model evaluation resources based on how people use their model. Finally, in Chapter 9, I argue that retrieval-augmented machine translation is one way to help users more easily understand a translation model’s strengths and limitations, and use the model within its capabilities. I demonstrate the value of this approach for translating hospital discharge instructions.

In Chapter 10, I bring together insights from these two very different systems to identify common requirements and design patterns that can improve reliability. First, we can only assess a system’s reliability with respect to a clearly defined task or goal in a specific context. Defining a system’s purpose is critical to designing systems with clear capabilities appropriate for that purpose. With a clearly defined purpose and capabilities, it becomes more possible to guide users towards well-supported use cases and inputs. Another way to improve reliability is to define an intermediate intent specification that acts as a shared language between the user and the system. This specification allows users to refine their goals, and then the system must be able to transform this specification into the output language to meet the specified goals with high certainty. This approach is especially useful when it is difficult for a user to directly verify model outputs or rely on their own judgment when a system fails. By making it easier for users to understand what kinds of inputs are supported by a system, and how they can express their needs and goals within that supported scope, we can increase their agency to appropriately rely on that system. This could mean deciding whether to rely on a specific prediction, or contesting systems at a higher level, for example, deliberating the goals of a system, defining expected behavior, determining how resources should be prioritized to improve or extend a system, or questioning whether that system should exist at all.
Chapter 2

Related Work: Designing for Reliability

This chapter defines my interpretation of reliability in algorithmic systems and briefly reviews related approaches to designing for reliability in the human-computer interaction (HCI) and machine learning (ML) literature. This chapter provides a high-level overview of related work in several areas; each chapter following reviews work specifically related to its content in more depth.

The IEEE Standards define reliability as the ability of a system or component to function under stated conditions for a specified period of time [235]. A system does not need to have perfect performance to be reliable; rather, reliability is about maintaining an acceptable level of failures for a given use case, in terms of frequency and severity [29]. Therefore, assessing a system’s reliability requires three tasks: first, understanding how the system will be used; second, estimating the system’s performance in those use cases; and third, deciding if that performance is acceptable for the use case. Misconceptions in any of these steps can lead to actual or perceived system failures. For instance, reliability failures can arise because system performance was measured on use cases that are not representative of actual real world use, or because the reliability requirements were not reflective of people’s actual risk tolerance.

Different stakeholders may assess reliability at different times with access to different information, which can lead to different perceptions of reliability for the same system. For instance, end-users assessing reliability may have a very in-depth understanding of their own use case, but their beliefs about system performance may be based on limited information. On the other hand, developers may have sophisticated methods for evaluating model performance, but a misunderstanding about how people will actually use the model.

Many reliability failures do not (primarily) involve humans, e.g. hardware failures. As a human-computer interaction researcher, my interest is in reliability failures that involve end-users, either where users have an inaccurate perception of system performance, or where developers have an inaccurate perception of users’ needs and behaviors.

My research has taken three main approaches to addressing these kinds of reliability
challenges. The first approach is to teach users what a system can and cannot do. This can help set appropriate expectations, and guide decisions about when to use the system. For example, in Chapter 4, I explore perceived failures of student assignment algorithms that arose from misaligned expectations of what matching algorithms can achieve. In Chapter 7, I argue that interactive guidance is needed to help users understand and work within the strengths and limitations of machine translation models. The second approach is to align system evaluations with people’s actual use cases, needs, and goals. Chapter 8 proposes developer tooling for machine translation that prioritizes evaluation resources based on how people use the system. The third approach is to help users recover from failures, which can reduce the consequences of those failures, and in turn increase people’s tolerance for failures. In the student assignment context, this requires non-technical interventions, for instance, offering high quality educational opportunities in every neighborhood so that even worst case outcomes are not catastrophic for students. In Chapter 9, I argue that trading off flexibility in order to more clearly specify a system’s capabilities could improve error recoverability and allow people to use MT more safely in higher-stakes settings.

Each of these three high-level approaches has been subject to increasing interest in the AI research community, particularly in the Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAccT) community and at the intersection of AI and HCI. The following sections review research from these areas related to each of the three approaches.

2.1 Teaching users what a system can and cannot do

Over time, as they interact with a system, people develop a mental model of how that system works. This mental model helps them build appropriate trust and understand how to interact with the system to achieve their goals [365]. A useful mental model need not be entirely accurate or complete, but should allow users to predict how a system will perform under different conditions, i.e., assess its reliability, and control its behavior. However, the unpredictability and complexity of AI systems makes it difficult for users to build useful mental models [377, 17, 472]. The first approach helps users develop useful mental models of system capabilities. Some work aims to help people understand a system’s overall performance, while other approaches aim to help people assess individual system outputs.

One way to improve people’s overall awareness of system capabilities is to provide more detailed and consistent documentation for models, datasets, and development processes [172, 341, 430, 136, 403, 233, 394, 366]. This documentation can guide decision-making about when and how to use datasets and models, although it is usually directed towards downstream application developers and people with the power to make system adoption decisions for organizations, rather than end-users.

Another line of work aims to improve people’s overall AI literacy. One competency within AI literacy involves identifying AI’s strengths and weaknesses, and using this understanding to determine when to rely on AI [317]. One way to help users gain such an understanding is to provide onboarding materials specific to a particular system [93, 94]. Cai et al. [94]...
found that the process of developing onboarding materials also helps development teams better understand end-user requirements and evaluate their model with respect to those requirements (Section 2.2).

ML explainability and intelligibility research has also aimed to help users understand how systems work and detect model errors [455, 123]. However, it is unclear what kind of information is useful for end-users, or how that information impacts user behavior [486, 313, 339]. Empirical evidence suggests that explainability interventions are more effective for shaping people’s overall perceptions of system performance and strategies for using the system, rather than helping them identify specific errors [405, 308]. In practice, explainability methods have seen most success as debugging mechanisms for ML developers, and it remains an open question whether and how these techniques will be useful for a broader audience [55].

My work explores how we can help users set their expectations of system performance overall, and identify and recover from individual failures, even when they cannot directly evaluate and override system outputs. This is especially challenging when there is disagreement about how to define good performance (student assignment algorithms), or when the user cannot understand the system’s output (machine translation).

2.2 Aligning system evaluations with people’s actual use cases, needs, and goals

The growing list of examples of algorithmic bias and discrimination in deployed systems (e.g., [80, 370, 362, 280, 133, 61]) has demonstrated that traditional machine learning evaluation practices have struggled to capture system behaviors of real-world importance. Hutchinson et al. [232] point out that machine learning evaluations typically treat all model failures the same, despite the fact that different kinds of failures on different parts of the input distribution may have very different real world implications and harms. The second approach aims to ensure that system evaluations reflect realistic use cases and account for people’s risk tolerance in those contexts.

One increasingly common practice that partially addresses this concern is disaggregated analysis, which separately measures model performance on different demographic groups or other covariates of interest [80, 38]. Still, available evaluation datasets may not represent the real world distribution of inputs to a model [409]. Developing datasets that are more reflective of real-world use cases requires understanding a model’s usage context including how inputs are generated and how outputs are used [232, 44].

Ultimately, a system’s impact is heavily shaped by how people interpret and act on its outputs. Field studies and observational studies are an important but still under-utilized methodology for understanding how models fit into realistic workflows and impact outcomes for those who use or are otherwise impacted by a system [44]. Internal and external auditing is another way to improve the quality and trustworthiness of evaluations of systems in deployment settings [411, 472, 410]. A thread through much of this work is that truly rigorous
and comprehensive evaluations must be grounded in a deep understanding of the use case for a system, and the associated risks [232, 411].

2.3 Helping users recover from failures

When systems perform unexpectedly (a reliability failure), principles of good user interface design suggest that the system should help users quickly recognize, diagnose, and recover from the breakdown [360]. Researchers have adapted established interaction design principles for AI systems, and common guidance includes allowing users to refine incorrect outputs, and encouraging feedback from users that can improve the system over time [377, 17, 224, 150]. However, achieving these goals in practice is a major challenge for AI user interface designers because model failures can be nuanced and easily go undetected by both users and systems [377, 224, 17, 150]. In some tasks, users have a back-up option when the model is wrong, e.g., they can rely on their own judgment [401]. However, this is not always the case, for example, when people use machine translation to communicate in a language they don’t know. The third approach aims to reduce the consequences of failures by helping users easily recover from errors and continue making progress towards their goals, even when they cannot directly verify system output. When errors are more easily recoverable, users may have a higher tolerance for failures, meaning that a system can still be reliable for a given task even with relatively more frequent failures.

One relevant line of work has developed methods for algorithmic recourse. The goal of this work is to give people tools to contest and change unfavorable decisions made by an algorithm [254]. However, for complex (or “truly inscrutable”) models Selbst and Barocas [455] warn that such methods could be dangerous because they encourage local tinkering with parameters that will never reflect the system’s true underlying complexity, and could instead foster the development of misleading mental models. In Chapter 9, I explore how different model architectures, e.g., retrieval-augmented machine translation, make designing interaction patterns for recoverability easier by making system failures more predictable. In some cases, developers may face a trade-off between system flexibility on the one hand and error predictability and recoverability on the other, which must be balanced on a case-by-case basis given users’ risk tolerance for a given task.
Part I

Matching Algorithms for Public School Student Assignment
Chapter 3

Introduction and background

In most public school districts in the U.S., students are assigned to schools based on where they live. Therefore, racial segregation and economic inequalities result in segregated and unequal schools. Increasingly, school districts have been introducing school choice systems that allow students to apply to schools across the district. Students submit a ranked list of schools they would like to attend and the district uses an algorithm to match students to schools based on those preferences. Many school districts implemented these systems for their potential to advance equitable access to high quality education, create more diverse classrooms, and provide flexibility to families [255]. However, school districts have encountered practical challenges in their deployment. In fact, San Francisco Unified School District voted to stop using and completely redesign their student assignment algorithm because it was frustrating for families and it was not promoting educational equity. In my work, I take a human-centered approach and study parents and policy-makers to gain a deeper understanding of their values, attitudes, understandings, and uses of these student assignment systems in practice.

In this chapter, I summarize my contributions, then review existing literature on matching algorithms for student assignment, largely from economics. I conclude by briefly introducing the two contexts in which I have conducted research: San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) and Oakland Unified School District (OUSD).

In Chapter 4, I analyze the student assignment system in San Francisco Unified School District using a Value Sensitive Design approach, drawing on 13 interviews with parents and public policy documents, and find that one reason values are not met in practice is that the system relies on modeling assumptions about families’ priorities, constraints, and goals that clash with the real world. These assumptions overlook the complex barriers to ideal participation that many families face, particularly because of socioeconomic inequalities.

One of these barriers involves unequal access to information about the schools and enrollment process. Governments and non-profits have invested in providing more information about schools to parents, but we know little about what information is actually useful for historically marginalized and underserved families. In Chapter 5, I present findings from interviews with 14 families and advocates in Oakland focused on the challenges they faced navigating an online school choice and enrollment system. My findings highlight the value of
personalized support and trusting relationships to delivering relevant and helpful information. I contrast this against online information resources and dashboards, which tend to be impersonal, target a broad audience, and make strong assumptions about what parents should look for in a school without sensitivity to families’ varying circumstances.

Finally, in Chapter 6, I combine the data across San Francisco and Oakland to study how families and school districts use students’ preferences for schools to meet their goals. I find that the design of the preference language, i.e. the structure in which participants must express their needs and goals to the decision-maker, shapes the opportunities for meaningful participation. I define three properties of preference languages – expressiveness, cost, and collectivism – and discuss how these factors shape who is able to participate, and the extent to which they are able to effectively communicate their needs to the decision-maker. Reflecting on these findings, I offer implications and paths forward for researchers and practitioners who are considering applying a preference-based model for participation in algorithmic decision making.

3.1 Matching Algorithms for Student Assignment

Economists in the field of market design have developed matching algorithms to find optimal assignments between two sides of a market based on each side’s preferences [164, 464]. These algorithms have since been applied to numerous real world markets, such as university admissions, organ donation, and public school student assignment [432]. Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez proposed two variants of matching algorithms\(^1\) for assigning students to public schools [2]. The incoming students and available school seats are the two sides of the market. Students report their preferences by ranking the schools, and schools can define priority categories for students, such as priority for younger siblings of continuing students or priority for students living in the school’s surrounding neighborhood. These algorithms have promising theoretical properties that should ensure a fair and efficient allocation of seats. For example, they are strategy-proof, meaning students cannot misrepresent their preferences to guarantee an improved outcome. They are also student-optimal in the sense that they are optimized to satisfy student preferences as efficiently as possible,\(^2\) subject to each school’s capacity constraints [2].

Student assignment systems based on matching algorithms have been championed for their potential to advance equitable access to high quality education, create more diverse classrooms, and provide more flexibility to families compared to a traditional neighborhood

---

\(^1\)Deferred Acceptance (DA) [164] and Top-Trading Cycles (TTC) [464] are both used for student assignment. Student-optimal DA finds the stable matching that most efficiently satisfies student preferences, while TTC finds a matching that is Pareto-efficient in the satisfaction of student preferences but is not guaranteed to be stable.

\(^2\)For more details about properties of matching mechanisms and matchings, such as strategy-proofness, and trade-offs between stability and efficiency, see Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez [2]. For the purposes of this research, it is most important to keep in mind that the primary goal of these algorithms is to satisfy student preferences.
system [255]. However, as these systems have been implemented in the real world they have faced new types of challenges, such as confusion for families and decreasing classroom diversity. Pathak [388] noticed that early theoretical literature overlooked or oversimplified challenges of practical importance like strategic incentives, transparency, and coordinating offers to improve the efficiency of waitlists. Economists have since applied empirical and experimental methods to understand strategic behavior [206, 253, 418, 143, 142, 189, 378, 187], information needs [111, 214, 188, 112, 124, 83, 21, 320, 207], and diversity constraints [290, 12, 192, 359, 209, 176, 374].

However, researchers have raised concerns that tinkering with the technical implementation of these algorithms is insufficient to improve the enrollment systems overall. Kasman and Valant [255] discussed the strong political forces shaping how these algorithms are used, understood, and accepted in school districts. They argued that these algorithms are easily misunderstood by stakeholders, and that adoption will depend more on how people interact with these systems than their underlying theoretical properties. Hitzig [217] pointed out that matching algorithms’ emphasis on efficiency makes strong implicit assumptions about the optimal distribution of assignments, namely that the ideal outcome is the one where every student is assigned to their first choice school. This is often framed in economics as objectively optimal rather than only one of many ways to distribute resources, and one which may not align with school districts’ collective goals.

Prior work in HCI has studied human values with respect to matching algorithms in experimental settings [294, 299]. Central concerns for participants included the algorithms’ inability to account for social context, the difficulty of quantifying their preferences, and the lack of opportunities for compromise [294]. My research has built on this work, studying stakeholders’ values and real-world experiences with respect to high-stakes matching algorithms that has been in use for almost a decade to assign students to public schools in San Francisco and Oakland, California.

San Francisco Unified School District  San Francisco has a long history of heavily segregated neighborhoods which has resulted in segregated schools when students attend their neighborhood school [196]. In 2011, San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) introduced a student assignment system based on a matching algorithm\(^3\) in the hopes of promoting equitable access to educational opportunity and diverse classrooms [463]. However, by 2018 the Board had voted to redesign the system in response to widespread dissatisfaction among families and clear evidence that the system was not serving the district’s goals [196]. Under this system, families could apply to any school in the district, and could list as many schools as they wanted to in their application. The algorithm gave priority to students living near schools that performed poorly on statewide standardized tests [463]. Although this system, in theory, offers equitable access to all of the district’s schools, the algorithm had been unable to promote diverse classrooms and equitable access to education in practice, largely due to racial and socioeconomic disparities in participation rates and segregation in

\(^3\)SFUSD uses a variant of Top-Trading Cycles.
the preferences of those families who do participate [462]. By 2018, however, diversity in schools had instead decreased and parents were frustrated by an opaque and unpredictable process [196]. In fact, many schools were now more segregated than the neighborhoods they were in [461]. The algorithm had failed to support the values its designers had intended and the San Francisco Board of Education voted for a complete overhaul and redesign of the system [196]. My work in San Francisco focused on understanding why this system did not meet expectations (Chapter 4).

**Oakland Unified School District** Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) also has an open enrollment system, where families can apply to any public school in the district and the district uses a matching algorithm to assign students to schools. Unlike San Francisco, families can only rank up to 6 schools on their application, and the algorithm gives top priority to students living in each school’s surrounding attendance zone. Almost 90% of OUSD students are students of color, and over 70% are eligible for free and reduced price lunch,\(^4\) but schools have remained segregated and unequal, with several of the highest resource schools serving almost 50% white students. In response to this problem, OUSD is piloting a new priority category to make more space for students who live in poorer parts of the city to attend these high-resource schools. The district is also concerned about families’ access to information about schools and the application process, particularly for parents who are new to the district and/or have limited English proficiency. My work in Oakland focused on learning about these participation challenges (Chapter 5).

\(^4\)Source: OUSD Fast Facts 2021-2022
Chapter 4

Modeling Assumptions Clash with the Real World: Transparency, Equity, and Community Challenges for Student Assignment Algorithms

Across the United States, a growing number of school districts are turning to matching algorithms to assign students to public schools.¹ The designers of these algorithms aimed to promote values such as transparency, equity, and community in the process. However, school districts have encountered practical challenges in their deployment. In fact, San Francisco Unified School District voted to stop using and completely redesign their student assignment algorithm because it was frustrating for families and it was not promoting educational equity in practice. In this chapter, I analyze this system using a Value Sensitive Design approach and find that one reason values are not met in practice is that the system relies on modeling assumptions about families’ priorities, constraints, and goals that clash with the real world. These assumptions overlook the complex barriers to ideal participation that many families face, particularly because of socioeconomic inequalities. I argue that direct, ongoing engagement with stakeholders is central to aligning algorithmic values with real world conditions. In doing so we must broaden how we evaluate algorithms while recognizing the limitations of purely algorithmic solutions in addressing complex socio-political problems.

4.1 Introduction

Algorithmic systems are increasingly involved in high-stakes decision-making such as child welfare [444, 75], credit scoring [282], medicine [174, 369], and law enforcement [24]. Documented instances of discriminatory algorithmic decision-making [24, 116, 369, 14] and biased

¹Tonya Nguyen and Niloufar Salehi contributed to the research presented in this chapter, which was published at ACM CHI 2021: https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445748.
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Figure 4.1: Student assignment algorithms were designed to meet school district values based on modeling assumptions (blue/top) that clash with the constraints of the real world (red/bottom). Students are expected to have predefined preferences over all schools, which they report truthfully. The procedure is intended to be easy to explain and optimally satisfies student preferences. In practice however, these assumptions clash with the real world characterized by unequal access to information, resource constraints (e.g. commuting), and distrust.

system performance [81, 362, 498, 62] have prompted a growing interest in designing systems that reflect the values and needs of the communities in which they are embedded [163, 11]. However, even when systems are designed to support shared values, they do not always promote those values in practice [530]. One reason why an algorithmic system may not support values as expected is that these expectations rely on modeling assumptions about the world that clash with how the world actually works. In this chapter, I examine such a breakdown with the San Francisco Unified School District’s student assignment algorithm, to study where and how those clashes occur and to offer paths forward.

In this chapter, I follow a Value Sensitive Design approach to answer two central questions: 1) What values were designers and policy-makers hoping this algorithm would support? 2) Why were those values not met in practice? To answer these questions I first analyzed the school district’s publicly available policy documents on student assignment and conducted a review of the relevant economics literature where matching algorithms for student assignment have been developed. To answer the second question, I conducted an empirical investigation into how the algorithm is used in practice. I conducted 13 semi-structured interviews with parents in San Francisco who have used the assignment system and performed content analysis of 12 Reddit threads where parents discussed the algorithm. I complement my qualitative findings with quantitative analysis of application and enrollment data from 4,594 incoming kindergartners in 2017. This triangulation of methods enables us to paint a richer picture of
I found that the algorithm failed to support its intended values in practice because its theoretical promise depended on modeling assumptions that oversimplify and idealize how families will behave and what they seek to achieve. These assumptions overlook the complex barriers to ideal participation that many families face, particularly because of socioeconomic inequalities. Additionally, the system designers vastly underestimated the cost of information acquisition and overestimated the explainability and predictability of the algorithm. In contrast to expectations that the algorithm would ensure an transparent, equitable student assignment process, I find widespread strategic behavior, a lack of trust, and high levels of stress and frustration among families.

Student assignment algorithms promise a clear, mathematically elegant solution to what is in reality a messy, socio-political problem. My findings show that this clash can not only prevent the algorithm from supporting stakeholders’ values, but can even cause it to work against them. Human-centered approaches may help algorithm designers build systems that are better aligned with stakeholders’ values in practice. However, algorithmic systems will never be perfect nor sufficient to address complex social and political challenges. For this reason, I must also design systems that are adaptable to complex, evolving community needs and seek alternatives where appropriate.

4.2 Related work

In this work I build on two major areas of related work: work in economics on designing and evaluating matching algorithms for student assignment (Chapter 3, Section 3.1); and literature in HCI on Value Sensitive Design (VSD). In this section, I review the VSD literature, then end with a review of literature that examines the role of modeling assumptions in algorithmic systems. I use the term “algorithmic system” or “student assignment system” to broadly refer to the matching algorithm as well as the district’s processes and families’ practices that make up a part of the application and enrollment process.

Value Sensitive Design

Value Sensitive Design (VSD) is a theoretically grounded methodology to identify and account for stakeholders’ values in the design of new technologies [161]. In Value Sensitive Design, “values” are broadly defined as “what a person or group of people consider important in life,” although values with ethical import are considered especially important [163]. VSD is a tripartite methodology, involving conceptual, empirical and technical investigations in an iterative and integrative procedure [161]. In the conceptual stage, designers identify stakeholders’ relevant values. Empirical investigations examine stakeholders’ interactions with the technology and how they apprehend values in practice [132, 162]. Technical investigations explore how the properties and mechanisms of a particular technology support or hinder values. VSD takes a proactive stance: values should ideally be considered early on and
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throughout the design process [132]. However, VSD can also be applied retrospectively to
evaluate deployed systems with respect to human values [161]. I apply VSD methodology to
understand what values San Francisco Unified School District’s assignment algorithm was
designed to support, and why it has not supported those values in practice, leading to its
redesign.

Zhu et al. adapt the VSD framework to the design and analysis of algorithmic systems
through “Value-Sensitive Algorithm Design” (VSAD) [11]. VSAD emphasizes the need to
evaluate algorithms based on whether they are acceptable to stakeholders’ values, whether
they effectively address the problem they were designed for, and whether they have had
positive broader impacts [11]. This is in contrast to traditional evaluation procedures for
algorithmic systems, which depend heavily on narrow, quantitative success metrics [11].
Subsequent work has applied the VSAD framework to reveal stakeholder values in the
context of a machine learning algorithm used to predict the quality of editor contributions
on Wikipedia [476]. The authors emphasize the need to integrate values not only into the
design of the algorithm itself, but also into the user interface and work practices that form a
part of the algorithmic ecosystem [476]. This is consistent with the interactional principle in
VSD, which dictates that “values are not embedded within a technology; rather, they are
implicated through engagement” [132].

As VSD has been developed and more widely adopted, researchers have encountered
some challenges [132, 63, 292]. One challenge is resolving value conflicts, both between
stakeholders with different beliefs [158] and between competing values [470]. However, even
when stakeholders agree on important values, it can be difficult to predict whether a technology
that supports a value in theory will actually uphold that value when the system is deployed
in the real world. Zhu et al. apply VSAD to design and evaluate an algorithm to recruit new
editors to Wikipedia communities [11]. They found that their algorithm was acceptable and
helpful to the community, but also discovered unanticipated shortcomings. For instance, only
more experienced newcomers increased their contributions in response to the recruitment
outreach [11]. Ames offers another example of values breakdown, contrasting the intended
values of the One Laptop Per Child project, such as productivity, with the consumptive
values that were enacted in practice [20].

Researchers have identified various causes of breakdowns between intended values and
values in practice. Ames’s work highlights the importance of understanding local needs in the
context where a technology is to be deployed. Manders-Huits argues that problems can arise
when designers misinterpret stakeholders’ values, or because stakeholders’ values changed over
time [331]. Similarly to this work, Voida et al. find that tension arises from a misalignment
between how a computational system operationalizes a value and how the people who use the
system understand that value [530]. I build on these findings by examining a clash between
algorithmic logics and real-world goals and practices. I connect these challenges to emerging
work studying the role of modeling assumptions and abstraction in algorithmic breakdown.
Modeling Assumptions in Algorithmic Systems

All algorithmic systems rely on an implicit model of the world in order to compute on it. Any model is a simplified abstraction of reality but the simplifying assumptions often go unstated [67]. For example, Selbst et al. describe the algorithmic frame in supervised machine learning, in which each observation in labelled training data represents an abstraction of some real-world entity, often a human being [456]. The authors warn that algorithmic systems can break down if they rely on abstractions that do not capture important aspects of the interactions between technical and social systems. Researchers have documented challenges both when assumptions are too broad, and when they are overly narrow. For instance, Chancellor et al. identified significant inconsistency in how researchers conceptualize and model humans when using machine learning to predict mental health [107]. In contrast, Saxena et al. found an overly narrow focus on risk prediction in the U.S. child welfare system that oversimplifies the complexity of the domain’s needs [444].

In the student assignment context, Hitzig identified how matching algorithms rely on an abstraction of the world that makes strong, unstated normative assumptions regarding distributive justice [217], or the appropriate distribution of benefits and burdens in a group. The matching paradigm assumes that the ideal outcome is the one where every student is assigned to their first choice school. Hitzig points out that this emphasis on efficiency may not align with school districts’ goals, but is often framed in economics as objectively optimal rather than only one of many ways to distribute resources.

This work demonstrates how unstated, erroneous modeling assumptions about the world can break an algorithmic system. Baumer argues that this breakdown can occur when an algorithm’s designers and stakeholders do not share a common understanding of the system’s goals and limitations [41]. I expand on this work by exploring how the designers of matching algorithms for student assignment relied on certain modeling assumptions about the world in order to justify their designs with respect to values like equity and transparency. I analyze the breakdown of the student assignment algorithm in San Francisco as a case study of what happens when these assumptions clash with stakeholders’ real world goals and constraints.

4.3 Methods

My goal in this research is to understand the values that San Francisco Unified School District’s (SFUSD) student assignment system was designed to support and compare and contrast these to parents’ experiences in practice. Following Value Sensitive Design methodology [163], I begin with a conceptual investigation drawing on prior literature in economics and SFUSD policy documents to identify the values the system was intended to promote. Then, I conduct a mixed-method empirical investigation to understand why the system ultimately did not support those values and needed to be redesigned.
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Data Collection

I collected data from three sources to understand the district’s policy goals (how the system was intended to work) and parent experiences (how the system has actually worked).

District Policies

I collected two official documents from SFUSD to understand the district’s policy goals, their justification for their original design in 2011, and the reasons they voted for a redesign in 2018. I accessed the official policy describing the existing assignment system [463] and the resolution that approved the ongoing redesign [196] from the enrollment section of SFUSD’s website.²

Parent Perspectives

I collected parent experiences in two primary formats: through interviews with parents, and from public online discussions on social media. The interviews allowed us to ask questions and prompt parents to reflect on and dig deeper into their experiences with the assignment system. The online discussions provide potentially less filtered reflections shared without the presence of researchers and reveal how parents seek and share information online. I supplement this data with a presentation titled “Reflections on Student Assignment” by the African American Parents Advisory Council (AAPAC) [6], which was also downloaded from the enrollment section of SFUSD’s website.

I conducted semi-structured interviews with 13 parents who have used the student assignment system to apply for elementary schools in SFUSD. I recruited parents through four parenting email and Facebook groups by contacting group administrators who shared a brief recruitment survey on my behalf. During the interview, I asked participants to describe their application and enrollment experiences, and to reflect on their understanding of the assignment algorithm. Interviews were 45 minutes and participants received a $30 gift card. All interviews were conducted over the phone in English between February and August 2020.

12 parents completed a demographic survey. Parents reported their income as low income (1), middle income (5), and upper-middle to high income (4) and identified their race or ethnicity as white (4), Asian (3), Chinese (2), white and Hispanic (1), white and Middle Eastern (1), and Vietnamese (1). The 12 respondents reside in six different zip codes in the city. In all 12 households one or more parents had a Bachelor’s degree and in nine households the highest level of education was a graduate degree. To preserve participant privacy, I identify participants in this chapter by unique identifiers P1 through P13.

I supplement the interview data with twelve Reddit threads posted on the r/sanfrancisco subreddit³ between 2016 and 2020. These threads were selected by conducting a comprehensive search of r/sanfrancisco using the search term “school lottery,” as it is commonly known

---

³https://reddit.com/r/sanfrancisco
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to parents. Each post was reviewed to ensure that it was a discussion of the current SFUSD assignment algorithm. From the twelve threads made up of 678 posts and comments, I manually coded content where the author demonstrated first-hand experience with the assignment algorithm, resulting in a final dataset of 128 posts from 83 contributors. Excluded posts were those that were off topic or presented the author’s political view rather than their personal experiences with the system. I paraphrase this content to protect the users’ privacy.

Application and Enrollment Data

I complement my qualitative data about parent experiences with publicly available, de-identified kindergarten application data from 2017 to understand higher-level trends in how parents use the system. For each of the 4,594 applicants, the data includes their ranked list of schools, the school they were assigned to, and the school they enrolled in. It also includes the student’s zipcode, race, and whether the student resides in a census tract with the lowest performing schools (CTIP1 area), which makes them eligible for priority at their preferred schools. Applicants are 28% Asian or Pacific Islander, 24% white, 23% Hispanic and 3.2% Black. 21% declined to state their race. Approximately 15% of applicants were eligible for CTIP1 priority, 45% of whom are Hispanic. 11% of CTIP1-eligible students are Black, which is 53% of all Black applicants.

Limitations

I recruited interview participants through convenience sampling online and complemented the interviews with existing online data, which biases my data towards those who have the time and motivation to participate in research studies, online discussions, and district focus groups. My dataset lacks sufficient representation of low-income families and Black and Hispanic families. It is important that future work addresses this limitation, particularly considering that integration is a key goal for the school district, and that these families are underrepresented in existing discourses. In future work I will focus on understanding the experiences of historically underserved families with student assignment algorithms, specifically families of color, low-income families, and families with low English proficiency.

Data Analysis

In order to understand the district’s values for student assignment and the reasons why the assignment algorithm has not supported these values, I conduct inductive, qualitative content analysis [338] and quantitative data analysis.

---

4Search conducted using the PushShift Reddit repository at https://redditsearch.io/
5The data was collected as part of a public records request by local journalist Pickoff-White for a story about how parents try to game the system [392]. The data is available at https://github.com/pickoffwhite/San-Francisco-Kindergarten-Lottery.
Qualitative Analysis

My qualitative dataset was made up of district policy documents and community input, interview transcripts, and Reddit content. I performed an open-ended inductive analysis, drawing on elements of grounded theory method [108]. I began with two separate analyses: one to understand the district’s values and policies; and a second to understand parent experiences and perspectives. The authors met regularly throughout the analysis to discuss codes and emerging themes. In both analyses I began by conducting open coding on a line-by-line basis using separate code books [108]. I then conducted axial coding to identify relationships between codes and higher level themes. In the axial coding stage for the SFUSD policy documents, I identified three high level codes relevant to my research questions: Values: What are the district’s values and goals for student assignment?; Mechanism: How was the district’s current system expected to support their values?; and Challenges: Why did the district ultimately decide to redesign the system?. Next, I analyzed parent perspectives from the community input documents, interview transcripts, and Reddit content. I conducted two rounds of open coding. First, I focused only on these three data sources. I identified codes that included "priorities," "algorithmic theories," and "challenges." Then, I linked the open codes from the first round to the challenges identified in the policy documents. I found that challenges parents described in my parent perspectives dataset were relatively consistent with those described in the policy documents and I reached theoretical saturation after approximately ten interviews.

Quantitative Analysis

I linked the application dataset to publicly available school-level standardized test results in order to understand how families use the system to access educational opportunities. I accessed third grade results in the California Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments in 2017-2018, provided by the California Department of Education.\(^6\) I conducted exploratory data visualization to investigate trends in preferences. I measure variation in preferences by race and CTIP1 priority status in order to gain insight into if and how participation varies across groups differently impacted by structural oppression and historical exclusion from high quality education. I present quantitative findings using visualizations to include all students. When comparing summary statistics I use the bootstrap method to estimate statistical significance [68]. For this analysis I used third grade standardized test results as a rough estimate of resources and opportunities at each elementary school. I recognize that there are

---

\(^6\)Data available at url https://caaspp-elpac.cde.ca.gov/caaspp/ResearchFileList. I link the school achievement data to the applications by state-level (CDS) code. The preference data contains only school numbers, a district-level coding scheme. SFUSD has published a document linking these district school numbers to the school name and state-level (CDS) codes http://web.sfusd.edu/Services/research_public/rpdc_lib/SFUSD\%20CDS\%20Codes\%20SchYr2012-13_(08-20-12).pdf.

\(^7\)I use percentile intervals to estimate confidence intervals and the bootstrapped t-test to estimate p-values for differences in means using 10,000 re-samples, following [68]. Groups (race and CTIP1) are re-sampled independently.
many ways in which schools provide value to children that are not reflected in standardized test results.

### 4.4 Student Assignment in San Francisco: Intended Values

In this section, I present my findings on the values that San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) intended their student assignment system to support. In the next section I analyze why this system did not realize those values in practice.

SFUSD has been utilizing different choice-based systems to address educational inequality in the district for almost forty years [461]. Although the mechanism for assigning students to schools has changed significantly over time, SFUSD has been consistent in their values and goals for student assignment. Their current policy designates three primary goals:

1. “Reverse the trend of racial isolation and the concentration of underserved students in the same school;
2. Provide equitable access to the range of opportunities offered to students; and
3. Provide transparency at every stage of the process.” [463]

In addition, they emphasize the importance of efficiently utilizing limited district resources, ensuring predictability and ease of use for families, and creating robust enrollments at all schools.

In SFUSD’s current assignment system [461], students or their parents apply for schools by submitting their *preferences*: a ranked list of schools they would like to attend (Figure 4.2). To increase flexibility and access to opportunities, students can rank any school in the district and there is no limit on the number of schools they can rank. The district also defines priority categories. Elementary schools give top priority to siblings of continuing students and then to underserved students. Underserved students are defined as those living in neighborhoods with the schools that have the lowest performance on standardized tests, known as *CTIP1* areas.

The matching algorithm then takes student preferences and school priorities and produces the best possible assignments for the students subject to the schools’ priorities and capacity constraints. Importantly, the resulting assignments from this algorithm are guaranteed to efficiently satisfy *student preferences* not school priorities. School priorities are only used to determine which students are assigned to over-demanded seats. The matching algorithm is also strategy-proof, meaning that it can be theoretically proven that families do not benefit from manipulating their preferences to game the system.

---

8SFUSD uses a variant of the Top Trading Cycles algorithm [464]. See [2] for a technical analysis of Top Trading Cycles in the student assignment context or [432] for a more broadly accessible introduction to market design.
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Figure 4.2: The matching algorithm takes students’ preferences over schools and schools’ pre-defined priority categories as inputs and outputs the most efficient assignment of students to schools.

I consolidated the school district’s stated goals for student assignment into four high-level values: (1) transparency, predictability and simplicity; (2) equity and diversity; (3) quality schools; and (4) community and continuity (Table 4.1). In this section, I described the system that was expected to support these values. In the next section, I explore why these expectations were not met in practice.

4.5 Algorithmic Breakdown: Values in Practice

In December 2018, San Francisco Board of Education determined that the algorithm was not working as intended [196]. While the number one stated goal of the algorithm was to “reverse the trend of racial isolation and the concentration of underserved students in the same school,” the Board found that segregation had increased since the algorithm was introduced and there was widespread dissatisfaction amongst parents [462, 463]. The assignment algorithm had failed to respect the values that it was designed to support and the Board voted to stop using it and to design a new system. In this section I present my findings that help explain why.

For each of the district’s four high-level values for student assignment (Table 4.1), I first review the theoretical properties and promises of the algorithm related to that value: why would economists and district policy-makers expect that the system would respect that value? Next, I analyze what implicit modeling assumptions those expectations depend on. Finally, I explain how families’ needs, constraints, and values in the real world clashed with system designers’ assumptions about them, which prevented the algorithm from meeting its
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theoretical promises and enacting the district’s values in practice.\textsuperscript{9}

Transparency, Predictability, and Simplicity

Theoretical promises

Matching algorithms are clearly and explicitly defined procedures. This differentiates them from assignment systems based on imprecise admissions criteria, which have historically been more difficult to justify and have led to legal disputes \textsuperscript{[2]}. If a student wants to understand why they did not receive an assignment they were hoping for, the algorithm’s decision can be explained. Matching algorithms are also provably strategy-proof. That is, students cannot guarantee a more preferable assignment by strategically misrepresenting their preferences. Strategic behavior requires time and effort, so preventing strategic advantages is critical not only for simplicity and efficiency, but also for ensuring that all families can participate equally.

Modeling assumptions: families will accept their assignment as fair and legitimate as long as the algorithm’s logic is explained to them.

This assumes that the school district provides an accessible, comprehensible explanation and that families would seek out, understand, and trust this explanation. Families have known preferences for schools and recognize that they should report those preferences truthfully.

Real world challenges

In practice, families find the assignment system difficult to navigate and struggle to find relevant, clear, and consistent information. Some parents engage in strategic behavior to try to improve their child’s assignment, contrary to theoretical incentives. Rather than seeking and accepting an explanation, families who are dissatisfied with their assignment seek to change it. Families’ trust in the system is eroded by the lack of clear information and the belief that some parents are able to game the system.

Parents face a significant information cost to understand the various opportunities available across the city. There are 72 elementary school programs in SFUSD \textsuperscript{[196]}. Parents indicated that researching schools is a burdensome time-commitment. In-person school visits are a popular source of information when forming preferences, but these visits are time-intensive and logistically difficult.

\textit{[. . . I]t’s like a full time job doing all the school tours. (P7)}

\textsuperscript{9}In this work I identify the school district’s values and draw on families’ experiences to explain why they haven’t been supported. The district’s values may not completely align with families’ values. I assume that satisfying families is one of the district’s priorities, and I find substantial overlap between the four district values and what parents in my sample find important. I leave a detailed analysis of families’ values to future work.
Table 4.1: consolidated the San Francisco Unified School District’s goals for student assignment into four overarching values. Assignment algorithms have theoretical properties aligned with these values. However, the San Francisco assignment algorithm’s theoretical promises have not been realized because they rely on modeling assumptions that clash with real world challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Promises and Properties</th>
<th>Modeling Assumptions</th>
<th>Real World Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency, predictability, and simplicity</td>
<td>Algorithm has a clearly defined procedure. Assignments are explainable.</td>
<td>The district provides accessible, clear information. Families want and understand explanations. Families do not try to game the system.</td>
<td>Finding and understanding information is difficult. Some parents try to game the system. There is a lack of trust: assignments are perceived as unpredictable and unfair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity and diversity</td>
<td>Any student can apply to any school. Under-served students are given priority access.</td>
<td>All families participate equally and the all-choice system offers identical opportunities to all families.</td>
<td>Time, language and economic constraints create participation barriers for lower resourced families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality schools</td>
<td>Competition for applicants will drive up the overall quality of schools in the district.</td>
<td>Families base their preferences on accurate estimates of school quality. Schools can respond to competitive pressures.</td>
<td>Competition is driven by social signalling and negative stereotypes. Underserved schools lack resources to attract applicants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and continuity</td>
<td>Priority for siblings and students in the school’s attendance area.</td>
<td>Schools have sufficient capacity to handle demand from siblings and neighborhood children.</td>
<td>A lack of guaranteed access to local schools frustrates families living in neighborhoods with very popular schools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Online information is another widely used source, but school information is not centralized, nor is it consistent across schools. A number of parents mentioned the difficulty of navigating online district resources:

"Finding and gathering the information about the schools from the district is a mess." (P11)

None of the parents interviewed felt that they had a clear understanding of how the algorithm works. The algorithm is colloquially known to parents as "the lottery." Although the algorithm has only a small lottery aspect to break ties between students with the same priority, many believe it is mostly or entirely random.

"I'm not really that confident in their actual lottery system. It could be bingo in the background for all I know." (P4)

This leaves families feeling a lack of agency and control over their child's education.

"I mean, the word itself, lottery, most of it is random. I don't feel like we can do anything at all." (P5)

Confused and frustrated by district resources, parents frequently seek advice from other parents online and in-person. Reddit users sought and shared complex strategies, sometimes relying on substantial independent research. This is consistent with prior work showing that advice sharing in social networks can encourage strategic behavior [143, 142]. Advice from other families is often conflicting and unclear, further exacerbating confusion about the system.

"We also got different advice from different parents. They're very, very different from each other. Some people say, "Put in as many schools as possible," and some people say, "No, just put two schools that you really wanted, and then you have a higher chance of getting those." (P5)

The 2017 application data indicates that strategic behavior may be more widespread amongst more privileged families. On average, families who were eligible for the CTIP1 priority for underserved students ranked 5.5 schools in their application (95% confidence interval (CI): 5.0–6.2 schools), while families in other areas of the city ranked an average of 11.6 (95% CI: 11.2–12.1 schools; difference in means: p = 0.00) (Figure 4.3). 96% of families eligible for CTIP1 priority were assigned their first choice, so this difference may reflect these families’ confidence that they will get one of their top choices. On the other hand, it may reflect disparities in access to the time and resources needed to research schools and strategies. White students submitted especially long preference lists (mean = 16.5; 95%
Figure 4.3: Families who were eligible for priority for underserved students ranked fewer schools on average (mean: 5.5; 95% CI: 5.0-6.2) than other families in the city (mean: 11.6; 95% CI: 11.2-12.1; difference in means: p=0.00). This may suggest that strategic behavior is more widespread amongst higher resource families.

Receiving an unfavorable assignment was a major concern for families in my sample. The district offers multiple rounds of the assignment algorithm, which many parents participate in if they are dissatisfied with their child’s assignment. However, this process can be long, uncertain, and frustrating. Some parents received the same assignment every round with no further explanation or assistance.

[... T]he first announcement that we got [...], I actually wasn’t that upset. I said, “You know what, there’s more rounds. [...] We could stick it out.” But I was really upset at the second one because there was literally no change. And that really had me questioning, “I’m just trying to play by the rules. Should I not trust this any more than it’s going to work out?” (P9)

Parents on Reddit recommended unofficial avenues for recourse, many of which require substantial time and resources. These include going in person to the enrollment office repeatedly to request reassignment, remaining on waiting lists up to ten days into the school year, and opting out of the public school system altogether.

Overall, a complicated algorithm together with a shortage of transparent and accessible information has fostered distrust and frustration amongst parents in the district. Distrust is fuelled by perceptions that the system is random and unscientific, and that it allows parents with more time and resources to gain an unfair advantage.

\[10^{th}\] Differences in means between white students and Black, Asian or Pacific Islander, and Hispanic students is highly statistically significant, even with conservative adjustments for multiple hypothesis testing.
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It’s definitely convoluted. It’s definitely multilayered, it’s complex. And that favors people who have the time and the wherewithal to figure it out. [...] The complexity invites accusations of [corruption] and does not inspire trust (P9)

Diversity and Equity

Theoretical promises

The assignment system is an all-choice system with unrestricted preference lists, so any student can apply to any school in the district. Compared to a neighborhood system, or even more restricted choice systems, this design has the potential to enable more equitable access to educational opportunity. In an effort to promote equitable access to education and diverse schools, SFUSD has added the CTIP1 priority category, which gives priority admission at over-demanded schools to students from neighborhoods with under-performing schools.

Modeling assumptions: all families participate equally in the system and the all-choice system offers identical opportunities to all families.

CTIP1 students prefer to attend over-demanded schools if they can access them. Applicant pools reflect the racial and socioeconomic diversity of the city.

Real world challenges

Although an all-choice system offers greater flexibility than a neighborhood system, my results show that families with fewer resources face significant barriers to ideal participation in SFUSD’s choice system. Although families can rank any school on their application, some families are not able to choose the schools that offer the greatest opportunities. Preferences are segregated by race and income, preventing the algorithm from creating diverse assignments.

My results indicate that the all-choice system does not offer identical opportunities to all families. Every family can apply to any school, but that does not mean that every family can actually access every school. For example, transportation logistics can be a significant challenge. When choosing a kindergarten for their child, P1 met with an education placement counselor at SFUSD to understand the special education services offered across the district. P1 recalled their response to one of the counselor’s suggestions:

So, you are telling me this school is [...] three blocks uphill and we’re supposed to do that with a kindergartner and no car? [...] There’s no way that on my worst day that I would be able to drag my kindergartner with special needs uphill in the rain. (P1)

The CTIP1 priority is potentially a useful advantage for underserved students. In 2017, 96% of students who were eligible for this priority were assigned their first choice school, compared to 58% of students without this priority. However, CTIP1 priority is only useful for
advancing educational equity if these students can actually use it to enroll in well-resourced schools. In 2017, students with CTIP1 priority enrolled in schools with lower academic outcomes than other students (Figure 4.4). On average, underserved students enrolled in a school where 45.0% of third graders met or exceeded expectations in the English Language Arts/Literacy exams\(^\text{11}\) (95% CI: 43.2% – 46.7%), compared to 57.2% (95% CI: 56.5%–57.9%) of students at the average school that other students enrolled in (difference in means: \(p = 0.00\)). This difference points to persisting inequities in access to higher resource schools that priority assignment is insufficient to address. CTIP1 priority cannot, for example, help students access schools that are physically inaccessible for them. Social factors may also influence choice patterns. For instance, the African American Parent Advisory Council (AAPAC) has raised concerns that Black students in San Francisco continue to face racism and biases in racially diverse classrooms [6].

These findings are consistent with prior work showing that while proximity and academics are important to most families, more privileged parents tend to put more emphasis on a school’s academic performance [209, 1, 84], while parents from low-income or racialized backgrounds may be more likely to prioritize proximity [290] or representation of students from a similar background [209]. As a result of differences in students’ preferences, applicant pools at schools across the city are segregated by race and income. This prevents the algorithm from creating diverse assignments [196, 290].

\(^{11}\text{Qualitatively similar results to those presented in this section hold for Mathematics results.}\)
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Quality Schools

Theoretical promises

System designers have suggested that choice systems indirectly improve school quality. For instance, Pathak argues that matching mechanisms create competition between schools, which pushes under-demanded schools to improve in order to attract applicants and sustain their enrollment [388]. In addition, Pathak points out that an algorithmic system based on student preferences creates a useful source of demand data for the district to target interventions or closures at underenrolled schools [388].

Modeling assumptions: a competitive market will drive up the overall quality of offerings.

This assumes that demand is driven by accurate estimates of school quality.

Real world challenges

Unfortunately, competition in SFUSD has not resulted in an improvement in educational opportunities and outcomes across the district [196]. My findings reveal that parents base their preferences on noisy signals of school quality. Still, some students depend on under-demanded schools and are harmed by under-enrollment and school closures.

My results suggest that parents’ preferences are strongly shaped by social learning and stereotypes. Many parents reported using other parents’ opinions and experiences of schools to inform their preferences. Some feel that a few schools are disproportionately regarded as the “best” schools in the city. Parents on Reddit attested that many good schools are unfairly dismissed by more advantaged parents, sometimes on the basis of thinly veiled racist and classist stereotypes. Standardized test scores or aggregate scores like those reported by greatschools.org are another popular source of information. Though seemingly more objective, these measures are heavily correlated with resources and demographics at schools [37], further exacerbating preference segregation. In the presence of these types of competitive pressures, well-resourced schools are heavily over-demanded while under-resourced schools struggle to maintain robust enrollments [196]. SFUSD believes the algorithm has created “unhealthy competition” between schools, resulting in schools ranging in size from 100 to nearly 700 students [462].

While Pathak argues that choice patterns are useful in determining which schools to close and which to support and expand [388], this overlooks the correlation between demand patterns and existing patterns of inequality. Under-enrollment and school closures can seriously harm the communities at those schools, which often serve predominantly poor students of color [182, 153]. SFUSD has acknowledged the need to more equitably distribute resources, but it can be politically difficult to direct resources to schools with low demand and enrollment [463].
Community and Continuity

Theoretical promises

SFUSD’s sibling and attendance area priority categories are designed to encourage a sense of community and cohesion for families. In addition, students attending PreK or Transitional Kindergarten in the attendance area are given priority to ensure continuity for students.

Modeling assumptions: schools have sufficient capacity to handle demand from siblings and neighborhood children.

Real world challenges

Many families are dissatisfied by a lack of access to their local schools. In many neighborhoods there is a mismatch between demand for the attendance area school and its capacity. In fact, current attendance area boundaries are drawn such that some schools do not have the capacity to serve every student in the attendance area [461]. As a result, the attendance area priority does not provide an acceptable level of predictability for those who want to enroll in their local school.

For parents living in neighborhoods with popular schools, access to their attendance area school is far from guaranteed. One Reddit user expressed frustration after they found out that they may not be able to enroll their child in their local school. Due to their family’s circumstances, they feared it would be impossible to get their child to a school further from home.

Parents in my sample value access to local schools for convenience and a sense of community. Under the existing system, two children who live close to each other may attend schools on opposite sides of the city. There are even neighborhoods in San Francisco where students are enrolled across all 72 elementary school programs [196]. Some parents felt that this dispersion undermines the educational experience for children:

[I]t is really important for our children to bond and build relationships in their community. And they really connect to their education and their educational environment very differently [when they do]. (P1)

By underestimating the mismatch between demand for neighborhood schools and capacity at those schools, the assignment system has generated significant dissatisfaction among parents who live near popular schools. These parents are increasingly pushing for a return to a traditional neighborhood system. However, this would restrict flexibility and access to educational opportunities for many families across the city who use the system to enroll their children in schools other than their neighborhood school.12

12A district analysis showed that 54% of kindergarten applicants did not list their attendance area school anywhere in their preference list for the 2013-14 school year [461]. This is especially true of underserved students: according to the 2017 application data, around 75% of students who received CTIP1 priority
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4.6 Design Implications for Student Assignment

In the previous section I showed how incorrect or oversimplified modeling assumptions have played a role in the breakdown of the student assignment algorithm in San Francisco. In this section I draw on these findings to present four design implications for student assignment systems: (1) provide relevant and accessible information; (2) (re)align algorithmic objectives with community goals in mind; (3) reconsider how stakeholders express their needs and constraints; and (4) make appropriate, reliable avenues for recourse available. I emphasize that student assignment is a complex, socio-political problem and my results and recommendations are my first step to better understanding it. In the future, I will continue this work focusing explicitly on the needs of underserved students. In the next section I discuss broader implications of this work for the design of algorithmic systems.

Provide relevant and accessible information

When looking for a school for their child, parents need to find schools that meet their needs, and then understand how to apply. My research shows that information acquisition is very difficult, which leaves families with a sense of distrust and perceptions of randomness, unpredictability, and unfairness. However, more information is not always better. Information about algorithmic systems should be congruent with stakeholder needs and interests and should be limited to the most relevant information in order to minimize cognitive load [138]. In the student assignment setting, I found the most salient information for families is information about the schools available to them that best meet their needs. Relevant, accurate information should be easy to find and navigate. San Francisco Unified School District has recognized this need and has committed to making this information available in a variety of languages [196]. Further work is needed to understand what kind of information about schools will be relevant and helpful without exacerbating negative stereotyping and preference segregation.

Transparency information about the algorithm itself may also reduce stress and increase trust in the system, but only if this information is clear and useful [361, 286, 113]. The algorithmic information most relevant to parents in my sample is their chances of receiving a particular assignment. This information is currently difficult to find, in part because these probabilities depend on others’ preferences. However, this information may reduce stress and increase predictability. One concrete goal moving forward could be to ensure that information about schools and admission probabilities are easily available.

enrolled in an elementary school outside of the CTIP1 census tracts. Schools in CTIP1 census tracts were determined according to the definition updated for the 2014-15 school year https://archive.sfusd.edu/en/assets/sfusd-staff/enroll/files/Revising_CTIP1_for_2014_15_SY.pdf.
(Re)Align algorithmic objectives with community goals in mind

SFUSD expected their assignment system to satisfy individual preferences and promote community-level goals like equitable access to education and diverse classrooms. However, the system has had limited success in promoting educational equity, and racial and economic segregation has worsened since it was introduced [196]. One reason for this breakdown is that the primary objective of matching algorithms is to efficiently satisfy students’ preferences, and in San Francisco students’ preferences are already heavily segregated by race and income [196]. This indicates a breakdown between community goals and what the algorithm is optimizing for.

The focus on satisfying students’ preferences can also obscure other problems. For example, if I look only at preference satisfaction, then underserved students appear to have a strong advantage in the current system. 96% of incoming kindergartners who were eligible for priority for underserved students received their first choice school in 2017, compared to only 58% of other students. However, underserved students continue to enroll in lower resourced schools and an opportunity gap persists between underserved students and others in the district. Due to the limitations of my sample, I cannot conclusively explain the reasons for segregated and unequal preferences. Nevertheless, these two challenges suggest that technical system designers need to work closely with policy-makers and community members to ensure that their algorithm’s objectives and evaluation metrics are aligned with higher-level goals and values.

Reconsider how stakeholders express their needs and constraints

Another way to make progress towards community goals is to reconsider how families express their values, needs, and constraints. Matching algorithms model families as independent, self-interested agents with some inherent preferences over schools. Schools are assumed to be merely “objects to be ‘consumed’ by the students” [2]. However, my findings highlight that preferences are based on limited information and are strongly shaped by social context. Schools are also important communities for children and their families. Researchers have found that matching algorithms for group decision-making do not give participants the space to understand each others’ concerns and arrive at compromises that might be natural in a negotiation amongst humans [294, 296]. One avenue for future work is to develop alternative methods for eliciting students’ preferences that better reflect their needs and allow for compromise and community building. For example, families could submit their weighted priorities over factors like language programs or proximity to their home. In my interviews I found that parents already make these types of comparisons frequently when researching schools. Such an approach might help shift families’ focus from how high their assigned school was in their personal ranked list to how their assigned school meets their needs and constraints and contributes to progress towards community-level goals.
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Make appropriate, reliable avenues for recourse available

Because there is limited space at popular schools, some students will receive a disappointing assignment. There are multiple rounds of the algorithm for students who wish to appeal their assignment. However, my results suggest that this process can be frustrating and unpredictable. One concrete recommendation is to improve communication with parents throughout the process about their application status and their available next steps. My findings also suggest that privileged stakeholders will continue to seek unofficial channels to achieve their goals. Therefore, future work developing fair processes for recourse should prioritize the needs of lower resourced stakeholders and design low cost appeals processes.

4.7 Discussion and Future Work

In the previous section, I suggested ways to improve student assignment algorithms to better support stakeholders’ values. In this section, I discuss the implications of my work for algorithm design more broadly and identify opportunities for future work.

This work presents an example of how incorrect assumptions can prevent a system from supporting intended values in practice. Direct engagement with stakeholders early on in the design process may help system designers identify incorrect or oversimplified modeling assumptions. For example, economists initially assumed that matching algorithms would be easy to explain to families and that the procedure would be perceived as fair. A value sensitive approach would have encouraged designers to engage with stakeholders early in the development process to gauge their perceptions and acceptance of the technology [11]. Economists may have discovered that stakeholders’ acceptance of matching algorithms for student assignment would depend heavily on social and political factors, such as pre-existing institutional trust in the school district.

Even with improved methods to align algorithm design with stakeholders’ values, unanticipated challenges will arise because algorithmic systems must rely on some abstractions and assumptions that will always be an imperfect approximation of the real world [67, 456]. Crawford analyzed sites of conflict between algorithms and humans, and has warned of the danger of understanding algorithmic logics as autocratic [127]. Instead, algorithmic systems should be accountable to community values beyond the formal design process and stakeholders should have ongoing opportunities to voice concerns, even after the system has been deployed [11]. Future work is needed to design algorithmic systems that are adaptable and flexible in response to this feedback.

In advocating for ongoing engagement with stakeholders, it is important to grapple with differences in power and participation among them [11, 138]. We need to design mechanisms for participation that are equitable and low-cost for lower resource families to voice their concerns [201]. In the student assignment setting, found that convenience sampling strongly skewed my sample of parents towards higher resource parents with the time and motivation to voice their concerns. While building a system that serves all stakeholders is ideal, trade-offs
are inevitable when systems impact a large number of stakeholders with diverse perspectives and needs [11, 138]. Avenues for participation should encourage deliberation of trade-offs and include safeguards to prevent powerful stakeholders from compromising important community values in order to design a system that better serves their own interests.

Designing systems while taking into account stakeholders with conflicting values and priorities will require a broader view of algorithmic performance. The research literature on matching algorithms has typically emphasized theoretical guarantees, such as whether assignments are efficient or stable. A human-centered analysis of algorithmic performance would involve evaluating the system in its real world context, along dimensions such as acceptance from stakeholders and broader impacts [11]. This is in contrast to typical practices in algorithmic fields such as machine learning, where algorithms are developed and evaluated with respect to narrow, quantitative metrics such as efficiency. A broader view of algorithmic performance may identify challenges that are central to stakeholders’ experiences with the system if not directly related to the algorithm’s design, such as the difficulty of forming a preference list.

Finally, we cannot expect that every algorithmic system can support community values if only the right design choices are made. Demand for a technology in the first place is often closely tied to particular politics, which may necessitate certain values and preclude others. For example, education researcher, Scott argues that modern school choice programs reflect a neoliberal ideology focused on empowering parents as consumers of educational opportunities for their child [450]. Advocates claim that school choice promotes educational equity by enabling underserved students to attend a school other than their neighborhood school. Assignment algorithms can support this approach to equity with technical features like priority categories or quota systems. However, this is not the only approach to educational equity. In fact, it offers limited benefits to those who do not have the time or resources to exercise informed choice [452]. A redistributive principle, on the other hand, would prioritize providing underserved students with educational opportunities in their own communities and protecting local students’ access to those resources [6]. Assignment algorithms cannot effectively support such an approach: increasing enrollment at under-demanded schools using an algorithm would require violating some students’ preferences and may be disruptive and harmful to the existing communities at those schools [6, 183]. Therefore, student assignment algorithms exist within and to uphold a political ideology that privileges individual choice sometimes at the cost of other values, such as democracy, resource equality, and desegregation [452]. This example shows why it is important not only to consider how certain design choices might support the values that stakeholders find salient, but also what values a technology necessitates or precludes based on the implicit politics of its existence. Value Sensitive Design does not provide an explicit ethical theory to designate what kinds of values should be supported [331, 63]. Therefore, in addition to an understanding of implicit values and politics, our analysis must include a commitment to justice [126] and accept refusal as a legitimate way of engaging with technology [118].
4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter I conducted qualitative content analysis of parent experiences and district policies, and quantitative analysis of elementary school applications to understand why the student assignment system in place in San Francisco Unified School District has not supported the district’s goals and values. I identify four values that the system was intended to support: (1) transparency, predictability and simplicity; (2) equity and diversity; (3) quality schools; and (4) community and continuity. I identify how the algorithm’s theoretical promises to uphold these values depend on assumptions about how stakeholders behave and interact with the system, and explore the ways in which these assumptions clash with the properties and constraints of the real world. I discuss the implications of this work for algorithm design that accounts for complex and possibly conflicting values and needs.
Chapter 5

Not Another School Resource Map: Meeting Underserved Families’ Information Needs Requires Trusting Relationships and Personalized Care

Public school districts across the United States have implemented school choice systems that have the potential to improve underserved students’ access to educational opportunities.\(^1\) However, research has shown that learning about and applying for schools can be extremely time-consuming and expensive, making it difficult for these systems to create more equitable access to resources in practice. A common factor surfaced in prior work is unequal access to information about the schools and enrollment process. In response, governments and non-profits have invested in providing more information about schools to parents, for instance, through detailed online dashboards. However, we know little about what information is actually useful for historically marginalized and underserved families. We conducted interviews with 10 low-income families and families of color to learn about the challenges they faced navigating an online school choice and enrollment system. We complement this data with four interviews with people who have supported families through the enrollment process in a wide range of roles, from school principal to non-profit staff (“parent advocates”). Our findings highlight the value of personalized support and trusting relationships to delivering relevant and helpful information. We contrast this against online information resources and dashboards, which tend to be impersonal, target a broad audience, and make strong assumptions about what parents should look for in a school without sensitivity to families’ varying circumstances. We advocate for an assets-based design approach to information support in public school enrollment, which would ask how we can support the local, one-on-one support that community members already provide.

\(^1\)Tonya Nguyen and Niloufar Salehi contributed to the research presented in this chapter, which was published at ACM CSCW 2022: [https://doi.org/10.1145/3555207](https://doi.org/10.1145/3555207).
5.1 Introduction

Technology increasingly mediates low-resourced and marginalized people’s access to social and economic resources, like employment [139, 371, 240, 441], transportation [141], healthcare [203, 439, 204, 184], political power [151, 199, 137], and education [494, 393, 502]. Research has found that factors like financial cost, digital literacy, and trust in online platforms make it difficult to build technology that effectively promotes more equitable access to resources [140]. Another such factor is access to information: people need to be aware of the resources and services that are available to them, and understand how to access them. In this research, I study how low-resourced families access information about public schools and enrollment in a U.S. public school district.

In the United States, low-income students and students of color face systemic barriers to educational resources. In many cities across the U.S., neighborhoods are heavily segregated based on race and income, which leads to educational segregation when students go to their neighborhood school. In response to this problem, a growing number of public school districts have opened up public schools to the entire district and have implemented policies that allow students to apply to whichever public schools they want to attend. Although these systems have the potential to provide lower-resourced students with greater access to high quality educational opportunities, school districts have run into challenges realizing this in practice. In a number of districts including New York City, San Francisco, and Oakland, schools remain segregated and unequal, even with concerted effort and resources committed to maintaining and improving enrollment systems [105, 477, 179]. My work in Chapter 4 and prior research has shown that one source of these challenges is unequal access to information about the available schools due to time and resource constraints [208, 22, 320]. In response, governments and non-profit organizations have developed new sociotechnical infrastructure to provide information to families, particularly through online information and data dashboards.

In this research, I seek to understand whether and how these kinds of interventions benefit low-resourced families. I studied how families navigate the public school enrollment system in Oakland, California. Oakland Unified School District district serves over 50,000 students, of whom 90% are students of color, and 72% are from low-income families [368]. I conducted 14 semi-structured interviews, 10 with parents of color and low-income parents in the district, and 4 with people who work at the school district, individual schools, or local non-profits, and who have supported parents during the enrollment process (“parent advocates”). By bringing together parents’ and advocates’ perspectives, I gained insight into families’ needs and goals, as well as how community members currently support them towards those goals.

I found that the parents in my sample were seeking a high quality education for their child, but faced challenges in reaching this goal, including finding useful and relevant information about the schools available, and making choices between schools that balanced access to well-resourced schools against other considerations like safety, inclusion, and convenience. Consistent with prior work on information support in education [538, 539], I found that parent advocates built trusting relationships with parents to provide personalized support. To provide relevant information, advocates leveraged their deep knowledge of the school system,
as well as their familiarity with the challenging circumstances families were facing. In some cases, this included connecting enrollment support to other resources not typically considered in conversations about enrollment, such as food, housing, and healthcare. To support families choosing between schools, advocates avoided overly narrow assumptions about what makes a school a good fit for a family, and pushed for longer-term social change outside of school choice so that every school offers the education and resources its students need.

My findings underscore the importance of recognizing the work that already happens in communities to support people’s access to information and resources in order to understand where technology could play a useful role. I advocate for an assets-based design approach to information support, prioritizing interventions that amplify and utilize assets already present in the community [539, 391]. Viewing parent advocates’ practices and relationships as assets, an assets-based design approach would ask not how we can design interventions that reduce or replace the work of advocates, but how we can support and amplify it [391, 95, 238].

5.2 Background: School Choice Policies and Technology

School choice policies in the United States have been promoted on the premise that families should be able to choose a school that they believe best meets their child’s needs, rather than being assigned to a school based on proximity or desegregation plans [450]. In this section, I provide a brief background on this approach, then introduce the public school choice system in Oakland.

The public school system in the United States is shaped by the history of legal and de facto racial segregation in schools and housing [433]. School choice has been closely related to desegregation efforts, first as a way for white families to avoid integration [215], and later as an alternative to centralized redistricting or busing plans [271]. These policies can take many different forms, from subsidized private school vouchers, to charter schools\(^2\), to transfers between public schools within a district or across district boundaries. The movement towards prioritizing parents’ individual choice of schools over centralized decision-making is reflective of a broader shift away from the redistributive principles of the civil-rights era towards marketization and individualism, values characteristic of neoliberalism [451, 65].

Given this history, the potential for school choice to advance social and racial justice in education has always been extremely controversial. Today, schools across the country remain heavily segregated by race and class, with large disparities in educational opportunities and resources available [375, 465]. Proponents of school choice argue that it has the potential to improve outcomes for underserved students by allowing them to choose higher-resourced schools outside of their neighborhood, and relying on market pressures to push lower-performing schools to improve [208]. Others disagree, arguing that these policies can exacerbate

\(^2\text{Charter schools are privately run schools that receive public funding and are free to attend.}\)
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segregation [536], drain resources at already struggling schools [154],\(^3\) and place too much responsibility on individual parents for the quality of their child’s education [452]. In this work, I focus on an existing choice plan, and study how the technology designed to support this plan enables low-resourced and marginalized families’ participation.

Case Study

In this chapter I study the public school enrollment system in Oakland, California. Oakland Unified School District has an intra-district “open enrollment” system, which means that families can apply to any public school in the district. Oakland also has more than 30 charter schools, which have a similar enrollment process to district schools. This type of school choice policy is very common in cities across the U.S., for instance, similar processes exist in New York City, Chicago, New Orleans, and San Francisco.\(^4\) The school district serves a student population that is 90% students of color (48% Latinx and 22% African American) and 72% low-income\(^5\) [368]. Around 40% of low-income students are learning English [179]. As is the case in many other major U.S. cities, schools remain segregated and unequal across racial and socioeconomic lines. Low-income students are overrepresented at over half of the schools in the district, and the majority of Black and Latinx students attend one of these high-poverty schools. Meanwhile, several schools in wealthier neighborhoods have close to 50% white students.

To apply for schools,\(^6\) families submit a ranked list of the schools they are interested in attending. The school district assigns seats using an algorithm that is designed to maximally satisfy students’ preferences, determining how to assign overdemanded seats using the school district’s priorities, which include priority for siblings of current students and students who live near the school [1]. Students are not guaranteed admission to their preferred school, and schools give priority to students living in a surrounding zone, meaning that the most popular schools admit very few students from other neighborhoods. Recently, the school district piloted a new equity-oriented priority category at three heavily overdemanded schools, which prioritized applicants living in areas with majority low-income African American or Latinx families.

For this system to work towards equitable outcomes, historically underserved families need to be fully informed about their options, choose to apply to higher-resourced schools than their neighborhood school, and be admitted to one of those schools [208, 216]. The school district has invested in infrastructure to support families participating in this process.

\(^3\)In the U.S., public schools receive funding per student.

\(^4\)Allowing choice among district schools has in part been forced on school districts by a trend in federal and state policies towards increased standardized testing and reliance on mandated school transfers as an accountability mechanism [216]. For example, under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, students attending schools that underperformed on standardized tests three years in a row were eligible to transfer to a higher performing school in their district [216].

\(^5\)Percentage of low-income students based on enrollment in the Free and Reduced Lunch program.

\(^6\)I describe the application process for district-run public schools. The application for charter schools is separate but very similar to the process for district-run schools.
For example, the frequently asked questions page on the district’s website encourages families to research the available schools using a dashboard-style school finder website, similar to that provided by GreatSchools. The dashboard shows the available schools on a map, and then for each school includes a blurb about the school, statistics on the school’s size, demographics, and academic performance, as well as a list of special programs offered, start and end times, and information about how to apply (Figure 5.1). Families can also get personalized recommendations by answering a brief survey about their child’s incoming grade, home address, priorities for offerings like before or after school care, language immersion, special interest programs (e.g. STEM, arts, sports), and learning styles, and whether they care more about proximity or program offerings. Once families have narrowed down the schools that they are interested in, they are encouraged to look for more information on the school’s website, or attend a school tour. Finally, families can submit an application online by submitting a ranked list of up to 6 schools. The school district also has a dedicated office that provides enrollment support in-person or over the phone. In this work, I seek to explore how this socio-technical system facilitates or inhibits low-resource families’ access to educational resources.

5.3 Related Work

By studying the challenges that low-resourced and marginalized families face in navigating public school choice systems, I build on a body of work in HCI and CSCW that aims to advance social justice by broadening people’s access to resources. After an overview of the broader context of HCI for social justice, I focus on challenges and opportunities related to information access in lower-resourced communities, and how this manifests in the context of school choice.

HCI for Social Justice

Increasingly, HCI researchers have been interested in applying their design and research methods to address large scale social problems [145, 40]. This work is especially challenging because its central questions are complex, political, and often have no correct or definitive answers. Research has shown the importance of designing with the specific needs and constraints of low-resourced people in mind. For example, ridesharing technologies have great potential to actually improve people’s mobility, and by extension their access to employment and other resources. However, Dillahunt et al. found that lower-resource users face significant barriers to fully realizing these benefits, such as cost, low digital literacy, and a lack of trust in the platform [141]. Similarly, prior work has shown that technologies to support job seekers often fail to serve people with limited resources or education [140, 371].

Even technologies that were intentionally designed to improve people’s social, economic, or political position can fall short of this goal. Prior work has explored how technology can

---

7https://www.greatschools.org/
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Figure 5.1: Three online dashboards available to families in Oakland. Top left: GreatSchools displays schools on a map, ranked based on a proprietary score out of 10. Each school has a separate page with more detailed information including the breakdown of the overall score into an academic progress score and an equity score, student demographics, and test score data disaggregated by race, income, and disability. Right: The California Schools Dashboard provides statistics on every public school in California, including standardized test scores, suspension and attendance rates, and student demographics. Bottom left: The Oakland SchoolFinder gives families the option to find their neighborhood school, filter by language programs, special education programs, uniforms, and before and after school care, and view all schools on a map.

support crowd workers to increase their income and improve their working conditions [240, 441], help low-income people and immigrants share information and emotional support [228, 243], and offer avenues to broaden civic engagement and participation in local politics [151, 199]. One common theme in this work is that technological systems are limited in their ability to foster trust, build community, and shift power relations, all of which are critical to lasting social change. For instance, Erete and Burrell found that communities used a variety of technologies to engage in local politics, but existing structural inequalities shaped the impact of their practices [151]. The authors found that wealthier, white communities were more likely to have their voices heard by local politicians than communities of color, proving that technology alone cannot equitably empower citizens. I build on this work by studying how lower-resourced families use a system that was intended to support their access to educational resources.
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Unequal Access to Information

Information costs are one central barrier that low-resourced people face when accessing resources and support [243]. A large body of work in HCI has studied how people use technologies to search and navigate information (e.g., see [275] for an overview). However, research with lower-resourced people has shown that making information more easily available is not necessarily sufficient to support their information-seeking needs. For instance, Israni et al. found that social norms and a lack of institutional and interpersonal trust can deter low-income people from participating in an online social network to find and share information, even when that network was a closed community of other low-income people run by a trusted organization [243]. Their findings were in line with prior theories of information sharing in marginalized communities, which suggest that low-resourced people prefer to seek information and resources from trusted, close relationships, such as family or friends, because these people are more likely to understand their context and less likely to judge or patronize them [109, 259].

As digital technologies like parent portals and free online learning resources have become more popular in education, research has studied how these tools impact lower resourced parents’ engagement in their children’s education [144, 539, 538, 325, 540, 114, 263]. For example, DiSalvo et al. found that the increasing prominence of online educational tools and social networks has increased inequality between children of lower and higher socio-economic status, due to differences in information seeking practices [144]. One potential source of these differences is that lower-resourced and marginalized people employ culturally-specific strategies that may not align with dominant approaches to improving educational outcomes [539]. Indeed, schools often standardize communication and materials to project a sense of equality [538], but the same resources do not benefit families equally based on their social, economic, and cultural position [539, 144]. Wong-Villacres et al. explored how parent liaisons carefully craft patchworks of information to include and engage Latinx immigrant families in U.S. schools, leveraging their bi-cultural knowledge and social networks [538]. I build on this work by exploring how these dynamics play a role in public school enrollment, and how centering the work of parent liaisons (or advocates in this work) can contribute to more effective support for low-resourced and marginalized families.

Information and School Choice

There is growing recognition that participating in school choice is costly for families, who may face an overwhelming number of choices, often with little prior knowledge of the available schools or what they should be looking for in a school [112, 125]. A major concern with these systems is that information barriers may disproportionately impact lower-resource families, thus limiting the potential for choice policies to improve educational outcomes or promote integrated schools [125, 83].

Researchers, primarily in economics, have thus been interested in how information interventions could influence families’ applications to schools. Several experimental studies
have found that when low-income and non-English speaking families are provided with more information about schools with high test scores or graduation rates, they are more likely to apply to and enroll in one of those schools [22, 125, 320, 208, 112, 52]. This kind of data about schools is increasingly available to parents, as government and non-profit organizations have produced tools to make school accountability data available on a larger scale, e.g., GreatSchools.org\textsuperscript{8} or the California Schools Dashboard\textsuperscript{9} (Figure 5.1). However, it is not clear whether these tools can actually broaden participation in school choice. One concern is that more well resourced families use and benefit from any available information more than lower resourced families [125, 448], as has been the case with other open educational resources [144]. Another is that emphasizing quantitative measures, especially test scores, disadvantages schools that serve more low-income students and English learners [36]. This could exacerbate segregation if more privileged families use this information to avoid these schools [58, 52].

While these concerns have been particularly prominent, neither centers the needs and experiences of lower resourced families. Qualitative and quantitative evidence shows that although parents across social groups value academics when choosing schools, on average, low-income families and families of color have fewer high quality options practically available, leading them to choose apparently lower performing schools [84, 1]. Conflicting factors include proximity to home [208, 83], representation of peers from similar ethnic or socioeconomic backgrounds [84, 448], and likelihood of admission at heavily oversubscribed schools [125]. For example, Hastings and Weinstein ran a field experiment where they sent families information about schools with higher test scores than their current school, and found that families were more likely to apply to a school with higher test scores if there were options close to their home [208]. Corcoran et al. gave students at high poverty middle schools a list of nearby high schools with above median graduation rates, and included information about the students’ chance of admission. While the students, on average, did not apply to schools with higher graduation rates, they did use the information to choose schools where they had a higher likelihood of admission, reducing their chances of matching to a school with a very low graduation rate [125].

Taken together, this work highlights the gaps remaining in our understanding of how lower-resourced and marginalized families navigate public school choice, and how technologies, especially relating to information about schools, could best support them. In this work I aim to further this goal by bridging economists’ analyses of the role of information in school enrollment and research in HCI and CSCW on marginalized parents’ information seeking.

5.4 Methods

My goal in this chapter is to understand how low-resourced and marginalized families navigate the public school enrollment process. In particular, I was interested in understanding the

\textsuperscript{8}https://www.greatschools.org/

\textsuperscript{9}https://www.caschooldashboard.org/
challenges that parents face in finding information about schools, completing the application, and enrolling in a school.

Research Partnership

I began this research in collaboration with staff at the school district and an organization that runs charter school enrollment. I met with these partners weekly to identify research questions and develop a recruitment strategy over the course of several months. My collaborators were especially interested in how their information infrastructure could better support families who are harder to reach through their existing outreach strategies (e.g., online feedback surveys, outreach to parents at school sites, or hosting in-person outreach events), specifically low-income families of color and parents/guardians with limited English proficiency.

Data Collection

I conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 parents and 4 parent advocates. The parent advocates were people who worked to support parents through the enrollment process as staff at a school, the school district, or a non-profit. Three of the four parent advocates had also enrolled their own children in public schools using the same enrollment system, giving them a mix of parent and advocate perspectives. To preserve participant privacy, I identify participants in this paper by unique identifiers: P1 through P10 for parents, and A1 through A4 for parent advocates.

Recruitment

In order to target lower resource families, I distributed a brief screener survey in English and Spanish that asked for the respondent’s race, zipcode, the year they most recently enrolled a student in a public school, and how easy or difficult they found the enrollment process (5-point Likert scale).\(^\text{10}\) My recruitment materials also included a phone number that prospective participants could text for more information. The charter school enrollment organization and a number of community-based non-profits shared a recruitment flyer on my behalf through their social media accounts.

P1, P2, and A1 were recruited through this recruitment survey, but responses to this survey were very slow, and most parents who filled it out did not respond when I reached out to set up an interview. In light of this, I turned my attention to building stronger connections with people who work with families in my target groups. I met people who worked with families in a wide variety of capacities, from people who specifically provide enrollment support, to school leadership and staff, to education-related non-profits and activist organizations. Through this process I met and interviewed A2-A4, and I had informal conversations with several other people. While my initial target sample was parents or others

\(^{10}\)Since responses were sparse, my only exclusion criteria was applied to white parents. The exception to this criteria was A1, who I recruited for his unique perspective as a school principal.
who participated in enrollment, I quickly realized that these community members played a key role in informational support. Thus, my analysis of families’ experiences navigating this process is enriched by the perspectives of those who support them. Throughout the paper I refer to this group of participants as “parent advocates” for simplicity. However, while there are some commonalities across their roles and perspectives, each brings a unique perspective.

**Interview protocol**

During the interview, I asked parents to describe their experiences applying for schools and enrolling their children. I was particularly interested in what parents wanted in a school, how they found information about schools, and their experiences submitting the application and receiving results, but I encouraged participants to speak about whatever part of the enrollment process was most salient for them. I asked parent advocates to describe their work, the challenges they face, and how they felt the enrollment system could better serve the needs of the families they work with. Interviews were between 30 and 50 minutes and participants received a $30 gift card. Interviews were conducted over the phone in English and Spanish (with an English-Spanish bilingual interpreter) between September 2020 and March 2021.

At the end of the interview, I asked parents a set of open-ended demographic questions. Parent demographics are shown in Table 5.1. As the research proceeded I adjusted the demographic survey in an effort to respect participants’ comfort level while also ensuring I reached a diverse set of lower resource participants. For this reason, the information in Table 5.1 is not consistent for every participant. For instance, in earlier interviews I asked for participants’ home zipcode as a proxy for income, while in later interviews I asked participants for their highest level of education, whether they were employed and, if they were employed, whether their income was above or below the city’s median. Table 5.2 shows parent advocate demographics and a description of their role working with parents.

**Limitations and Opportunities**

My sample in this paper is small because I spent significant time and effort recruiting participants and building relationships with community groups. Certainly, my data does not represent all of the different experiences of families of color, low-income families, or immigrant families in the school district. By interviewing parent advocates and some of the parents they have worked with, my sample represents the perspectives of families who needed more support and were able to seek that out. My findings should not be taken to indicate that all families rely heavily on parent advocates. Despite these limitations, I believe the findings provide detailed insight into a subset of families’ experiences, and are indicative of some challenges that lower-resourced and marginalized families can face. Further, my findings are consistent with prior research into marginalized families’ experiences and information practices in other areas of public education [538].
Table 5.1: Parent demographics. Interviews with participants marked with † were conducted in Spanish and English with an interpreter. Incomes marked with * are estimates based on median income in home zip code, all other fields are self-described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 African American</td>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 Filipino</td>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 African American/Black</td>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5† Honduran</td>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6† Latino</td>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7† -</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8† Guatemala</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10 African American</td>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>Some college</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Parent advocate roles and the target groups they serve. Race or ethnicity was self-described, the authors inferred role descriptions and target groups from the interview transcripts. Three of the four advocates (marked with ‡) have also enrolled their own children in public schools, and shared perspectives in their interview both as a parent and a parent advocate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Target groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1‡ White</td>
<td>School principal</td>
<td>School is 50% low-income students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2‡ -</td>
<td>Non-profit staff</td>
<td>Primarily Black and Latinx families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3‡ Latino</td>
<td>School-Parent liaison</td>
<td>Primarily Spanish-speaking families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 White</td>
<td>School district staff</td>
<td>Recently arrived refugee families</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future work should engage with families from a wider range of backgrounds, including people who speak other languages, and people who did not receive enrollment support. I use the term “parent” throughout this paper because it accurately describes my participants, but there are other people who participate in the enrollment process, like foster guardians and older students. School districts wishing to replicate this work should define target groups of families and engage with families in each one in order to understand the range of local needs.

Data Analysis

I analyzed the interview transcripts using inductive, qualitative analysis [338]. Working from prior literature, the first author developed a code book containing 32 codes identifying
sources of information that parents use and challenges they face when enrolling their students. These codes mostly fell into three higher-level categories: information (e.g. “online,” “school visits”), factors of consideration for schools (e.g. “test scores,” “convenience,” “safety”), and broader concerns about the process (e.g. “finding a good school,” “systemic racism”).

Next, I conducted open coding on a line-by-line basis [108]. The first two authors worked together to code two transcripts this way, resolving disagreements through discussion. Each author then analyzed half of the remaining transcripts. The initial codebook was used as a reference, but codes were adjusted, added, and removed as necessary to best fit the data. At the end of this process, the two authors discussed their findings and again resolved disagreements. The final codebook contained 39 codes. There were two natural groupings of codes (“finding information” and “considering priorities”), which contained 25 of the 39 codes. Other codes included “building relationships,” “worrying about availability/scarcity,” and “voicing concern.” Next, I conducted axial coding to identify relationships between codes and extract higher level themes.

Parents’ experiences varied widely based on their prior experiences, access to social and economic resources, and the level of support they received from other people, and were further shaped by intersecting identities of class, race, language, and education. I do not mean to imply that “low-resourced” or “marginalized” are fixed or stable categories. To the contrary, many parents I interviewed faced a mix of experiences of privilege and marginalization at different points when participating in school choice [128]. I strive to avoid artificial distinctions when presenting my results, and instead aim to present an authentic account of participants’ experiences, using their own words as much as possible.

**Research Approach and Researcher Positionality**

In this work I sought to engage low-resourced and marginalized parents to understand how they navigate the public school enrollment process. Prior work has discussed the challenges for researchers engaging with low-resourced populations in equitable and just partnerships. For example, Harrington et al. discussed how collaborative design workshops with underserved communities can cause harm when researchers are not sensitive to the communities’ historical context and experiences of oppression [202]. In order to minimize these kinds of harms, researchers have called for new approaches and methodologies that account for historical contexts and systems of oppression (e.g. [145, 126, 202, 239, 372, 35, 307]). In this section, following feminist methodology, I reflect on my approach to this research and the ways in which my position in the world, my goal, and my belief shape my interpretation of the findings [35].

Prior work has emphasized the importance of working with trusted community members to ensure that research with marginalized communities is conducted in culturally appropriate ways, and to gain legitimacy and trust with participants [202, 126]. The online screener survey approach was not effective, possibly because parents did not trust an impersonal online flyer, did not have the time to fill out a screener survey, or were hesitant to participate in research they felt would not serve them. I was also sensitive to the additional burden
of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, during which many parents had increased childcare responsibilities, and which had a disproportionate and devastating impact on Black and Latinx communities in the United States [288, 541]. Reflecting on this process, it would have been better to begin by engaging not only with the school district, who hold significant institutional power and whose interests may not represent those of marginalized community members, but with various community leaders to develop research questions and methods. I acknowledge that had I taken this approach, this research may have looked very different in terms of central questions and methods.

Neither myself nor my closest collaborators in this work come to this work with first-hand experience of a public school choice system, neither as parents nor students. I am a white woman from a class privileged background and does not experience the forms of marginalization that I discuss in this chapter. One collaborator is a first-generation college student and comes from a family of Vietnamese refugees. The other collaborator is an immigrant and woman of color who attended public school at her home country. My lack of shared context with participants likely shaped my approach to this work, the kinds of experiences and insights that participants shared, as well my interpretation of those that they did share. Our team has a range of disciplinary backgrounds, but primarily adopt an HCI lens to study a specific sociotechnical system situated within much broader conversations about education and social justice.

Certainly, my perspective has been influenced by working in partnership with staff members at the school district and charter school enrollment system, although I have not consciously shaped the findings in any way to meet their expectations or censor families’ negative experiences. I have shared the findings back to the district partners and parent advocates to verify my interpretations and contribute to ongoing discussions regarding improvements to their enrollment process that could promote more equitable participation and access to schools.

5.5 Results

Next, I present my findings about low-resource families’ information needs in the school enrollment process. I organize my findings based on the two major stages of the application process: finding information about the available schools, and forming a ranked list of schools. First, I summarize the challenges that parents faced, then I highlight parent advocates’ strategies to provide support.

Available information lacks relevance and personalization

When they are first participating in school choice, parents need to find out how the system works and learn about their options. My findings indicate a mismatch between the information families need and the information that is easily available. Further, families are faced with a potentially overwhelming number of options, which exacerbates the challenge of finding
relevant and helpful information. To address this challenge, parent advocates build trusting relationships with families and learn about their specific needs and circumstances. This enables them to make personalized recommendations and provide more holistic support for families.

Challenges

Families face challenges learning about the choice process and why they may want to participate, and finding useful information relevant to their priorities. On top of this, they are faced with a potentially overwhelming number of options to learn about.

Before they even begin to evaluate different schools, families need to be aware that they have a choice to apply to different schools, and then find information about their options. If parents are not aware of the resource disparities between schools in their district, they may not be motivated to participate in school choice. As A2 told us, “you assume that people who have a degree or people who are educated are going to educate your babies.” In fact, several parents I interviewed only learned of the choice system after they had enrolled their children in their neighborhood school. For example, P8 heard from other parents at her child’s school that “there are way better schools... They say far away schools... are better, but I don’t know, I’m not sure about that.”

Next, once a family has decided to participate, they need to find information about the available options. However, I found that available information often lacked relevance and utility to families. For example, school websites were generally poor quality except at high resource schools, and some parents found the information available to be tailored to the interests of higher resource parents. For those schools,

\[ I \text{ mean, you know everything, you got teacher bios, walkathon, the hundreds of thousands of dollars you can raise, how you can pay it, sign up for afterschool.} \]
\[ \ldots \text{it’s geared towards parents who are looking for certain things. It’s geared toward a middle-class, upper middle-class aesthetic, because the other schools, that’s not where they’re putting their resources, understandably. (P1)} \]

As discussed in section 5.3, concerns about information access have driven the growth of dashboard-style websites like GreatSchools\(^\text{11}\) or the California School Dashboard\(^\text{12}\), which provide school statistics, like test scores and demographics, in a digestible format. While some parents in my sample found this kind of data useful, others pointed out that it is still limited, especially if you are concerned that your child might face more adversity than the average student. P3 tried to use test scores disaggregated by race to find a school that would be a good fit for her daughter. However, she pointed out that average scores are only rough indicators of how a school will support your child:

\(^\text{11}\)https://www.greatschools.org/
\(^\text{12}\)https://www.caschooldashboard.org/
[After looking at test scores] you are thinking, “Oh, my child’s here,” and then you take the test and they’re like, “Well, actually, they’re behind.” Now, are the school going to help me get her up to what she needs to be? Do they offer or have those resources available? (P3)

The district encourages families to use online information to narrow down the schools they are interested in, and then attend in-person tours to learn more. Many participants agreed that tours provide a valuable opportunity for parents to assess whether their family will be safe and included at a school. For example, A2 tells parents to visit the schools that they are interested in to make sure that they “feel welcome.” However, prior work has found that school tours are time-consuming and often inconvenient for parents with inflexible work or childcare schedules (Chapter 4). Participants in this study discussed additional challenges with school tours that were specific to families of color. For P1, “it felt very isolating to be looking for schools as a middle-class Black parent in [city name]. . . . We went to the [school name] tour for my five year old, lines out the door, full cafeteria, people asking questions like, “What’s your track record on where you get kids into college?”” A1 recalled, “my wife was the only non-white person on the tour. You know, like they had all this like Spanish translation available [but] nobody needed it.” Despite efforts to include families of color, for example, by providing interpreters, A1 found that parents still struggled to get useful information specific to the experiences of children of color during school tours:

People have real questions, . . . especially around identity safety, whether or not there are other kids like theirs at the school, things like that. . . . I went on some tours and I saw people asking questions towards that question and the tour guide either kinda didn’t pick up the gist of the question, the nuance of it, or they did and they answered it in a like not real way. (A1)

Overall, participants identified a mismatch between the information that is easily available to families, which assumes a level of understanding of how the system works and a certain set of interests, and the information that parents need, particularly regarding how lower-resourced students are included and academically supported at each school.

Strategies for support

Parent advocates provided more relevant and concise information to families by first building a trusting relationship with them, learning about their personal circumstances and priorities, then connecting them with the right information or resources. There are over 80 district schools and more than 30 charter schools in Oakland, so much of this work involved reducing information overload for families. In addition, this support often extended beyond enrollment to address other survival needs like housing, food, and healthcare.

When A2 starts working with a parent, the first step is “a conversation of getting to know the parent and what it is that they’re ultimately looking for.” This conversation is not simply eliciting a set of criteria that the parent already has in mind, but is a more personal
process of “learning about the family and what it’s going to take for that child to do well and be successful.” A2 brings together parents’ expertise on their family’s circumstances, with her own expertise on schools and education, to recommend schools that will meet the family’s needs within their constraints.

A4 works with refugee families who have recently arrived in the United States. Rather than providing detailed information about all of their school options, he accounts for these families’ difficult circumstances when providing support.

_Usually when families are coming to enroll with me . . . they’re totally overwhelmed with the whole process and the information overload so the idea of like sitting there and talking through like ups and downs, all the ins and outs of each school it’s like, no, they don’t want that, they want a couple of options, and to feel like I am a trustworthy person . . . that cares about their students and going to give them the right information._ (A4)

He emphasized that this kind of support relies on trust and care:

_My absolute nightmare is somebody coming to me and being like, “You know what we need is like a resource map or like a resource guide so we can start giving more information out to families.” I’m always like that is the last thing we need, we need more people to explain things to people in person or one-on-one, and answer their questions. Because, especially if you’re new here, or don’t have a lot of education yourself, the idea of navigating a website and filling out forms. It’s just doesn’t…it’s…it’s ridiculous. So, I think that the best way is just more personalized._ (A4)

In order to build trust with these families and provide relevant and helpful support, advocates considered their circumstances holistically, and where necessary, connected families to other resources. One reason that families might be looking for a new school is that they are experiencing some form of instability, for instance, they have recently immigrated and/or they have unstable housing. In these circumstances, enrolling their child in school may be only one of many challenges they are facing. For instance, when I spoke to A4 he was working with a mom who had very recently arrived in the United States. He not only helped her enroll her son in a school, but also organized for him to receive the required immunizations and signed him up for free meals through the school district. He also provided her with financial support and was helping her find free legal representation. P6 also worked with A4 to enroll her son in school. She still frequently reaches out to him for support, and he has helped her, “know about the food they give out in school, . . . connect with the internet service and . . . finding the router, and then he has helped me with my son’s computer.” A3, who works at a school, also connected families with different sources of support, such as financial aid, mental health care, housing, and legal aid.
I found that this type of support could also be helpful for other low-resource families, but that it was difficult to find. For example, P4 was frustrated by a lack of support from her son’s school to find permanent housing.

*I was searching for honestly like resources for housing because like when I enrolled them they were saying how if you need any assistance in anything [they could help.]*

*...They did sign him up for free meals to be delivered, so that was one thing they helped with. ... But as far as anything else it’s not really a great experience honestly. (P4)*

Typically, discussions of information support for school choice focus on information about schools. This assumes that families can afford to spend significant time and effort researching different school options, and overlooks other elements of the process, like ensuring students have the immunizations and technology they need to participate in school activities, as well as the food and housing security they need to focus on learning. Parent advocates’ strategies focused on personal relationship building and trust and highlighted the importance of attending to individual families’ circumstances and priorities.

**Ranking schools involves difficult trade-offs**

Families apply for schools by submitting a list of schools ranked in the order of their preference. I found this process can be challenging for families, even aside from the challenges of finding relevant information outlined above, because they need to know what to look for in a school, and often face difficult trade-offs in deciding which schools would be the best fit for their family. To support families making these decisions, advocates avoid overly narrow assumptions about what makes a school a good fit for a family, and push for longer-term change so that every school offers the education and resources its students need.

**Challenges**

Parents may not know what to look for in a school, and even those who both know what they want and have relevant information available may face complex trade-offs between those priorities.

School choice has created an unusual situation in which parents are expected to have substantial knowledge about what makes for a quality education. Some participants, particularly those who had recently migrated to the U.S. and/or who had fewer years of formal education themselves, felt unsure about what to look for in a school. For example, when I asked P6 to describe the ideal school for her son she told us, "I wouldn't know because I don't really know a lot of schools.” Some parents found it easy to pick their top choice school, as they had specific criteria or personal connections, for instance, P6-P8 prioritized proximity to home, and P5 wanted to enroll her children in the school where their former teacher had recently transferred. However, many of them did not have back-up options in case they were not assigned to their top choice.
By claiming that offering students the choice to leave their neighborhood school increases educational equity, open enrollment policies can give the impression that some schools are desirable, while others are not. As A1 put it, “Why would we have school choice, unless we are saying that there are some schools that are not good enough for your kids?” However, even with choice, higher resource schools are not practically available to every family. Due to a long history of systemic racism in education and housing, higher resourced public schools remain concentrated in affluent neighborhoods and serve more white students. As a result, low-income families and families of color who invest in school choice face complicated trade-offs to find a school that provides resources (e.g. experienced teachers, high quality equipment and facilities, and smaller class sizes) but also offers safety, inclusion, and convenience.

For example, P1 repeatedly described her experience of finding a school for her children as a “balancing act.” For P1, the most important factor about a school was “achievement, but,

I wouldn’t just say test scores, . . . I also was looking at resources, . . . I wanted a school where I felt like, as an African American family, or as a Black kid, my child was not going to be the only [one]. And I also wanted a school where there was going to be some socioeconomic diversity, and where I was going to fit in with the parents. And so, it was a balancing act of wanting to be at a place where I felt like... because for Black kids, there’s so much literature, there may be a school that’s a good school, but that doesn’t mean it’s the best school for my kid. (P1)

Economists have sought to reduce information overload by prioritizing information about schools that perform well on one or more quantitative measures of school quality, such as test scores, chronic absenteeism, or graduation rates [22, 125, 208]. However, this approach makes strong assumptions about which schools families should prefer, overlooking these kinds of trade-offs as well as other factors that contribute to a student’s experience at a school.

A1 is a principal at an elementary school where around half the students are from low-income families. He didn’t believe that high resource schools are unequivocally better for students from low-resource backgrounds:

I don’t think they really know what it means to support a child that’s, you know, catching the bus from [low-income neighborhoods] and has experienced severe trauma, you know, maybe has an unstable living situation, stuff like that. . . . There’s so much growth that has to happen in that community before that kid even really has a chance at a school like that. (A1)

A4 encourages newcomer refugee families to attend schools where there is an existing community from the same country, so that students have “their community members there already and . . . the teachers already have done professional development to learn the background of students from these places.”

P1 pointed out that political power dynamics at the school district level are another factor to consider. After her son had “a really rough experience . . . with a teacher who just
really was very anti-Black and racist,” she was forced to move him to another school. This time she chose a school in a wealthier neighborhood, despite it having fewer Black families, partly because she felt that “the resources and the privileges there are going to mean that when there’s a problem that [the school district] is going to listen.” Unfortunately, three other parents (P3, P10, A3) in my sample reported similar stories where their child was in an unsafe classroom environment due to treatment by an elementary school teacher.

Families can rank up to six schools on their application, and are strongly encouraged to submit complete applications to maximize their chances of being assigned to at least one of their preferred schools. Some parents have a specific school in mind, for instance, the one closest to their home, in which case ranking schools is easier, as long as that school is not oversubscribed. However, many families face difficult trade-offs between priorities like academics, convenience, and inclusion, induced by the inequitable underlying distribution of resources across the city.

Strategies for support

Advocates considered school quality broadly and accounted for families’ circumstances when making recommendations or helping them navigate trade-offs. Most importantly, several of the people I interviewed viewed their work as a fight for long-term social change rather than exclusively enrollment support, and sought to ensure students had the resources they needed no matter which school they ended up at.

The level of information advocates provided to families depended on their circumstances and priorities. For example, A2 narrows the set of choices and recommends schools for families based on how they’ve described their priorities, but always leaves the final decision to the family.

*We just kind of let them know, “Hey, out of the schools, based on the information that you gave me, here are some of the schools that when we look at data and information, these are like your top eight schools,” and we always give them at least five to be able to choose from. [...] We never tell the person, “this, this, this, this, this.” You rank it how, you know, works for your family. (A2)*

A4 made stronger recommendations to families, but was sensitive to their constraints and helped them work within them. For example, sometimes the school with the strongest existing community of immigrants from a newcomer’s country of origin is further from home. Proximity is often the top priority for these families (P5, P6, P7, P8), so he works outside of the formal enrollment system to arrange free bus tickets for the students to ease this trade-off.

Ultimately, school choice policies can only address inequalities in resources across schools by providing students from underserved communities the opportunity to access higher resourced schools. There are a limited number of seats available at higher resourced schools, so there will always be some students who cannot access those schools, even if they apply.
“There’s not a whole lot of [...] quality schools that are in the city, [...] and the ones that are high demand, quality schools, everybody else know about them, too. So what are my chances of being able to actually get into those schools?” (A2)

This means that supporting families to participate in the choice system is a limited and insufficient avenue to promote longer-term justice in education. Unlike resources focused solely on choice, parent advocates were able to balance between helping families access resources within the existing system while also pushing for a future in which the choice system isn’t necessary. For example, part of A2’s work involves advocacy at the district-level, as well as grassroots organizing with parents. Another strategy is targeting resources and support to students who enroll in lower resourced schools. For instance, at a school where several families that A4 worked with attend, they were able to,

“set up English classes for parents at that site and then summer school classes for students and concurrently ESL [English as a second language] classes for the parents. And [...] when community-based organizations were looking for office space at that time we managed to get them space in the school and in offices close to that school.” (A4)

In contrast, broader discussions of school choice and research into low-resource families’ preferences for schools too often assume that the best way to move towards a more equitable education system is to nudge these families towards historically higher resource schools, denying the complexity of the landscape that they are forced to navigate and the limits of individual choice for promoting long-term justice.

5.6 Discussion

As school choice has expanded as a way to increase access to high quality public education, so has the concern that these systems require too much time and effort from families. Time and resource constraints disproportionately exclude underserved families, who were positioned as the main beneficiaries of choice to begin with. In an effort to reduce these barriers to participation, researchers, governments and non-profits have developed online tools and informational resources that rank and sort schools. The broad success of sites like GreatSchools indicates that these kinds of technologies are helpful for many families. However, an abundance of examples within and beyond HCI research have shown that even technology that is intended to improve underserved people’s access to information and resources can struggle to do so in practice [441, 228, 243, 151]. My goal in this work was to understand the extent to which a primarily online enrollment system supported lower-resourced families participating in open enrollment, with a focus on technologies that provide information about schools and how to apply. My findings provide insight into the information mismatches and difficult trade-offs that families face in this process. Consistent with prior work [538], my findings highlight how parent advocates provide personalized support to fill the gaps in
the information infrastructure. In this section, I discuss the implications of my findings for online informational resources and their potential to address participation barriers in public school choice. Then, I discuss paths forwards, advocating for an assets-based approach that recognizes and resources the work of community members that already goes on to support families and promote longer-term social justice.

The limits of informational resources for promoting educational equity

I began this research hoping to identify ways in which the online enrollment system could be improved, for instance, what kind of information dashboards should contain in order to be relevant to low-resourced families. However, my findings highlight three specific limitations of improving informational technologies for promoting more equitable participation in enrollment:

- First, I found that web-based informational resources lack personalization and nuance, which are invaluable for lower resourced and marginalized families. How could an online dashboard tell a family whether they will feel safe, welcomed, and heard in a school community? Providing relevant, helpful information requires understanding a family’s circumstances and goals, as well as nuanced and detailed information about the community and resources at each school.

- Second, prioritizing information about schools assumes that families should gather as much information about schools as they can. However, for some families it is entirely reasonable not to commit time and resources to searching for a school. Some families are not aware that they need to apply for schools, and thus do not even seek out information to begin with. Even those who are aware of their options may not know what they should look for in a school. My interviews highlighted that parents are navigating an inequitable system, in which they have a low probability of admission at higher resourced schools, and where those schools, if they are admitted, may expose their children to isolation and racism. Meanwhile, they may be facing much more urgent survival needs. Providing relevant and useful support in some cases may involve deprioritizing information about schools and connecting families to other critical resources like food, housing, or healthcare.

- Third, online informational resources are generally targeted to individual families, which does not build community or trusting relationships, or promote longer-term social change. Being in community with other people experiencing similar challenges creates opportunities for families to form a shared understanding of those challenges and find ways to exert collective political power to make change. Further, technologies designed for individuals can overlook the social, economic, and political context that produces an inequitable distribution of needs and burdens in the first place.
My findings in this research remind us to remain wary of purported tech “fixes” to long-standing social problems [47, 510, 40], and to think critically and reflexively about how the methods and approaches of HCI and computing more broadly can contribute to social change [4, 524, 145]. Ultimately, new or improved tools and online resources focused on enrollment would benefit some families, but it would also create more work for parent advocates to support the lowest-resource families in accessing and utilizing these tools. New technology rarely reduces the overall amount of work that needs to happen to make systems run smoothly, rather it displaces that work, often onto the most marginalized and in ways that are invisibilized and under-resourced [495, 66].

Certainly, some technical improvements to the system may still prove worthwhile. In fact, many parents I spoke to strongly appreciated the district’s introduction of an online enrollment option, including two parents who did not have stable housing and were able to complete the entire process on their mobile phone. However, we should not expect new technology to easily solve participation barriers in enrollment, like a lack of time to invest in the process, or conflicting factors like proximity or inclusion barring access to higher resourced schools. The cost of the substantial labor and resources needed in order for new technology to be inclusive should be factored into decisions about what new technologies to pursue and where to invest resources. To conclude, I advocate for an assets-based design approach to guide the development of interventions that support low-resourced families.

An assets-based approach to enrollment support

Assets-based design is an approach to designing interventions that are sustainable and useful to communities in the long-term, especially in low-resourced settings [391, 539, 114, 333, 283, 74]. This approach is grounded in a deep understanding of people’s capacities and assets, rather than looking to solve their needs or deficits [283], and has an established history in education research [348, 539, 554, 200]. One way of doing this in HCI is to design interventions that leverage and amplify existing resources and practices in a community and minimize technical novelty [391]. Allowing parents to enroll over the phone or a mobile-friendly website, for instance, did not require sophisticated technical innovation, but allowed many of the parents in my sample to participate using a device they had easily available and practices they were already familiar with. In this work, parent advocates offered rich insight into their successful practices for supporting families through enrollment both within and outside of the constraints of the existing system. Advocates did not simply nudge parents to access existing information and resources, but augmented those resources with personalized informational and emotional support, and worked in partnership with families to meet their specific needs. Viewing these relationships and practices as an asset in the community, an assets-based design approach would ask not how we can design interventions that reduce or replace the work of advocates, but how we can support and amplify it [391, 95, 238].

A direct way to support the work of parent advocates is to provide resources for this type of work, e.g. by hiring more people who are trained to provide personalized, culturally relevant, long-term support to more families. Many parents in my sample worked with a
parent advocate because of my snowball sampling approach, but in general most people do not have access to someone with both deep knowledge of the school system and the time to provide personalized support. Although the district’s enrollment center provides support in person and over the phone, staff at this center serve the entire district, and thus may lack the time and specialized knowledge (e.g. about resources specific to newcomer refugees) to provide in-depth and personalized support. In addition to district staff, it may also be helpful to train trusted community members, e.g. at community centers or places of worship, to either help families directly or get them in contact with a more specialized parent advocate.

A complementary approach could be to build systems that support parent advocates’ work. Identifying such opportunities was not my focus in this work, but my data points to some promising directions for further investigation. For example, community advocates in the district recently showed that the enrollment system admitted very few non-neighborhood students to popular, high-resource schools, and contributed to a new priority system that will make more space for low-income students of color at those schools. One way to support this work could be to design more transparent systems that make it easier for stakeholders to identify harmful aspects of the system’s design and suggest improvements [524]. Another challenge that advocates in my sample faced was connecting families to resources beyond enrollment, like mental health care and housing. This suggests the potential for tools that help advocates build, maintain, and share networks of support and resources in their area. This echoes similar findings in other domains, for instance, environmental justice [25].

Finally, while support during enrollment can be useful, it is important to be wary of interventions that are too narrowly centered on school choice and enrollment. Advocates and many parents agreed that choice is a limited avenue to justice, and the top priority should be ensuring that every school is high quality and well resourced. For instance, while admitting more low-income students to historically overserved schools is an improvement, there are still a limited number of seats at those schools and many more students who will not be admitted. While advocates for school choice position it as the best way to “empower” parents and promote equity in education, it is far from the only option. In fact, Scott points out that the individualistic, market-based principles underlying school choice are not only in tension, but in direct conflict, with the redistributive principles that defined 20th century civil rights movements and continue to mobilize grassroots movements for educational equity [451]. Across the country, students, parents, and teachers have organized for smaller class sizes, experienced teachers, community engagement in school governance, and more equitable funding structures, in an effort to guarantee a high quality education for historically underserved students without forcing them to move schools [415, 245, 182, 451]. My participants surfaced tension between using the existing enrollment process to access resources today, and working towards a more just arrangement in the future. In considering how technologies could support families and advocates, we should design to surface, rather than obscure, these tensions and avoid entrenching the dominance of individual choice over grassroots strategies to promote educational justice.
5.7 Conclusion

In this work, I found that low-resourced families and families of color faced challenges navigating a public school enrollment system that was intended to improve their access to educational resources. In particular, the information provided about schools often lacked relevance and did not account for the difficult trade-offs that families must navigate when choosing between schools. I found that parent advocates provide personalized, community-based support that cannot be emulated by impersonal and generic online resources. I reflect on this research as an example of the importance of an assets-based design approach to supporting communities’ ongoing work to advance social justice.
Chapter 6


Emerging methods for participatory algorithm design have proposed collecting and aggregating individual stakeholders’ preferences to create algorithmic systems that account for those preferences.

Figure 6.1: Preference-based systems consist of a preference language, in which participants express their needs and goals to a decision-maker, and an aggregation algorithm, which aggregates individuals’ preferences into a collective decision. I identify three ways that preference languages shape opportunities for meaningful participation in algorithmic decision-making: 1) expressiveness, the range of needs that participants can communicate; 2) cost, the effort it takes for participants to express their needs and goals in the preference language; and 3) collectivism, the extent to which aggregating individuals’ preferences can achieve collective goals.
stakeholders’ values.\textsuperscript{1} Drawing on two years of research across two public school districts in the United States, I study how families and school districts use students’ preferences for schools to meet their goals in the context of algorithmic student assignment systems. I find that the design of the preference language, i.e. the structure in which participants must express their needs and goals to the decision-maker, shapes the opportunities for meaningful participation. I define three properties of preference languages – expressiveness, cost, and collectivism – and discuss how these factors shape who is able to participate, and the extent to which they are able to effectively communicate their needs to the decision-maker. Reflecting on these findings, I offer implications and paths forward for researchers and practitioners who are considering applying a preference-based model for participation in algorithmic decision making.

6.1 Introduction

Algorithmic systems increasingly impact peoples’ lives by mediating their access to resources and by making high-stakes decisions in domains like education, employment, healthcare, and child welfare [174, 408, 367, 258, 75]. Documented issues of discrimination [24, 116, 369, 14], biased system performance [81, 362, 498, 62], and dissatisfaction among key stakeholders [488, 388] have increased pressure to improve these systems by accounting for the values and needs of those who use or are affected by them. Building on social choice theory [260], emerging methods for participatory algorithm design have proposed collecting and aggregating individual stakeholders’ preferences to create algorithmic systems that represent the values and goals of those stakeholders [363, 252, 301, 298, 159, 155, 248, 553, 547, 85, 285, 152]. In this chapter, I study how the design of the preference language, i.e. the language in which participants are asked to express their preferences, shapes the opportunities for meaningful participation.

Matching algorithms for student assignment are one example of an area in which participant preferences are incorporated into algorithmic decision-making [432]. School districts reason that compared to neighborhood-based assignments, these preference-based assignment systems provide more flexibility to families, create more diverse classrooms, and promote educational equity [463]. However, many school districts have found that the algorithms do not meet these expectations in practice (See previous chapters in this part).

In this chapter, I bring together my analysis of student assignment in San Francisco (Chapter 4) and Oakland (Chapter 5) to understand how families and school districts use preferences to meet their goals. This case study offers insight into the challenges and limitations of the preference-based approach to incorporating stakeholder participation in algorithmic decision-making. My data includes 27 semi-structured interviews with parents and with community members who helped parents through the enrollment process (e.g.

\textsuperscript{1}This chapter was written in collaboration with Tonya Nguyen, Cathy Hu, Catherine Albiston, Afshin Nikzad, and Niloufar Salehi, and published at ACM CHI 2023: https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3580996.
CHAPTER 6. HOW THE DESIGN OF PREFERENCE LANGUAGES SHAPES PARTICIPATION IN ALGORITHMIC DECISION-MAKING

I find that the design of the preference language defines the opportunities for participation (Fig. 6.1). In student assignment systems, participants submit a ranked list over schools, possibly of limited length. Other common preference languages can include pairwise comparisons between real or hypothetical options, and providing weights over features of the decision outcome [298]. I define three properties of preference languages – expressiveness, cost, and collectivism – and discuss how the design of the preference language with respect to each of these factors can shape and limit meaningful participation. Preference languages are often designed to be structured and scalable so that large numbers of participants can be involved at low cost. This means that a preference language cannot cover all possible needs, and some participants may be able to express their needs more than others (expressiveness). Second, it takes time and effort for participants to translate their complex and often vague needs into the structured preference language (cost). This can be especially costly for participants who do not already know what they need, or how to express their needs in the preference language. These costs create disparities between people based on their access to time and resources. In the school assignment case, parents with fewer resources face greater barriers to convey all of their needs and goals through their ranked list of schools. This is partly due to the cost of gathering information about the schools (See Chapter 5). Finally, I find that aggregating individual preferences is often a limited means to achieve complex collective goals (collectivism). In the case of student assignment, school districts’ goals such as integration and educational equity have been very difficult to achieve through the aggregation of individual preferences, which can only express families’ self-interested priorities.

Reflecting on these findings, I offer implications and paths forward for researchers and practitioners who are considering applying the preference-based model for participation in algorithmic decision making. First, I discuss opportunities to improve expressiveness and reduce costs associated with a preference language. These include improving the resources available, providing support (e.g. information support) for stakeholders to use the preference language, and simplifying or re-designing the preference language to make it a more natural representation of how people already think about their needs. Second, I discuss paths forward for engaging community members in deliberation to co-define collective goals, drawing insight from procedural justice theory. Procedural justice theory considers how the process through which a decision is made impacts satisfaction, perceptions of fairness and legitimacy, and compliance with that decision [518, 519]. I also propose technical mechanisms for better aligning preference aggregation mechanisms with community-defined collective goals, even while only eliciting self-interested preferences. Finally, I discuss the limitations of preference-based systems, and the potential for their emphasis on individualism and free market values to cause harm. Ultimately, I argue that preference elicitation and aggregation mechanisms will never reach the ideals of participatory methodology [350] without careful attention to how the preference language, and sociotechnical infrastructure supporting it, enable equitable and meaningful participation.
6.2 Related Work

In this chapter, I use student assignment algorithms as a case study to examine the challenges for using individual preference aggregation as a form of participation in algorithmic decision-making. In this section I provide an overview of participatory algorithm design and the preference-based approach to algorithm design.

Stakeholder Participation in Algorithmic Decision-Making

Growing awareness that algorithmic decision-making may harm marginalized people has driven researchers to seek methods for directly involving stakeholders in the design of algorithmic systems. Incorporating direct stakeholder participation is intended to bring diverse knowledge and perspectives into design, and to build technologies that have a more positive influence on people’s lives [134, 104, 57]. Recent work has drawn on methods and practices from frameworks like participatory design [351], human-centered design [365], and value-sensitive design [11]. Common methods include design workshops [75, 15, 383] and interviews [297, 476, 10, 555, 443]. Delgado et al. [134] catalogued 9 different approaches to increasing stakeholder participation in algorithmic systems, noting that they vary substantially in terms of the degree of power different stakeholders are afforded, and when in the design and deployment of a system they are afforded that power. Birhane et al. [57] developed standards for evaluating whether particular approaches are aligned with the goals and values of participatory AI, such as the degree of reciprocity and participant empowerment.

Prior work in participatory and human-centered design methods foreshadows some of the challenges that arise when attempting to engage stakeholders to build more beneficial and just algorithmic technologies. For instance, it can be very difficult to subvert power dynamics, both between designers and participants and among participants, to promote genuine and equal participation [134, 204, 218]. The format and outcomes of participation are also often constrained in a way that presumes that there must be a technical solution and only allows participants to tinker around the edges of it, rather than offering meaningful decision-making power about what the system should do and whether it should exist at all [134, 218]. In the worst case, seemingly participatory practices can offer a guise of legitimacy to harmful technologies, making it more difficult to challenge those systems in the long run [475, 47, 146, 57].

Even if a participatory process effectively and meaningfully engages marginalized stakeholders, challenges remain. For example, researchers or designers often have to aggregate input from many participants and translate this input into a technical design specification, leaving room for unequal representation, misinterpretation, or even disregard of stakeholders’ views. Some researchers have tried to bridge this gap by allowing participants to play a more direct role in building algorithmic systems. For example, the ORES system allows Wikipedia editors to directly specify and request machine learning models that meet their editing needs [193]. In this chapter I focus on another line of work, which draws on social choice theory [260] to develop what I refer to as “preference-based systems.” This approach
incorporates direct input from stakeholders by eliciting individuals’ preferences over some available alternatives, and then aggregating those preferences using an algorithm to make a decision. Preference-based systems are appealing because they easily scale to allow a large number of people to directly contribute their views, and there exist a range of well studied aggregation procedures to translate this input into a decision [69]. I next discuss how this class of algorithms has been used to increase participation in algorithmic decision-making, and what challenges remain.

Preference-based Algorithmic Systems

There are two main stages of any preference-based system, preference elicitation and preference aggregation. In the preference elicitation stage, a decision-maker asks participants to quantify their relative value for some available options in a structured preference language. A preference language consists of a set of features and a way for participants to express their priorities across those features, typically either by ranking them, making pairwise comparisons, or providing weights over features [260]. Features may be a set of real alternatives (e.g., a list of schools in a school district), or attributes of those alternatives (e.g., a school’s location, start time, or language programs).

Once the decision-maker has collected preferences from stakeholders, they then need to aggregate those preferences to make a decision. Researchers in social choice theory\(^2\) have developed various aggregation procedures that are designed to make decisions that satisfy some normatively justified axioms or formal definitions of optimal assignment [260, 69]. For example, matching algorithms are guaranteed to produce assignments that are stable — no two students can swap assignments in a way such that both the students and the schools are better off — or Pareto efficient — there is no way to improve one student’s assignment without making another worse off [2]. In other contexts, researchers have advocated for voting procedures on the basis of properties like robustness to noisy preference information [252, 170, 45].

Systems based on preference elicitation have long been used in market and mechanism design [432] and participatory democracy [89]. More recently, researchers have explored how these methods could incorporate stakeholders’ perspectives and values more directly into the design and function of algorithmic systems. Some of this work falls under the umbrella of computational social choice [70]. For example, Noothigattu et al. [363] proposed collecting people’s preferences in hypothetical scenarios, using that data to build personalized preference models, and then aggregating predicted preferences to make decisions in new situations. The authors suggested that this approach could be used to build autonomous vehicles that align

\(^2\)A substantial body of work in social choice theory across economics and philosophy seeks to understand how individual preferences should be aggregated to inform decisions on behalf of a group. Kenneth J. Arrow [260] provides an overview. In this work I apply human-centered methods to understand experiences with a matching algorithm in practice and compare these experiences to the ideals of participatory design. I leave a detailed comparison of these findings to theoretical results and philosophical discussions of preferences to future work.
emergency decision-making with people’s ethical preferences. Researchers have subsequently explored how this approach can improve efficiency and fairness in distributing donations for a non-profit organization [301], align shift scheduling with workers’ and managers’ preferences [298], and account for citizens’ ethical preferences in automated flood management decisions [155]. Freedman et al. [159] suggested a related approach, modifying a matching algorithm for organ transplants to weight matches according to peoples’ preferences about which patients should be prioritized. In experiments, their algorithm improved outcomes for typically under-demanded patients who are currently less likely to receive an organ match. Other areas where researchers have studied how individuals’ preferences can be elicited and aggregated to guide algorithmic decision-making include patient triage in hospitals [248], selecting appropriate performance trade-offs for ML models [553, 547, 85], allocating public budgets and resources [89, 285], defining diversity quotas for elections [152], selecting student volunteers for conferences [384], dividing goods and labor among groups of people [300, 295], aligning recommender systems with users’ values [492], and balancing conflicting perspectives in content moderation [178].

This research highlights the potential for these kinds of systems to align algorithmic decision-making with people’s needs and values at scale. The process of quantifying one’s preferences can help people better understand their own needs [301, 298], and this approach makes explicit to decision-makers the pluralism of priorities and values in a group of stakeholders [178, 285]. However, it is difficult to design effective and easy-to-use preference languages and aggregation procedures. For example, Lee and Baykal [295] conducted an experiment where a group of people used a matching algorithm to divide up tasks according to their preferences. Participants found it difficult to quantify their preferences using the given preference language. As a result, they relied on error-prone cognitive heuristics to simplify the task. Individual preferences also cannot account for cooperative and altruistic behavior. In the same study and in a related experiment involving goods division [300], participants wanted to deliberate and cooperate to find more acceptable compromises than the algorithm’s allocation.

Matching algorithms are a kind of preference-based system that have been used in real world markets, such as organ transplant matching, assigning medical students to residency programs, and assigning students to public schools, for decades [431]. In this time, researchers have been able to observe how these systems function in the real world. This has provided insight into how to build effective systems, as well as what issues remain unsolved. My goal in this work is to draw lessons from the student assignment context that illuminate key considerations for building effective, equitable preference-based systems. I also draw on this newer body of work developing other kinds of preference-based systems to inform the design of student assignment algorithms. In particular, I study how the preference languages in these different systems shape who can participate, what they can communicate about their needs, values, and priorities, and how collective goals can be achieved using the submitted preferences. I conclude this section with an introduction to student assignment algorithms.

Student assignment systems are a useful case study of preference-based algorithmic systems because they have been used in school districts across the country for several decades, giving
researchers the opportunity to observe challenges in practice, such as confusion for families and decreasing classroom diversity [432]. In this chapter, I build on this prior literature by bringing together the interview data I collected in San Francisco and Oakland, California to discuss the role of the preference language in shaping opportunities for participation. I compare and contrast this case study to other kinds of preference-based systems to identify broader implications for the design of preference languages and propose key paths forward for the emerging field of participatory algorithm design.

6.3 Methods

This work draws on the qualitative data collected as part of separate, but closely related, research projects that I conducted in collaboration with two neighboring school districts, San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) and Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) (See Chapters 4 and 5)

Data Collection

In this chapter, my analysis draws on all 27 semi-structured interviews with parents (13 SFUSD; 10 OUSD) and staff in schools (2 OUSD), district offices (1 OUSD), and community-based organizations (1 OUSD) to understand how families use their preferences over schools to communicate their needs and constraints to school districts, and how the districts aggregate those preferences to satisfy parents’ needs and meet district goals such as school diversity. For complete data collection methodology, refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.3 for the SFUSD interviews, and Chapter 5, Section 5.4 for the OUSD interviews.

Data Analysis

I conducted inductive, qualitative analysis on the interview transcripts [338]. First, I conducted open coding on a line-by-line basis [108] to understand how parents use the system and what challenges they face in meeting their goals. I then conducted axial coding to identify relationships between codes and higher level themes. I first analyzed the data from San Francisco, before conducting interviews in Oakland. At this stage, the first author conducted open coding and identified a common set of parents’ priorities (e.g., “test scores,” “resources,” and “travel logistics”) and challenges (e.g., “stress,” “information needs”) when participating in school choice. Next, I analyzed the data from Oakland, building on the codes I used when analyzing the San Francisco data. The first two authors worked together to code two transcripts, then discussed findings and resolved misaligned interpretations through discussion. Each author then analyzed half of the remaining transcripts. The initial codebook from San Francisco was used as a reference, but codes were adjusted, added, and removed as necessary to best fit the data. I then conducted axial coding, and grouped 25 of my 39 codes into two higher level groups, “finding information” and “considering priorities.” Other
codes included “building relationships,” “worrying about availability/scarcity,” and “voicing concern.” Finally, I conducted a final round of coding on the full dataset to compare and synthesize findings across the two districts.

Researcher Positionality

My collaborators and I recognize that our personal and professional backgrounds and contexts shape our approach to this research, our interactions with participants, and our interpretations of the findings [35]. The first and second authors conducted recruitment and interviews. Neither author has first-hand experience of a public school choice system, nor is either author a member of the communities in San Francisco and Oakland with whom we conducted this research. Throughout the course of this work, we shifted from direct engagement with parents to working with trusted community leaders, finding that this was a better way to show respect towards the relationships and work already happening in those communities (Chapter 5). My interpretation of the findings is certainly shaped by both my position as an outsider, as well as our team’s disciplinary backgrounds, which between the authors include human-computer interaction, sociology, law, and economics.

6.4 Designing Preference Languages

In this section, I discuss how the design of a preference-based system shapes (and can limit) participation in algorithmic decision-making. I argue that a core consideration should be the design of the preference language, which consists of a set of features and a way for participants to express their priorities across those features. First, I discuss the implications of the preference language for individual participants: expressiveness and cost. Then I explore the implications of the preference language for achieving collective goals (collectivism). For each of these three factors, I illustrate relevant challenges using examples from the student assignment context, then discuss how those challenges appear and are addressed in other kinds of preference-based systems.

Expressiveness: No preference language can cover all possible needs

Preference-based systems offer participants a fixed set of alternatives over which they can express their preferences. A core part of designing a preference language is selecting what alternatives or factors are available to participants. Because preference languages must be structured and scalable to large groups of people, no preference language will perfectly capture every possible dimension of everyone’s needs and values. Certain preference languages will be more expressive for some participants than others. It is therefore important to attend to not only how expressive a given preference language is, but for whom it is more or less expressive.
Student Assignment

School choice systems increase access to educational opportunities by offering each student a wider range of schools to choose from, rather than being directly assigned to their neighborhood school. However, even if students can apply to more schools this does not mean they have access to those opportunities in practice. Most families want a school that is close to home and that will provide their child with a high-quality education [84, 289]. However, in the United States, a long history of racist housing and education policies have concentrated schools with more resources and higher academic performance in high-income, predominantly white neighborhoods [434, 289]. As a result, families with more resources are able to more heavily prioritize academic factors, whereas other families face difficult trade-offs between economic and social factors, such as transportation logistics or their child’s safety and sense of belonging [290, 209].

Low-income families are more likely to face this trade-off between school resources and proximity to home, since higher resource schools are mostly located in wealthier areas of the city [208, 83, 1, 289]. Proximity was especially important to parents of younger children, parents who don’t have access to a car, and parents who were concerned about the safety of their neighborhood. O12 “used to walk with him [to school] and then I started to learn to drive. Because when I walk or when I wait for the bus, the bus would take so long.” Discrimination and segregation in classrooms also mean that a school that offers high quality opportunities to white students may not provide a safe and supportive environment for students of color [84, 448, 6]. For instance, O14 saw that her son was “becoming a different person, I couldn’t even recognize him,” due to his treatment by his first grade teacher. Resolving this situation was a slow and stressful process with serious, lasting impacts on her child, “[the teacher] was fired but I need to build my son’s self-esteem back.” When O7’s daughter started crying on the way to school every day, he faced a language barrier when raising concerns with the school principal. This experience in part motivates his current work as a bilingual parent liaison: “I don’t want any other parents going through the nightmare that I went through.”

Empowering parents to decide what is best for their child is one of the central arguments in support of school choice, but that empowerment is often elusive in reality [451]. A system that offers parents the ability to rank any of the schools in their district may appear to maximize expressiveness and empowerment. However, this approach assumes that all families receive the same utility from being assigned their first choice school, second choice school, and so on. This makes invisible the trade-offs that families face, and the fact that for some families there may be no school that currently meets their needs. This becomes particularly problematic for evaluating and improving these systems. For example, statistics like the

---

3Note that even a complete ranked list of every school in a school district does not fully specify an individual’s preferred decision outcome. The full space of decision outcomes is intractable, roughly $n^s$, where $n$ is the number of students needing an assignment, and $s$ is the number of schools available. Even this huge space of outcomes does not express any needs that are not met by the existing schools. As I emphasize throughout this work, even preference languages that appear “natural” have been designed and impose a particular set of constraints and costs.
percentage of students assigned to their first choice school can overlook persisting segregation and inequalities in access to resources. Since ranked lists do not explicitly convey what factors families value in schools, it is also difficult to reduce these inequalities. For instance, districts trying to increase the enrollment of underserved students at higher resourced schools may assume that those families simply didn’t know about those schools and jump to informational interventions, when really families need better transportation options to make those schools viable.

Other preference-based systems

The expressiveness of a preference language is constrained by its features, and to a lesser extent the format in which participants express their priorities over those features. Designers of preference-based systems have carefully considered how the selection of features over which participants can express their preferences shapes the information that those preferences convey. For instance, researchers have been exploring how to ask users explicitly what kind of online content brings them value to guide recommendation systems, rather than relying on implicit signals like likes and engagement time, which may not be correlated with value and well-being [492]. Park et al. [384] highlight the importance of considering the ways in which relations of power and positionality influence disparities in expressivity between stakeholders. For example, a participant in their study suggested that students who need to secure visas for international conference travel could be prioritized for student volunteer positions, but pointed out that if the organizers had not dealt with this challenge personally it may not occur to them to include this factor in the selection process. Participants in Lee and Baykal [295] observed that the preference language assumed equal total utility for different participants, which did not account for the fact that some participants were indifferent about which task they would have to complete, and were happy to cede their preferred task to someone who had very strong preferences.

In response to these challenges, researchers have acknowledged that participation must begin at the stage of designing the preference language in order to ensure that it is expressive and morally acceptable [155, 152, 384]. For example, Lee et al. [301] and Lee et al. [298] began by conducting interviews with stakeholders to collaboratively define key factors over which they would later be asked their preferences. Freedman et al. [159] used an open-ended survey to elicit factors that people felt were and were not morally acceptable for prioritizing organ transplant recipients. However, developing participatory processes to define the preference language brings with it many of the challenges that preference-based systems aimed to address in the first place. For example, Park et al. [384] and Freedman et al. [159] found that for almost every factor they considered, some participants thought it was very important to consider in decision-making, while others felt strongly that it should not be considered. It is not clear how to resolve these disagreements in designing a preference language. As demonstrated by the student assignment case study, choices at this stage have significant consequences for participants’ ultimate ability to express their needs to the decision-maker.
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Cost: Participants have to translate their values and needs into the preference language

The assumption underpinning preference-based systems is that each individual has a latent utility function over some space of alternative decision outcomes, and the preference elicitation mechanism is a way of extracting partial information to estimate that function. In reality, people’s preferences are constructed in and shaped by their particular social context, and shift over time. The costs of forming preferences depend on each individual’s relevant knowledge, the time they have spent reflecting on their preferences, and how directly they can map their conception of their preferences to the constraints of the given preference language. These costs can exclude participants with less time and fewer resources to dedicate to the process, and can lead participants to rely heavily on social learning and heuristics that exacerbate bias and stereotypes in choice patterns.

Student Assignment

In the student assignment setting, researching the available schools, forming a ranked preference list, and submitting it to the school district can be difficult and time-consuming for families. First, families need to be aware that they have a choice to apply to different schools, and then understand what they are looking for in a school. Parents with fewer years of formal education and/or who had more recently arrived in the district often did not know that they could apply to several schools or what they should look for (Chapter 5). Even for parents who know what they are looking for, researching schools to transform those known preferences for types of schools into preferences for actual schools can be very time-consuming and frustrating (Chapters 4 and 5).

For example, when O5 first enrolled her child in kindergarten, “it was very hard. A single parent, never done this before, never been in a public school, so I don’t know how everything is run. People just assume that you know what you’re doing and I had not a clue.” To learn more about the process, she enrolled in “a week-long class of learning how to do the application process and how to pick schools, and what makes you want to pick a school.” While this helped her figure out what factors to consider (e.g., academics, sports, other extra-curricular activities), and find schools that best met her criteria, this process required a significant time investment.

This challenge is exacerbated when information is not equally available and useful to all families. For example, online information was disorganized and inconsistent across schools (Chapters 4 and 5). Schools with more resources tended to have more detailed and up-to-date websites, and the information available appeared tailored to the interests of higher-resource families (Chapters 4). School tours were often cited as the most useful way to learn about a school. However, these tours can be extremely time-consuming and logistically challenging, making them inaccessible to many parents, for instance, those who cannot take time off of work during school hours, or those who cannot secure childcare during the tour (Chapters 4). Beyond logistical challenges, tours may also offer less helpful information to families from
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marginalized backgrounds if tour guides cannot speak to the experiences of children from those backgrounds (Chapter 5).

As a result of this lack of information, parents rely heavily on others in their network, including family and friends, as well as in online social networks, to inform their preferences. However, in relying on social learning to cope with a lack of authoritative and relevant information, people may fall back on stereotypes and generalizations to make judgments about schools (Chapter 5). For instance, one parent in San Francisco said that,

Facebook has been the most helpful because I feel like it’s an insider’s look into the actual school quality and parent experiences there. Parents there are very biased, but it’s better to have information than no information. (S3)

Until recently, parents in San Francisco needed to submit their preference list in person at the district’s enrollment office by a set deadline. On-time participation significantly improves the chances of being assigned a preferable option, as the number of open seats dwindles in subsequent rounds. However, this requires keeping track of deadlines and finding the time to visit the district office, which creates additional information, time, and language barriers [478, 462].

Other preference-based systems

A key challenge in designing preference elicitation mechanisms is balancing the trade-off between how much information is extracted, and the costs imposed on participants (e.g., time and cognitive load). For example, Johnston, Blesenohl, and Vayanos [248] propose a dynamic preference elicitation mechanism with the goal of minimizing the number of pairwise comparisons that each participant is asked to make. Usability issues not only make the task more difficult for participants, but also undermine the informativeness of the preferences they provide. For instance, Lee and Baykal [295] describe how participants turned to error-prone heuristics when they found it difficult to express their preferences using the provided interface. Studies that have crowd-sourced preference information also raise concerns about the quality of those judgments when participants lack information and a sense of personal investment [31].

These concerns may be mitigated when the participants involved already have substantial expertise and experience making similar kinds of judgments. For example, Lee et al. [301] elicited preferences regarding food donation matching from stakeholders who had personal experience with this process: staff at the non-profit that matches donors and recipients, volunteers who transport donations, and staff at donor and recipient organizations. Another approach is to provide participants with additional information to help them form their judgments. Researchers have shown experimentally that information provision can change how people report their preferences in the school choice context [21, 111, 124, 207, 356]. However, this information also must contend with limits on participants’ time and cognitive resources, and there is likely always going to be additional context that could influence
people’s judgments that is not available. For example, Freedman et al. [159] asked people to make pairwise comparisons between potential organ transplant recipients on the basis of factors like whether they had skin cancer, but the researchers admit that there is far more information that someone may need to judge this situation, such as the prognosis for the disease.

The structure of the preference language can impose higher or lower informational and cognitive load on participants. For instance, Lee et al. [298] argue that pairwise comparisons are easier than ranking tasks for people who have not already formalized their preferences. In fact, the process of making pairwise comparisons actually helped participants understand their own perspectives better by forcing them to make concrete judgments and trade-offs. Ultimately, designing low cost preference languages requires considering participants’ access to time and resources, their knowledge about the decision domain, and how much they have reflected on their needs and priorities.

Collectivism: Aggregating individual preferences is a limited means to achieve collective goals

The challenges with preference elicitation are further compounded when preferences are aggregated. In addition to satisfying individuals’ preferences, decision-makers often have collective-level goals for how they distribute resources. For example, many school districts want to promote diverse classrooms and increase equitable access to educational opportunities [463]. However, optimizing for satisfying participants’ individual preferences does not necessarily align with collective goals.

Student Assignment

In the school assignment context, preference-based systems circumvent the issue of defining and working towards collective goals by implicitly defining the socially optimal outcome as the one where each individual receives their most preferred option. In the case of San Francisco, this means that regardless of how well the system works, segregated choice patterns can lead to segregated schools. Even if SFUSD were able to assign every student to their first choice school, schools would remain heavily racially and economically segregated, with students from low-income and historically marginalized backgrounds concentrated in under-served schools [196]. In other words, the ultimate decisions remain heavily shaped by individuals’ submitted preferences.

Although individuals’ preferences shape both individual and collective outcomes, families have no formal avenues to participate in student assignment beyond independently submitting their individual, self-interested preferences. The introduction of school choice policies however, have been closely tied to desegregation efforts, an explicitly collective goal. Most parents in my sample were aware that the system was designed to promote integration and educational equity, and many supported those goals in the abstract. Several parents said that student diversity was an important factor that they looked for in a school (S5, S6, O1, O3). However,
student assignment mechanisms model parents as consumers in a market for schools, rather than citizens participating in and negotiating a political process in which their own choices impact other members of their community. Parents are expected to secure a high quality education for their own child, while at the same time accepting that there are not sufficient seats at high-resourced schools for every child to have such an opportunity. As O4 put it, referring to under-resourced schools in Oakland, “If you don’t want to put your baby there, why would it be okay for me to have to put my baby there?” Over time, these systems entrench the idea that individual choice is the only or best way to provide families access to schools, leaving school districts with fewer politically viable opportunities to promote community-level goals.

Other preference-based systems

In some systems, like assigning students to schools, dividing goods or tasks in a group of people [300, 295], or scheduling shifts [298], elicit preferences from people who will be directly, immediately impacted by the decision. In this case, it is possible to ask each person which outcome they would prefer for themselves. In other cases, preference elicitation is used to gather a wide variety of perspectives about hypothetical decision scenarios. This data is then used to train algorithms to make similar decisions that represent those perspectives in real scenarios, for example, who should receive a transplant [159] or public housing [285]. In the latter examples, people still contribute individual preferences, but those preferences are in regards to how others should be treated, rather than what they want for themselves.

However, asking people directly about their preferences for collective outcomes is still insufficient for ensuring that decisions meet collective goals or principles. For instance, people hold conflicting ethical views [31, 285, 159], in which case the choice of aggregation procedures can have critical influence over whose views are represented in the final decision [178]. Gordon et al. [178] point out that majoritarianism has silently ruled in machine learning data collection, and argue that making the pluralism of annotators’ opinions more explicit can better enable decision-makers to prioritize particularly relevant or informed perspectives in a given decision.

In contexts where a decision-maker elicits people’s preferences for their own outcome, we may not expect participants to be willing to trade-off any personal gain to advance collective goals. However, empirical evidence refutes this assumption. For example, in experimental settings, participants wanted to discuss and negotiate the final division of labor and goods after using a splitting algorithm, making room for cooperation and altruism [295, 300]. Giving participants insight into the complexity and constraints of the decision problem can also help them consider what trade-offs they are willing to accept, and why those trade-offs are needed [298, 300]. Further research is needed to understand how negotiation could scale beyond small groups, and how systems could engage participants in considering broader collective outcomes and trade-offs without significantly increasing the time and cognitive costs of engagement.
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Figure 6.2: In Section 6.4 I identified three considerations for the design of preference languages that shape participation: 1) Expressiveness (6.4); 2) Cost (6.4); and 3) Collectivism (6.4). If the preference language makes it difficult and costly for marginalized stakeholders to communicate their needs, then the system offers unequal opportunities to participate. Systems that only account for individual preferences have limited means to reach collective goals. In Section 6.5 I discuss paths forward for designing preference elicitation mechanisms that are more expressive and less costly (A-C; 6.5) and aligning preference aggregation algorithms with co-defined collective goals (D-E; 6.5).

6.5 Addressing the Challenges with Preferences

In the previous section I described how the design of a preference language shapes what participants can convey through their preferences, how costly it is for them to do so, and the extent to which decision-makers can use those preferences to reach collective goals. Preference-based systems are gaining popularity because preferences can be a cheap and scalable way to quantify the relative value that each person has for some available alternatives, and there are a wide range of well-studied aggregation procedures that can translate individual preferences into a collective decision [69]. When the stakeholders involved are well-informed about the decision context and have relatively equal power and access to resources, this process has been shown to improve both quantitative measures of efficiency and fairness, and stakeholders’ perceptions of the decisions [301]. However, problems arise in settings characterized by political tensions, power imbalances among participants, and high-stakes decision outcomes. The student assignment case study illustrates the challenges for designing preference-based
systems that support equitable participation and work towards collective goals in addition to meeting individuals’ needs. This case study also highlights the ways in which privileging individual choice can cause harm, particularly to those who are marginalized in the process and face greater barriers to participating.

The challenges in the student assignment domain are long-standing and complex, highlighting the need for new approaches to designing such systems. To this end, I discuss the implications of my findings for researchers and practitioners who are considering or implementing preference-based algorithmic systems. Figure 6.2 summarizes my recommendations for addressing each of the three considerations I discussed in the previous section. First, I discuss paths forward in the design of preference elicitation mechanisms that improve expressiveness and reduce costs (Section 6.5). Second, I draw on theories of procedural justice to discuss how to engage participants in co-defining collective goals, and propose technical mechanisms to account for those collective goals in aggregation procedures (Section 6.5). Finally, even with interventions to improve expressiveness, reduce costs, and account for collective goals, preference-based systems can cause harm, and are not appropriate in every setting. I conclude by discussing these risks (Section 6.5).

Preference elicitation: improve the options, simplify the preference language, and provide support

In Section 6.4, I discussed two ways that the design of the preference language shapes participation: it determines which of their needs participants can communicate, and how costly it is for them to do so. As a result, student assignment systems offer some families access to schools they prefer over their neighborhood school, but for others this choice is more elusive than meaningful. In this section I discuss three alternatives to mitigate these issues: improving the underlying set of options, simplifying the preference language, and providing support to reduce costs for participants.

Improving the options

In some cases, the preference language can only express people’s preferences for a set of existing options. For example, the set of schools in a school district. This makes it less expressive for people who benefit less from that existing set. One path forward is to spend resources improving the underlying options to ensure every participant has a high quality option realistically available to them. A similar argument could be applied in settings like medical triage, where funds could be spent on obtaining more equipment rather than developing more complex methods for rationing the limited existing stock. Of course, this option is usually appealing to all stakeholders, but is often infeasible in the short-term. Regardless, it is worth reiterating that there can be a trade-off between spending time and money on new technology for distributing resources and improving that pool of resources.
Simplifying the preference language

A second alternative is to change the preference language that the system uses to collect participants’ preferences to make it simpler or a closer match for how people already conceptualize their needs and values. For example, in the student assignment domain, one option is to reduce the choices available in meaningful ways. Currently, systems rely on each individual participant solving a complex task to reflect their preferences: they need to search among a very large set of potential schools and form a rank-ordered list of a handful of schools as their preference list. This contributes to inequality as the costs are higher for participants with less background knowledge about the school system, and more burdensome for those with less time and resources to spend on the process (as discussed in Section 6.4).

One approach to alleviate the adverse effect of informational asymmetry is offering choice menus, i.e., a limited subset of schools offered to each participant from which they can select their preferred schools. The basic idea is that searching in a larger pool puts those with higher search costs at a higher disadvantage compared to those with lower search costs.\(^4\) Such choice menus could be constructed considering an applicant’s characteristics (such as background and priorities). They can also act as a lever to balance the population characteristics in a school, by offering that school to a more balanced population of students.

This is in line with the approach that SFUSD has taken in their ongoing redesign of their student assignment system\(^{[460]}\). It is important that decision-makers consider how changes to a preference language reduce or appear to reduce people’s agency and choice, and the political ramifications of that decision. For example, SFUSD has engaged families in defining geographical zone and worked to communicate with them about the reasons for the changes.

Providing support

Even with a simple and carefully designed preference language, there will be participants who need support to fully participate. For example, most people are not experts in education, and many first-time parents do not know what to look for in a school. These participants will need informational support, even with fewer options to choose from. Support interventions must account for potential participants’ knowledge of the context, technology access, language proficiency, and time constraints. In Chapter 5, I advocated for an assets-based design approach, which asks how we can amplify existing resources and strategies in a community\(^{[283]}\). I emphasized the important of personalized, one-on-one support through trusting relationships. Other options for reducing the costs of using the preference language could include making it easier for people to apply online using devices they already own, e.g., through a mobile-friendly website.

In the next section I expand on the need to engage participants more deeply than through preference elicitation alone in order to define collective goals, and discuss technical mechanisms for working towards those collective goals in practice.

\(^4\)As an extreme case, consider menus of length one, where the asymmetry across search costs has no effect on those with higher costs.
Preference aggregation: co-defining and accounting for collective goals

Preference-based systems have mostly assumed an individual model of preferences, where each person has some self-interested preferences for the available options, which they report to the decision-maker. However, in many distributive decisions, there are collective-level outcomes that are important but not captured in people’s individual preferences. For example, many school districts have prioritized racial and socioeconomic diversity in schools, but assignment algorithms offer limited opportunities to trade-off between individual preferences for schools and collective goals.

As discussed in Section 6.4, adapting the preference language to explicitly ask people for their preferences over collective outcomes is likely not sufficient to address this problem. For one, such an approach is likely to make the preference language more complex and increase the costs of participation, in opposition to my recommendations in Section 6.5. Further, people’s preferences are likely to be conflicting, leaving the decision-maker to choose explicitly or implicitly (through the choice of an aggregation procedure) which perspectives to prioritize [178, 31]. Instead, decision-makers may wish to enforce certain ethical principles or collective values, even if those do not align with the views of some stakeholders [363]. Therefore, there are two challenges to improving the alignment of preference-based systems with collective goals: defining which collective goals are important, and then ensuring that the aggregation procedure respects those goals.

Co-defining collective goals

Achieving collective goals with preference-based systems is only a problem when those goals do not align exactly with individuals’ preferences. Therefore, working towards those goals will require that some stakeholders receive less personally preferable outcomes. In this way, advancing an individual preference-based system to pursue collective goals creates a deep tension between individual outcomes and collective values. It is thus especially important to consider who has a voice in shaping the collective goals, and how the decision-maker can build buy-in to those goals to establish legitimacy and trust. The principles of procedural justice offer paths forward.

Procedural justice theory teaches that the process through which a decision is made is as important as the outcome to satisfaction, perceptions of legitimacy, and compliance with that decision [518, 519]. The term “procedural justice” refers to individuals’ perceptions that the procedures used to make decisions are fair. Importantly, procedural justice is a measure of subjective perceptions of fairness, not a measure of the objective fairness or equity of a decision [16]. Empirical determinants of procedural justice include the degree of voice and control individuals have in the process, whether the decision maker was respectful and unbiased, whether individuals identify with decision-makers and their values, and whether they understand the decision-making process [518, 517, 230]. Procedures that incorporate these process elements result in more satisfaction with the decision, greater perceptions of
legitimacy of the decision maker, and more compliance with the decision, even when the outcome is unfavorable [515, 516]. At the same time, because procedural justice represents only the perception of fairness, yet mobilizes satisfaction and compliance with negative outcomes, it risks legitimating unfair decisions [175, 251, 497].

Rather than take individual preference satisfaction as the primary goal by hard wiring it into the assignment system, an alternative approach could encourage community deliberation and discussion to define collective goals. This process could acknowledge explicitly that in some instances, individual preferences must give way to collective values, and enable participants to determine appropriate trade-offs. With appropriate voice, participation, inclusion, and information, procedural justice principles suggest that policy makers would have a cushion of support for creating a process in which not everyone gets their first-choice school, but important collective values receive appropriate weight [520]. Procedural justice research suggests that satisfaction with outcomes, perceptions of the legitimacy of the decision makers, and acceptance of the decisions will follow.

Adjusting algorithms to account for collective goals

Once decision-makers have determined their collective goals, ideally in collaboration with the community, they need to ensure that the mechanism will account for those goals in determining outcomes. Most existing preference languages do not account for collective goals. Systems thus can feature undesirable equilibrium outcomes. For example, segregated schools can remain segregated, in part due to their reputation and the absence of means through which the participants can coordinate their decisions. In the context of assigning candidates to pre-military academies, “preference-specification” languages have been proposed that allow academies to express their preferences over the diversity of candidates they admit by specifying lower or upper quota constraints on subpopulations of candidates [12]. Building on this work, I next discuss two approaches to address this issue, using student assignment algorithms as an example: one based on making minimal changes to Deferred Acceptance, and the other based on Mathematical Programming approaches that remove focus from Deferred Acceptance and stability as solution concepts.

School-specific priority scores are often used in the course of Deferred Acceptance to ration seats among students when there is excess demand at a school. One way to shift away from segregated equilibrium outcomes is the dynamic adaptation of these priority scores. When the policy maker has a different target population distribution at a school than at status quo, then higher priority scores can be given to the most absent subpopulations. These scores should be adjusted dynamically as the population distribution gets closer to the target over time. This approach can balance the population distribution induced by the algorithm at a school while preserving stability overall.

There are other technical approaches that could more directly implement collective goals at the expense of dismissing stability. One example is methods based on Mathematical Programming which, e.g., could associate a binary variable to each student-school pair and find an assignment that respects feasibility constraints (such as schools’ capacities) while
taking other collective goals into account, such as a statistical distance of the population distribution at a school from a target distribution.

While I have offered paths forward for designing preference-based systems that address the challenges discussed in Section 6.4, I do not believe that preference-based systems are always appropriate. I conclude this section by discussing the risks and limitations of preference-based systems as a whole.

Limitations and risks of preference-based systems

In deciding whether a preference-based system is appropriate, one should determine the extent to which the system offers meaningful choice (and to whom), and weigh the costs involved in providing adequate support to participants. It is also important to consider how introducing choice can make alternative or complementary avenues for promoting positive change more difficult.

Preference-based systems can only improve people’s access to resources if there are high-quality options realistically available to every participant. As discussed in Section 6.4, offering participants a choice among the same set of alternatives does not necessarily offer every participant the same value. Some would argue that offering some degree of choice is better than offering none, even if that choice can only partially reduce disparities in access to resources. For instance, many parents in my sample were able to use the choice system to access a school they preferred over their neighborhood school, while admitting that others in their community were still not afforded that opportunity. While this limitation may not be a reason to forgo a preference-based system altogether, awareness of the realistic capacity for such a system to promote social change and equalize access to resources is important so that decision-makers and advocates can ensure complementary strategies are in place.

In any participatory process there will be unequal costs associated with participating, which if not properly addressed will exclude those already at the margins. As discussed above and Chapter 5, personalized, one-on-one support is crucial for ensuring the full and equal participation of marginalized stakeholders in preference-based systems (6.5). This call to prioritize personalized support over one-size-fits-all solutions is at odds with some of the motivations for preference-based systems, e.g., that they easily scale to large groups of people. However, in order to reduce costs for participants, the decision-maker must be prepared to take on some of those costs on their behalf. To genuinely promote longer-term social change and progress towards distributive justice, we must recognize the necessary frictions and ongoing maintenance required to create inclusive, democratic, participatory processes [475]. Preference-based systems will not function equitably at scale if resources are not provided for this maintenance and support work.

A higher level political risk is that individual preference-based systems, e.g. school choice systems, can entrench the belief that individuals have a right to choose, and that the only optimal allocation of resources is that which efficiently maximizes people’s individual preferences [217]. These systems resonate with individualist values, belief in markets, and popular neoliberal policy solutions. Collective goals, which may have been the stated
motivation for the system in the first place, become tangential to the process. Further, when used to distribute public resources, this ideology shifts responsibility onto individual stakeholders to secure their access to resources to which they would otherwise be entitled, and normalizes and even exacerbates inequality. Once such a system is in place, it becomes increasingly difficult to implement policies that reduce, or seem to reduce, the degree to which the decision-maker respects individuals’ preferences.

Alternatives to choice exist. For example, one alternative to ensure equitable opportunities in public education is a redistributive approach, which would create high quality programs in low-resource neighborhoods and protect local students’ access to these programs [6]. Parent participation in school governance and strong teacher’s unions also have a history of promoting change, for instance, fighting school closures in Black communities [154, 182], and pushing for improvements at schools like smaller class sizes, experienced teachers, and more equitable funding structures [415, 245, 451]. However, offering choice risks reducing the effectiveness or political viability of these alternatives by promoting individualism and free market values, and shifting the responsibility for ensuring the quality of children’s education onto their guardians.

Finally, a question remains about whether preference-based systems should ever be considered truly “participatory” systems [350]. My findings highlight that preference elicitation alone does not align with the values of participatory design. For instance, in the student assignment setting, families have little to no say over the conditions or structure of their participation, or how the system should work overall. Recent work somewhat addresses this problem by integrating other forms of engagement with participants, such as conducting interviews or surveys to define what the preference language should look like [297, 159]. As discussed above, another opportunity for integrating deeper participation is in defining collective goals that the system should support (Section 6.5). In summary, the specific configuration and conditions of participation are critical factors in determining whether a particular preference-based system is truly increasing people’s voice and power in algorithmic decision-making [529].

6.6 Conclusion

A convenient way to incorporate stakeholders’ input into algorithmic decision-making is by collecting and aggregating individual preferences. Implementing a preference-based system requires designing a preference language, in which participants will convey their needs and goals to the decision-maker. I used student assignment algorithms as a case study to illuminate three properties of preferences languages that shape opportunities for meaningful participation: expressiveness, cost, and collectivism. When these factors are not appropriately accounted for, preference-based systems can exacerbate inequality and fail to promote collective goals. Based on my findings, I offered implications and paths forward to increase the expressiveness of preference languages, reduce costs for participants, and work towards co-defined collective goals. With these paths forward comes the warning that
preference-based systems are not appropriate in every setting, and that preference elicitation alone will never be sufficient to engage stakeholders in meaningful sharing of power and agency in algorithmic decision-making.
Part II

Machine Translation
Chapter 7

Understanding and Being Understood: User Strategies for Identifying and Recovering From Mistranslations in Machine Translation-Mediated Chat

Machine translation (MT) is now widely and freely available, and has the potential to greatly improve cross-lingual communication. In order to use MT reliably and safely, end users must be able to assess the quality of system outputs and determine how much they can rely on them to guide their decisions and actions. However, it can be difficult for users to detect and recover from mistranslations due to limited language skills. In this chapter we collected 19 MT-mediated role-play conversations in housing and employment scenarios, and conducted in-depth interviews to understand how users identify and recover from translation errors. Participants communicated using four language pairs: English, and one of Spanish, Farsi, Igbo, or Tagalog. We conducted qualitative analysis to understand user challenges in light of limited system transparency, strategies for recovery, and the kinds of translation errors that proved more or less difficult for users to overcome. We found that users broadly lacked relevant and helpful information to guide their assessments of translation quality. Instances where a user erroneously thought they had understood a translation correctly were rare but held the potential for serious consequences in the real world. Finally, inaccurate and disfluent translations had social consequences for participants, because it was difficult to discern when a disfluent message was reflective of the other person’s intentions, or an artifact of imperfect MT. We draw on theories of grounding and repair in communication to contextualize these findings, and propose design implications for explainable AI (XAI) researchers, MT researchers, as well as collaboration among them to support transparency and explainability in MT. These directions include handling typos and non-standard grammar common in

1This chapter was written in collaboration with Mark Díaz and published at ACM FAccT 2022: https://doi.org/10.1145/3531146.3534638.
interpersonal communication, making MT in interfaces more visible to help users evaluate errors, supporting collaborative repair of conversation breakdowns, and communicating model strengths and weaknesses to users.

7.1 Introduction

To use machine learning (ML) systems reliably and safely, end users must be able to assess the quality of system outputs and determine their reliability to guide decisions and actions. This is challenging when users lack information about how the system works, or its strengths and limitations. Machine translation (MT) is one ML system that has the potential to improve cross-lingual communication. However, limited language skills in either the source or the target language makes it difficult for users to determine when the model is wrong and recover from the error.

MT can help speakers of minority languages within a given society communicate with others and access resources. For example, 9% of people living in the United States have limited English proficiency [39], which can make it more difficult for them to access critical resources including housing [177], employment [39], and healthcare [537]. While MT has the potential to help, unexpected and undetected errors can cause confusion, frustration, and embarrassment [310]. When the stakes of an interaction are higher, the consequences can be far worse; instances have been recorded when MT systems produced harmful or threatening language from benign source inputs and vice versa, with grave consequences when used by police or content moderators [508, 51, 489]. For speakers of low-resource languages, these problems stand to be more frequent due to weaker machine translation support [250].

Conversational communication is an important use case for MT [310], and casual text-based communication mediated by MT is only likely to become more widespread as MT features are embedded into messaging apps and social media sites. Prior research has shown that people can have successful conversations across languages using imperfect MT [198, 548], but it is unclear why users are able to identify and recover from some errors, while they are misled by others. As MT systems improve and produce increasingly fluent translations, it is especially important to understand when users are likely to be misled and how systems might intervene to promote reliable use of MT.

To this end, we collected 19 MT-mediated dyadic text conversations and in-depth debrief interviews. During the conversations, participants role played high-stakes employment and housing scenarios. In each conversation pair, one participant wrote in English, while the other participant, who was bilingual with English, wrote in one of Spanish, Persian/Farsi, Igbo, or
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3Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/help/509936952489634) and Twitter (https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/translate-tweets) offer users the option to translate content using MT.
Filipino/Tagalog. During the conversation, participants annotated confusing translations, and in the debrief interview we showed participants their conversation transcript along with source messages and their machine translations. This allowed us to document not only users’ perception of conversation quality as it unfolded, but also to identify instances of misunderstanding and unnoticed miscommunication. We conducted qualitative analysis of the conversation and interview transcripts to understand user challenges, strategies for recovery, and the kinds of translation errors that proved more or less difficult for users to overcome.

Our findings show that users have difficulty identifying translation errors, particularly when translations are fluent and might reasonably make sense in context. As a result, several participants were unaware they had misunderstood parts of their conversation until the debrief interview. Uncaught mistranslations have the potential for serious harm in real world contexts; for example, if critical information is unknowingly misunderstood, or if erroneously rude translations are attributed to a person. In addition, participants’ strategies for repair often hindered achieving common understanding. Finally, some users tried to avoid translation errors by adjusting their writing style and choices, but this proved difficult to achieve in practice and risked negatively impacting the social dynamics of the conversation.

Drawing from theories of grounding and repair in communication as well as prior work in explainable AI (XAI) and FAccT, we identify promising paths forward to support users in identifying, recovering from, and avoiding translation errors. We highlight opportunities for interface design, model development, and interdisciplinary collaborations that bridge natural language processing (NLP), explainable AI (XAI), and human-computer interaction (HCI).

7.2 Related Work

Prior work has shown that people face challenges using MT in conversational settings because it is difficult to assess the quality of individual translations and, when users can identify a low quality translation, it is difficult to efficiently repair communication. To provide relevant, helpful, and actionable user support, we need to understand how users assess translation quality, and when it is particularly difficult to identify and recover from translation errors. In this section we first connect our work to the field of explainable AI (XAI) and the broader FAccT community. Then, we review related literature studying MT in conversational settings.

Transparency, Explainability, and Trust in Machine Learning

In many ML systems it can be difficult for an end-user to discern whether an output is correct or reliable. In the HCI and FAccT communities, scholars have explored trustworthy design for ML models and AI as a whole [509, 503] as well how to calibrate user trust in individual system outputs [93, 273, 558]. Research on explainable AI cites supporting appropriate user trust as a core goal [149, 313, 422]. To use an AI system reliably, a user must consider both their trust in the general design and technical underpinnings of a technology to function as
expected, while also considering individual scenarios or outputs that may be more or less reliable for their needs.

In this chapter, we engage primarily with user evaluations of MT reliability in conversational settings. Investigations of trust calibration in ML systems often focus on contexts in which the user, such as a domain expert, can rely on alternative assessments if trust is questioned, such as their own judgment [376]. Often people use MT because they need to understand a language they do not know and for which no one is available to interpret or translate [310]. Jacovi et al. [244] describe distrust in AI as a mode of mitigating risk, which must be present for trust or distrust to manifest [321], but it is unclear how MT users with limited language abilities assess and mitigate the risk of inadequate translations, or calibrate their trust in MT. For example, a pilot study by Martindale and Carpuat [332] suggests that users’ trust in MT was more impacted by encounters with disfluent translations than with inadequate ones. We build on this work by understanding how users assess translation quality, what information they seek when they believe a translation is poor quality, and in what circumstances they are unable to identify poor quality translations. This understanding is key to identifying future directions for human-centered explainable AI [148] for MT.

Machine Translation-Mediated Communication

As their availability has increased, MT systems have become a convenient option for people who need to communicate across language barriers [310]. Researchers have conducted user studies to understand how MT impacts communication [198, 471, 549, 550, 98, 165], and to evaluate new interface designs for conversational MT systems [546, 166, 343, 468]. In these studies, participants typically engage in text-based or spoken conversations mediated by MT to complete a given task, for example, collaborative storytelling [198], idea brainstorming [166], and simple games designed to force participants to develop shared referring expressions [550, 549, 165, 468]. Some researchers have also studied MT in more realistic settings. For example, Shin et al. observed participants using MT over the course of a four week clinical role-play [471], and Calefato et al. conducted a controlled experiment to study the impacts of MT in software requirements meetings [98].

Researchers have analyzed MT-mediated communication through the lens of grounding theory, which frames communication as a collaborative process of establishing shared understanding [119]. In this model, contributing to a conversation involves both producing an utterance, and verifying that it has been sufficiently understood by the addressee(s) [72]. Yamashita and colleagues showed that it is challenging for people to maintain grounding in MT-mediated conversation because it is difficult to know what parts of your utterance have been understood by the other person [549, 550]. These challenges are exacerbated by inconsistent and asymmetric translations, which make it difficult to maintain consistent referring expressions or make reference to an earlier part of a conversation [549].

Prior work has also found that as users interact with an MT system, they develop adaptive strategies like simplifying their language, repeating and rephrasing, and guessing the meaning of confusing translations [198, 471]. Even with these adaptations, errors can
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make communication frustrating, cognitively burdensome, and imprecise [198, 310, 98, 471]. Users may make incorrect guesses, may not know how to rephrase in a way that improves the translation, or they may not even realize a translation error has occurred [548]. These challenges are particularly concerning in higher stakes settings and settings with a power difference between communicators. For instance, Liebling et al. [310] describe the story of a woman who lost a job after migrating to the United States because she did not speak English and her employer found it too difficult to communicate with her via a mobile MT app. Our work builds on prior user studies with a novel focus on understanding when and why users have difficulty identifying translation errors, and how these difficulties impact communication. A second goal of this work is to investigate these challenges in high-stakes conversations that reflect real-world power differentials.

7.3 Method

To understand how users identify and recover from errors in MT, we collected 19 MT-mediated text-based conversations in three realistic role play scenarios across four language pairs: English-Spanish (5), English-Farsi (5), English-Tagalog (5), and English-Igbo (4). In this section we describe our user study and our approach to data analysis.

Participant recruitment

We recruited English-speaking participants and bilingual participants who knew both English and one of Farsi, Tagalog, Igbo, or Spanish through dscout, an online user research platform. Due to anticipated challenges recruiting participants fluent in low-resource languages, we also recruited from an active employee resource group of Farsi speakers at a large technology company. Prospective participants filled out a screener survey that asked for their reading and writing proficiency in English and their other language on a scale from 1 (not well at all) to 5 (very well). We only recruited respondents who rated their reading and writing proficiency in both English and (for bilingual participants) their other language at least 4 out of 5. For bilingual respondents, we asked which dialect of the language they knew, how they learned it, and how they use it in their life (see supplementary material). We used the answers to these questions to verify participants’ experience with the language.

All but three bilingual participants rated their reading and writing proficiency in their non-English language a 5 out of 5; the other three rated their reading a 5 and their writing a 4. Five of the bilingual participants rated their English reading a 5 and writing a 4; one rated

4A similar scale is used in the American Community Survey English-Ability question https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/working-papers/2015/demo/SEHSD-WP2015-18.pdf
5Note: there was one exception who we recruited before adding an English proficiency question to our recruitment survey. After participating in the study, this person reported their English writing proficiency a 3 in a post-survey, and thus does not meet the inclusion criteria. However, English was their primary language at their job as an engineer in a large technology company.
their English reading a 4 and writing a 3. All participants who used English in the task rated their reading and writing proficiency in English a 5 out of 5. 22 participants were men, 13 were women, and 1 was non-binary. Participants self-reported their race or ethnicity as White (11), Asian (6), Middle Eastern (5), Black or African-American (4), Hispanic or Latinx (4), Iranian (3), Black or African-American and Hispanic or Latinx (1), and South Asian (1); 3 did not report. The median age was 36.5 years, with a range of 22-60. All participants were familiar with machine translation prior to the study, and most were infrequent, casual users. The 10 English-Farsi participants were all full-time employees at a technology company, and 2 of the remaining 28 participants worked in the technology industry. We refer to participants by the study session they participated in (e.g., I1 through I4 for the Igbo-English sessions), as well as the language they wrote and received messages in.

We selected language pairs across a range of low to high-resource languages in terms of NLP training data as well as diverse geographic origins. First, we selected English-Spanish as a high-resource language pair because it is highly relevant to real world use cases in the United States. Next, we curated a list of 32 languages that were supported by Google Translate and were spoken at home by at least 100,000 people in the United States, excluding Western European languages, Chinese, Japanese, and Arabic, which receive relatively high MT research attention. From this list we selected Tagalog, Farsi, and Igbo based on geographic diversity and participant availability. According to Joshi et al.’s six-point (0-5) scale of language resources in NLP, Igbo is classified as a 1 (very little labelled training data available), Tagalog a 3, Farsi a 4, and Spanish a 5 (massive investment in data collection and model development).

Study procedure

Each study session involved two participants communicating via Google chat. We randomly assigned each pair to one of three role play scenarios developed to reflect realistic use cases for machine translation based on Liebling et al. [310]: a tenant-landlord discussion about building repairs; a cleaner and client discussing workplace safety; and a parent interviewing a prospective nanny (see supplementary material). To further reflect real-world social dynamics, we consistently assigned the role with relatively less social status in the United States (tenant, cleaner, or nanny) to the non-English language, and the role with relatively more social status (landlord, client, or parent) to English. We were conscious of the risk that this choice would reinforce stereotypical associations between immigrants in the U.S. and low wage care professions. However, given our goal to evaluate MT challenges in realistic settings, we decided that it was important to simulate situations in which people who are marginalized on the basis of their English proficiency may face discrimination. Before the conversation began, participants gave informed consent to participate, and we reminded them that they could
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6See supplementary material for details on demographic data collection.
8https://microsoft.github.io/linguisticdiversity/assets/lang2tax.txt
end the task at any time. One author was virtually co-present with each of the participants throughout the session, and continuously monitored the chat.

Each scenario required participants to resolve a disagreement and schedule a time to meet. The conversation was mediated by a custom Google Apps Script bot that translated messages using the public Google Translate API. In all but four sessions, the participant using English did not have proficiency in the non-English language, and the other participant had written and reading proficiency in both languages. In four of the Farsi-English sessions both participants knew English and Farsi. Participants could not see or communicate with each other apart from the chat interface, and they saw only their sent messages and the translations of their partner’s messages (not the untranslated source messages) (Figure 7.1). Participants were asked to use any emoji to mark messages from their partner that were unclear or confusing. These emojis were not visible to the other person and served only as flags for the debrief interviews and data analysis. The conversation task was complete when the participants agreed on a time, or after approximately 20 minutes. The conversations ranged from 9 to 34 minutes (median 22), and 10 of the 19 pairs completed the task.

After the chat task was complete, we conducted a semi-structured debrief interview with each participant one-on-one over video call. These interviews were conducted in English and lasted 38 minutes on average (range: 16-62 minutes). We asked the participant to reflect on their conversation, discuss anything they found challenging or surprising, and whether they altered anything about the way they read or wrote messages because of the MT. Next, we showed participants a transcript of their conversation with the source text and machine translation of every turn. For each turn they received, we asked bilingual participants whether their understanding of the message had changed after seeing the source message. We also asked them to correct the translations where relevant. For participants who wrote in English, we focused on messages they marked confusing and asked about their strategies to make sense of them. Interviews were recorded with consent and transcribed for analysis.

Data Analysis

Our dataset contained 19 conversation transcripts with confusion annotations and post-edits, and 38 debrief interview transcripts. First, we conducted inductive qualitative analysis on the interview transcripts. The authors each independently conducted line-by-line open coding on one interview transcript from each language pair. We then compared and discussed our codes. Next, we repeated this process on another set of one interview per language pair. At this point, we converged on a tentative code book, containing seven high-level codes including “error attribution,” “uncaught mistranslation,” “criteria for assessing quality,” “error types,” and “confusion strategies,” each with up to seven subcodes describing
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10. This process is called post-editing in the machine translation literature and is often a part of professional translation workflows [181]. One way to evaluate MT is to compare an MT-generated translation to a post-edited version using a string distance metric, e.g. Translation Error Rate (TER) [48].
specific examples (e.g., “confusion strategies: ignore confusing part” and “criteria for assessing quality: effort.”) We then split the remaining interview transcripts and each continued this coding process on half of the data. We were in regular communication throughout this process, adding codes as necessary and resolving instances where we were unsure about our coding.

We then identified two phenomena of interest. First, we noticed that there were several instances where a participant thought they knew what their partner was trying to say, but had in fact misinterpreted an incorrect translation (“uncaught mistranslation”). Second, we noted several strategies that participants used when they were not sure about the meaning of a translation. We conducted deductive coding of the conversation transcripts. We read each conversation transcript in parallel with the associated interview transcripts and coded each conversation turn for: (a) recipient’s understanding of the intended meaning (total / partial / none / bilingual), where “partial” referred to turns that the participant indicated they understood a portion but not all of a message, and “bilingual” referred to turns where
the person explicitly relied on their knowledge of the other language to understand a literal translation; (b) response action (ignore / repeat / simplify / add detail / generalize / clarify / guess); and (c) uncaught mistranslation (yes / no). This coding process was non-exhaustive, because we relied heavily on what users verbalized in the debrief interview. We used these codes to connect our analysis across the interview transcripts and the conversation transcripts, and report counts of these codes as rough estimates of the frequency of different phenomena in the data. Although the method is non-exhaustive, triangulating participant behavior using both interview and chat transcripts allowed us to make sense of participant responses without interrupting the flow of live conversation.

The 19 conversations featured 628 turns and 938 sentences. In total, 228 turns were either marked confusing (in situ with an emoji) or post-edited. Including turns that we coded as “none” or “partial” understanding, or “uncaught mistranslation,” there were a total of 236 turns that caused miscommunication or were post-edited. Throughout the paper, when referring to or reporting the intended meaning of messages in Spanish, Farsi, Tagalog, or Igbo, we use participants’ post-edits, i.e., their own translations of their messages to English.

7.4 Results

In this section we present our findings regarding how users identified errors, when they were unable to confidently identify issues, and how these challenges shaped conversations. In the following section we discuss the implications of these findings for the design of MT systems.

Fluency and dialogue flow are used as a (misleading) proxy for adequacy

Participants used the fluency of the translations they received and the logical flow of the dialogue as a proxy to judge translation quality. While fluency, dialogue flow, and adequacy were often correlated, this was not always true, leading to unidentified mistranslations.

Participants often referred to the fluency or flow of a conversation as evidence that the translations must have been accurate. Participants described conversations as “smooth, easy” (S2, Spanish), “flowing” (I4, Igbo), and “pretty straightforward,” (S1, English). Several participants felt very confident that the translations were accurate, even without verifying that the other person felt similarly or receiving any additional information about the quality of the translations. As S5, English put it, “I would say like a hundred percent of the time. I was able to understand everything that the person was trying to say.”

However, this perception did not always align between conversation partners. The Igbo speaker in I1 indicated the conversation was “smooth, there was no confusion,” while his partner, who was using English, complained that she “would be super frustrated” if it had been a real life conversation. As shown in Figure 7.2, there was asymmetry in how often participants were confused by translations between the two directions of a language pair. This sometimes hindered repair if the participant receiving higher quality translations was
Figure 7.2: Participants using English were confused more than their partners when speaking with an Igbo, Farsi, or Spanish speaker, with Igbo to English translations annotated for confusion at the highest rate. In English-Tagalog sessions, Tagalog-speakers marked a higher proportion of messages they received as confusing.

confused by clarifying questions, not realizing how poorly their own messages were translated. This may reflect not only underlying asymmetries in quality, but also asymmetries in users’ tolerance for errors. In the debrief interviews, Igbo and Farsi speakers, in particular, showed a higher tolerance for errors, informed by negative past MT experiences in their languages.

In some circumstances, participants were misled by messages that were both fluent and seemed to make sense in context, despite conveying the wrong meaning. In I4, The parent-participant explained to the nanny-participant that: “One of my children has a cashew allergy. Do you have experience with taking care of children with allergies? If so have you had training with an epi pen,” but the Igbo speaker interpreted the translation of this message to mean that the child was stubborn, and replied, “ewerem ike iijikwa ha [I can handle them]” The parent-participant took this as confirmation that the nanny-participant could handle a severe allergy and moved forward with the conversation. At the start of the debrief interview, the nanny-participant said, “I understood everything,” (I4, Igbo) but after seeing the conversation transcript realized he had not.

In the real world, a parent might make more effort to be certain that a prospective caretaker has fully understood their child’s medical needs. Nevertheless, this is a powerful example of how harm could arise from translation errors that users are not able to identify. In another example T1, English received an untranslated sentence, “Sige po [Okay],” but the rest of the message was translated fluently, leading him to believe that it might refer to some kind of generational slang he was unfamiliar with. Our data indicates that fluent but inadequate translations are a particularly risky type of mistranslation, offering additional qualitative evidence in support of Martindale and Carpuat’s findings that fluency has a greater impact than adequacy on people’s perceptions of translation quality [332].
Difficulty attributing errors has social consequences

Participants were more skeptical of messages that seemed disfluent or out of place, but still lacked information to identify whether poor quality machine translation was to blame or if the other participant had said something they perceived to be odd or inappropriate. This uncertainty made it more difficult for participants to decide how best to resolve confusion and risks negative social consequences.

Issues with tone and formality were frequent across language pairs. One participant described messages he received as “abrupt,” “rude,” “demanding,” and even “flirtatious” (S6, Spanish). Other participants noticed instances where the other person seemed to be “blaming” (T5, Tagalog), or “not respectful” (T1, Tagalog). Recipients of these messages struggled to separate their judgment of the translation from their judgment of the other person.

The English-speaker in one Igbo-English session easily attributed errors to the machine translation when words weren’t translated or when the English did not make any sense to him (e.g., when “onwe ihemcho igwagi [I have something to tell you]” (I3, Igbo) was translated to “self-interest to talk”).

“If [...] the words were English, but there were a few non-English words, then I assumed that the other person typed a legible, totally legit message and that the translator had for some reason not worked on a few of those words.” (I3, English)

However, when more nuanced translation errors occurred later in the conversation, the same participant assumed the message reflected the other person’s intent. The Igbo-speaker, playing a tenant, wrote “biko ke mbe i go kpota mmadu idozie uko ulo a [Please, when can you get someone to fix this ceiling?],” but it translated to, “Please hurry up and get someone to fix the ceiling.” In the debrief interview, I3, English expressed surprise by this wording, “The please hurry up was, that was like, I don’t expect that as a landlord, I guess.”

T1, English also found it difficult to distinguish MT errors. In reference to one translation he initially said, “see, that’s confusing to me, but I’m chalking that up to the person writing it rather than the translator,” but later admitted that “I’m not sure if that was the translator or the person writing it.” In I1, a straightforward clarifying question was completely mistranslated and was interpreted as rude. “I felt like the person was like, you know, this person was tired of talking with me they just wanted me to go away” (I1, Igbo).

These difficulties influence the social dynamic both by shaping people’s perceptions of others, but also by shaping how people communicate themselves. People tend to mirror the language of the person (or agent) they are interacting with [73, 71, 195], and we saw that this remained the case even if participants weren’t sure whether they were mirroring their partner or the MT.

“Now that I’m looking at it in English, it looks like it [the other person’s messages] would just be as if I was chatting with a friend, but I guess a translator makes
it formal, so I was responding more formal based on how [the messages] were translating.” (S2, Spanish)

Ultimately, participants struggled to distinguish MT errors from genuine interpersonal miscommunications, with potentially negative consequences for the conversation and interpersonal dynamic.

**Guessing and ignoring errors can widen the understanding gap**

When users were able to identify errors, they then had to determine how to move forward. Consistent with prior work [546, 548, 198], the most common strategy was to ignore parts they couldn’t understand (Table 7.1). Guessing the meaning was also common. When participants ignored errors, they either responded to the parts they did understand, crafted a more general response, or changed the subject altogether. While these strategies frequently kept the conversation going, they sometimes created a false perception of mutual understanding.

If a participant believed they understood enough of a message to formulate an appropriate response, they often chose to ignore the part they did not understand.

“Maybe half of the sentences that translations were not correct, but because [the other person] for a few times said a few sentences and next to each other, I was able to understand what he means by understanding at least one or two of them.” (F1, English)

Participants also ignored mistranslations when they felt that the information was not critical to completing the task at hand, seeking enough understanding rather than perfect understanding.

“I had to [ignore an untranslated part] because I looked at the bigger picture and I said, okay. Well, whatever [the other participant] said there was kind of not relevant to what I was trying to solve.” (T1, English)

When messages seemed slightly off, participants were able to (often subconsciously) make meaning by guessing related terms that would allow a clearer interpretation of the meaning.

“When I go back and look at them, I think the fact that it was basically one word, that made me think that it was either typo or a translation thing, like the one where they said, “I don’t have a CPR, but if you can pay for the training, you can take a class.” Well, I just swapped out “you” for “I,” meaning them, and that’s what I figured was happening there.” (S3, English)

After interpreting a confusing message, participants generally responded as best they could to continue the conversation. Some were able to formulate a relevant response even with very little understanding of what their partner had said.
Strategy | N turns
---------|-------
Ignore   | 60    
Guess    | 21    
Clarify  | 20    
Generalize | 3  
Repeat   | 3     
Simplify | 2     

Table 7.1: Ignoring confusing parts of a message was the most popular strategy, followed by guessing the meaning or asking for clarification.

"[The translation] basically didn’t make any sense. [...] That’s why I just kind of went and answered with something in general. Like, “When can we start this?” [...] because I wasn’t sure like this, it’s telling me that their roofs are not going to be able to be used on Sundays and I’m like, I don’t I don’t know what to do with this information.” (T5, Tagalog)

If a response was sufficiently relevant, the sender of the original confusing message often accepted this as evidence they had been understood [120], not realizing that the other person may have made an incorrect guess or even ignored part of their message altogether. For example, I2, Igbo sent a message that said “enwere m oge abalí [Have a good time],” but was translated to “I have a night time.” The recipient interpreted the message incorrectly, explaining, “He’s okay with nights. That’s what that means to me. I don’t think that’s terribly off,” (I2, English) and moved on. This misunderstanding was never caught and the Igbo speaker’s well wishes were never received.

An accumulation of partially understood messages and vague responses made it difficult to have a specific conversation. For example, two participants playing the landlord role (I3, English and F2, English) understood that the tenant-participant had a leak, but found it difficult to ascertain its seriousness.

Avoiding errors is difficult even with conscious effort

While many participants had theories about how to produce the clearest translations, it was difficult to control translation quality in practice. First, it was difficult for participants to know which strategies worked. Moreover, even strategies that work in one case may fail in another, and can be difficult to maintain throughout a conversation.

The most common beliefs about MT among the participants were that it performs poorly on long sentences and complex sentence structures, that it is sensitive to spelling and grammar, and that it often translates idioms and metaphorical language literally, failing to convey their meaning. While these theories were largely consistent with the limitations of MT models,
putting them into practice proved difficult. For example, two participants mentioned a trade-off between keeping messages simple and including sufficient detail.

“I was like, should I just like, you know, just give one word [response]? Like “no?” [. . . O]r should I say “no experience?” [. . . ] I don’t really know how I’ll be able to respond to it for the person to understand.” (I2, Igbo)

More broadly, the MT model’s limitations were at odds with realistic features of casual language. In addition to occasional typos, users rarely used complete punctuation, and the system frequently failed to translate messages at all when users omitted diacritics. Participants also frequently used idiomatic and metaphorical language, even when they had intentionally tried to avoid it, leading to strange literal translations, e.g., “standing water” was translated into Farsi using the word to describe a person standing up.

An issue with attempts to simplify language is that it risks shaping and constraining human communication around the limitations of existing machine translation tools. For example, the English participant in F1 tried rephrasing a message several times in an effort to improve the translation. However, this process changed the tone of his message.

“So I repeated the same sentence a few times. [. . . ] And every time I made it simpler and simpler because he wasn’t understanding that I need the building cleaned by tonight. So for example, “I need this building cleaned by tomorrow,” and very direct way of saying things, which I usually don’t say. For example, if you were a real cleaner, I would say, “can you please clean the building for me,” but when I was doing [the task], I told him, “I want this building cleaned by tomorrow.” So I gave him very direct orders.” (F1, English)

Although the translation may have eventually conveyed the core meaning of the source text, the MT is indirectly shaping the interpersonal dynamic in an undesired way.

7.5 Discussion

Two key principles of good user interface design are to prevent errors where possible, and when errors do occur, help users quickly recognize, diagnose, and recover from them [360]. Our findings identify important challenges that users face in identifying, recovering from, and preventing miscommunication due to translation errors in MT-mediated chat. We contextualize these findings in existing theories of computer-mediated communication and human-AI interaction to identify next steps for MT model development and user interface design that could improve the user experience in each of these areas. We end with a discussion of how systems could adapt support to different contexts to provide relevant and useful information without becoming intrusive.

11This was particularly a problem for Igbo-English because several of the Igbo-speaking participants did not know how to access diacritics on their computer’s keyboard.
Identifying and recovering from errors

It is difficult for MT users to identify translation errors without knowing both the source and target languages. Our findings echo concerns that this is especially difficult with current state of the art neural machine translation systems, which can produce very fluent translations that are not necessarily adequate [332, 46]. One risk of language models that produce seemingly fluent and coherent output is that people are inherently driven to make meaning from such outputs, regardless of how they were produced or whether they reflect any meaning or intent [46]. In this study, participants had confidence in their interpretation of apparently fluent and coherent translations, even when their interpretation did not match their partner’s intent. Thus, there is a need for novel approaches that interrupt this process and help users identify and recover from translation errors.

Make MT more visible

Participants found it difficult to identify MT errors and frequently attributed system errors to their conversation partner. In real world scenarios, translations that are erroneously offensive or rude translations, or that fail to convey well wishes could alter how users are able to present themselves and jeopardize interpersonal relationships, with potentially serious consequences in cases where users are seeking employment or assistance [195]. MT-mediated communication has historically been designed to feel seamless and as close as possible to a chat with someone speaking the same language [468]. However, this seamlessness may actually make it more difficult for users to identify and attribute errors, and easier for them to forget that MT is in use. A 2014 study by Gao et al. found that users attributed errors less to their conversation partner when they believed the conversation was mediated by MT, compared to when they believed they were speaking to someone for whom English was a second language [165]. As MT becomes more fluent, it becomes less salient to users, possibly making them more likely to attribute MT errors to their partner even when they are initially aware of MT.

Future work could investigate how designs that make MT more visible (see, e.g., seamful design [236, 106]) or adopt alternative metaphors for MT, such as that of an agent or interpreter [468], could heighten users’ awareness of MT, help users identify errors, and reduce their tendency to attribute MT errors to their conversation partner. This is aligned with approaches to explainable AI that seek to encourage more deliberate and critical thinking about model predictions before making a decision about whether to rely on them [79]. At the same time, increased visibility may not always be appropriate or desired. One challenge will be designing tools that help users rely on predictions appropriately without adding frustration. Making MT more visible may limit users who want to retain control over how and whether they share aspects of their identity, including their language abilities, which may be associated with stigmatized social categories [42] and which can be the basis for linguistic discrimination (e.g., [191]).
CHAPTER 7. UNDERSTANDING AND BEING UNDERSTOOD IN MACHINE TRANSLATION-MEDIATED CHAT

Warn users when errors occur

Helping users identify incorrect predictions is a challenge across machine learning domains [313, 149]. In MT, there has been sustained effort to develop quality estimation (QE) models, which predict the quality of a translation without comparison to a reference translation and could thus be used to warn users of low quality translations in real time [59, 484, 102, 483]. This prediction task has proved difficult, and it is not clear what kind of quality indicators (prediction targets) would be both feasible to predict and helpful and actionable for end-users [484]. One study by Miyabe and Yoshino suggests that it is difficult for users to apply numeric quality indicators to repair translation errors, particularly if those quality indicators could, themselves, be inaccurate [342]. One direction for future work is to focus QE and other translation-level information interventions on specific kinds of errors that are particularly difficult for users to identify. For example, our findings suggest that supporting users to identify fluent but inadequate translations, as well as errors that change the tone of a message should be a high priority for conversational MT. The dominant approach to QE has been supervised learning, which requires expensive labelled training data, favoring high-resource languages. Given that people using MT with low-resource languages are those most in need of support, QE methods that are effective for low-resource languages will be especially critical.

Support collaborative repair

Theories of repair in communication suggest that people prefer to identify and correct errors in their own messages before sending them, avoiding the need to expend collaborative effort on repair [445]. Prior research has proposed interfaces that encourage self-repair, for example, by showing users the back-translation of their message [469, 550, 345], or suggesting changes to improve the translation [343, 468, 344], but even with support this process is challenging for users who do not speak the target language. Repair costs are shaped by the medium of communication [119]; in MT-mediated communication, users’ preference for self-repair may be much weaker because they are forced to guess if their self-repair attempt is likely to be successful. Future work could examine lower cost mechanisms for engaging in collaborative repair. For example, Hu et al. developed a system that allows two monolingual people who each know a different language to collaboratively produce high quality translations from one language to the other using MT [229]. Another possibility is to develop interactions that support repair without relying on MT. In this study, participants annotated messages with emojis to indicate to the research team that they found a message confusing, but the other participant could not see those annotations. One participant often received more confusing translations than the other (Fig. 7.2), but it was difficult to communicate that to the other person. Offering a specific annotation that both participants can see to indicate that an entire translation, or a portion of it, is unclear could enable lower cost repair activities. Encouraging collaborative repair could avoid disproportionately burdening one person in a conversation with identifying and resolving misunderstandings. Another possibility is to offer standard clarification utterances that have been professionally translated. Such phrases could ease the
difficulty of communicating specific issues such as pointing out untranslated words or asking for a statement to be reworded.

**Preventing errors**

It is important to be able to identify and recover from errors when they happen, but it is even better when users can prevent those errors from happening in the first place. Existing MT systems offer little insight into model performance, despite widely varying performance across language pairs, and even directions within a language pair [357, 556]. Although MT developers are aware of systematic weaknesses (e.g., [241, 49, 507, 457]), this information is not conveyed to end-users. Instead, users must develop their own theories about MT’s strengths and weaknesses through interacting with these systems over time. Theories based on interactions with MT in a particular language pair at a particular time may be misleading when applied to a different language pair or after updates to the model. Moreover, not acknowledging disparities in performance between languages with large investments and those with less support reinforces an expectation that speakers of lower-resource languages should accept poorer performance. Greater transparency into model performance across language pairs and on specific types of language could help users better adjust their expectations, calibrate their trust in the system, and learn how to minimize the risk of translation errors.

One path forward is to develop onboarding materials for new users to teach them about the system’s capabilities and known failure modes [93, 17, 534]. While lengthy instructions may not be feasible across all use cases, visual and contextual indicators or warnings could be a first step toward onboarding nudges. Further research is needed to identify what would help users understand what the system can and cannot do, and then apply that understanding to avoid harmful translation errors. This engagement must be ongoing: when the MT model is updated and improved, users should be kept up to date with specific guidance about how to update their strategies for reliable use [17].

Systems could also use interactive teaching strategies [534] and provide reminders when a user tries to use the system in a way that is not supported. For example, human communication is rarely fluent and free of errors [72], but MT systems perform poorly on text with typos, abbreviations, grammatical errors, and other normal features of casual language. While telling users about this limitation upfront would be useful, even users who are explicitly aware of these limitations struggle to abide by them consistently, especially in text messaging where casual language is broadly accepted and expected. As MT models are integrated into messaging apps and social media, a priority should be to ensure they are robust to casual language. A complementary approach could be to interactively assist users to write in a way that is suited to current MT capabilities, from interventions that are straightforward with existing technology like spelling and grammar correction, to more sophisticated interventions like detecting and suggesting alternatives for idiomatic and metaphorical language. Certainly, such an approach would constrain how people are able to communicate when using MT. Over time, this could lead to changes in language use driven by the arbitrary constraints of MT models, especially if inputs to MT systems are then used as training data for future systems.
However, with careful attention to this dynamic we can help users work within the limitations of existing MT systems, while simultaneously expanding system capabilities to reduce those constraints in the future.

Adapting support to the context of use

A consistent finding across study sessions was that people are tolerant of translation errors and can have successful conversations without perfect MT. Because this study involved a role play, participants may have been more accepting of partial understanding than they would be in real life. This is consistent with the idea in grounding theory that people’s grounding criterion, or how much evidence a person needs that the other person has understood them before they move on with the conversation, changes not only with the medium of communication, but also with the purpose [119]. In different situations, we would expect users to hold MT to a different standard and adopt different strategies for assessing translation quality.

Accordingly, when designing and evaluating MT models and user interfaces, we should be accounting for the purpose of communication and evaluating how well the system serves that purpose. Our findings and the next steps we have proposed above, for example, are specific to MT-mediated text chat with a clear task or goal. Translation systems that adequately serve this purpose may be less effective for conversations with open-ended or creative goals, such as story-telling or getting to know someone, or communicating information that needs to be understood verbatim. Translation systems that use other modalities, such as speech-to-speech translation, also introduce different challenges. Hara and Iqbal [198] found that people using MT over video call also face challenges identifying and recovering from errors, and that users employ similar strategies to recover, like simplifying their language. However, the most useful interventions to improve communication may differ. For instance, visual and audio cues may make it easier for a user to identify misunderstanding, while text may be more conducive to identifying and correcting specific errors [198].

Users’ purposes for MT can also shift over time, or even within a conversation. For example, a conversation between a parent and a prospective caretaker could easily shift between friendly chat and building rapport, to sharing critical information about a child’s health condition. In high-stakes discussions, such as discussing allergies, people’s tolerance for errors may be very low. In fact, studies of MT use in healthcare have found that patients and healthcare providers prefer phrase-based translation tools over open-ended MT because they are more reliable [481, 514, 379]. One path forward could be considering ways to smoothly integrate different types of translation support to match users’ relative need for accuracy and flexibility in different contexts. Ideally, MT systems would be designed for flexible use, offering more or less intrusive support based on the context and stakes.

On the other hand, given that users’ criteria for assessing translation quality shift according to the context, users’ perceptions of translation quality may be an inconsistent proxy for their actual understanding. Several prior studies that introduce new interface designs for MT rely on users’ perceptions of clarity to evaluate the new system, but do not compare those perceptions against other measurements of translation quality (e.g., professional translators’
evaluations) to determine whether users actually understood the intended meaning. This makes it difficult to know whether these designs improved users’ actual understanding and quality of communication, or whether they only improve perceived understanding and quality. By engaging bilingual participants in debrief interviews with the full conversation transcript and translations, we were able to compare users’ perceptions of quality in situ to their understanding of their partner’s intended meaning. The fact that we saw several instances of uncaught mistranslations, where a participant thought they understood a message until they saw the original source text, suggests a need to consider this gap more explicitly in future evaluations of systems designed to improve understanding in MT-mediated communication.

Limitations & Opportunities for future work

We faced several trade-offs in designing the study to resemble real-world high-stakes communication while remaining feasible. Here we identify drawbacks of our approach and discuss how they could be addressed in future work.

We recruited bilingual participants for two reasons: first, bilingual participants were able to compare the source messages and translations in the debrief interview, offering us insight into the difference between in situ perceived quality and actual quality of MT-mediated communication; second, it allowed us to conduct recruitment and debrief interviews in English. However, users in the real world are unlikely to be using MT to translate between languages they are fluent in, making our set-up less realistic. Further, bilingual participants were sometimes able to infer meaning from poor quality translations that would be difficult for someone who does not speak the source language to understand. For example, idiomatic or metaphorical language translated literally may be intelligible to a bilingual person because of an ability to backtranslate. We partially addressed this limitation in the Spanish, Igbo, and Tagalog sessions by having only one bilingual participant in each pair. Future work could improve on this further by recruiting only participants who have limited or no knowledge of their target language and hiring professional translators to assess translation quality.

We also faced issues with the limitations of the input devices that participants had available. Particularly in the Igbo sessions, some users could not access certain diacritics on their laptop. It is possible that this reflects realistic real-world use, but this is not something that we investigated. Future work could identify what kinds of input devices users might typically have access to when using MT with a specific language and replicate this in user studies.

Finally, the participants knew that they were role playing, so our study only partially replicates realistic high-stakes scenarios and power dynamics. Our insights could be further understood by observing MT-mediated interactions in the real world, for instance, drawing on ethnographic methods [291] or contextual inquiry [53]. Our choice of task prompts, and the choice to put an English speaker in the position of relative social power reflect our context as U.S.-based researchers, and would be complemented by future work in other cultural and linguistic contexts.
7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we conducted a user study to explore how users evaluate translation quality and recover from translation errors in MT-mediated text conversations. 19 participant pairs engaged in an MT-mediated role-play conversation modeled after real-world, high-stakes scenarios in English and one of Spanish, Persian/Farsi, Igbo, or Filipino/Tagalog. Through analysis of debrief interviews, chat transcripts, and annotations of confusion provided by participants in situ, we demonstrate that users have difficulty identifying translation errors and validating their own understanding, particularly when translations are fluent, but inadequate. Often these difficulties were asymmetric within conversation pairs and participants were not always aware of their partner’s difficulties, at times leading them to attribute MT errors to their partner. We build on existing scholarship in explainable AI (XAI), FAccT, and HCI to identify directions for interdisciplinary research and design to support users in identifying and recovering from MT errors. These directions include handling typos and non-standard grammar, making MT in interfaces more visible to help users evaluate errors, supporting collaborative repair of conversation breakdowns, and communicating model strengths and weaknesses to users.
Chapter 8

Angler: Helping Machine Translation Practitioners Prioritize Model Improvements

Machine learning (ML) models can fail in unexpected ways in the real world, but not all model failures are equal.1 With finite time and resources, ML practitioners are forced to prioritize their model debugging and improvement efforts. Through interviews with 13 ML practitioners at Apple, we found that practitioners construct small targeted test sets to estimate an error’s nature, scope, and impact on users. We built on this insight in a case study with machine translation models, and developed Angler, an interactive visual analytics tool to help practitioners prioritize model improvements. In a user study with 7 machine translation experts, we used Angler to understand prioritization practices when the input space is infinite, and obtaining reliable signals of model quality is expensive. Our study revealed that participants could form more interesting and user-focused hypotheses for prioritization by analyzing quantitative summary statistics and qualitatively assessing data by reading sentences.

8.1 Introduction

In machine learning (ML), out-of-sample evaluation metrics are used to approximate how well a model will perform in the real world. However, numerous high-profile failures have demonstrated that aggregate performance metrics only estimate how a model will perform most of the time and obscure harmful failure modes [e.g. 280, 133, 61, 370]. In response, researchers have explored how to anticipate model failures before they impact end users. For example, disaggregated error analysis has helped identify errors that impact people with marginalized identities. Prominent examples include facial recognition models failing

---

1This chapter was written in collaboration with Zijie J. Wang, Dominik Moritz, Mary Beth Kery, and Fred Hohman and published at ACM CHI 2023: https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3580790.
Figure 8.1: **ANGLER** enables ML developers to easily explore and curate challenge sets for machine translation. *(A)* The **Table View** lists all challenge sets, allowing users to compare them by metrics such as sample count, model performance, and familiarity score. After selecting a set, *(B)* the **Detail View** allows users to further explore samples in this set across various dimensions. *(B1)* The **Timeline** enables users to query data samples by time. *(B2)* The **Spotlight** presents visualizations with linking and brushing to help users characterize the set from different angles. *(B3)* The **Sentence List** shows all selected data samples and allows users to further fine-tune before exporting this challenge set for downstream tasks.

to recognize women with dark skin tones [80] or translation models perpetuating gender stereotypes [487]. However, subgroups where a model fails can be highly contextual, specific, and may not match any social category (i.e., “men wearing thin framed glasses” [92] or “busy/cluttered workspace” [129]). It remains an open challenge for ML practitioners to detect which specific use case scenarios are likely to fail out of a possibly infinite space of model inputs —and prioritize which failures have the greatest potential for harm [220, 38].

With finite time and resources, where should machine learning practitioners spend their model improvement efforts? **In this chapter, we aim to help practitioners detect and prioritize under-performing subgroups where failures are most likely to impact users.** Towards this goal, we contribute the following research:

- A formative interview study with 13 ML practitioners at Apple to understand their process for prioritizing and diagnosing potentially under-performing subgroups (Section 8.3).
Practitioners rely on the model type, usage context, and their own values and experiences to judge error importance. To test suspected issues, practitioners collect similar data to form challenge sets. Using a challenge set, practitioners rely on a combination of signals from model performance and usage patterns to gauge the prevalence and severity of a failure case. The most common fix for an under-performing subgroup is dataset augmentation to increase the model’s coverage for that subgroup.

- **Angler** (Figure 8.1), an open-source interactive visualization tool for supporting error prioritization for machine translation (MT) (Section 8.4). Since our research centers on the issue of prioritization (rather than specific error identification) we chose an ML domain where practitioners cannot directly observe model errors. MT developers do not speak all the languages that their translation models support. They rely on proxy metrics like BLEU [382] to estimate model performance but ultimately depend on human expert translators to obtain any ground-truth. Since gathering feedback from human translators is expensive and time-consuming, careful allocation of annotation resources is crucial. To help MT practitioners prioritize suspected error cases that most align with user needs, we worked with an industry MT product team to develop Angler. By adapting familiar visualization techniques such as overview + detail, brushing + linking, and animations, Angler allows MT practitioners to explore and prioritize potential model performance issues by combining multiple model metrics and usage signals.

- A user study of 7 MT practitioners using Angler to assess the relative importance of potentially under-performing subgroups (Section 8.5). MT practitioners completed a realistic exercise to allocate a hypothetical budget for human translators. Observing MT practitioners using Angler revealed how they use their intuition, values, and expertise to prioritize model improvements. Direct inspection of data showed the potential to encourage more efficient allocation of annotation resources than would have been possible by solely relying on quantitative metrics. While rule-based error analysis allowed participants to more successfully find specific model failure patterns, exploring data grouped by topic encouraged practitioners to think about how to improve support for specific use cases. The study also prompted discussion for future data collection and helped practitioners imagine new features for translation user experiences.

No model is perfect, and large production models have a daunting space of potential error cases. Prioritization of subgroup analysis is a practical challenge that impacts model end users. By exploring prioritization in the context of MT, where there are no reliable quality signals for previously unseen model inputs, we highlight the value of flexible visual analytics systems for guiding choices and trade-offs. Our findings support the potential for mixed-initiative approaches: where automatic visualizations & challenge sets help reveal areas of model uncertainty, and human ML practitioners use their judgment to decide where to spend time and money on deeper investigation.

---

2Angler code: https://github.com/apple/ml-translate-vis.
8.2 Related Work

This research builds on substantial prior work across general ML evaluation practices, visualization tooling for ML error analysis, and a broad body of work from our target domain, machine translation.

ML Evaluation and Error Analysis

First, we review standard evaluation practices in ML, and discuss how visualization tools can support ML error discovery.

How do Practitioners Evaluate ML Models?

Standard practice in machine learning is to evaluate models by computing aggregate performance metrics on held-out test sets before using them in the real world (offline evaluation) [19, 323]. The goal of using held-out test sets, i.e., data that was not used during model development, is to estimate how well the model will generalize to real world use cases. However, offline evaluations are limited. For example, held-out datasets can be very different from real usage data [387, 417], as data in the wild is often noisy [267] and the real world is ever-changing [281]. Held-out datasets tend to contain the same biases as the training data so they cannot detect potentially harmful behaviors of the model [413, 173]. While summarizing a model’s performance in aggregate metrics is undeniably useful, it is insufficient for ensuring model quality.

To overcome these limitations, researchers have proposed additional approaches to help discover model weaknesses [e.g., 86, 169, 221]. For example, practitioners can apply subgroup analysis to discover fairness issues [147], use perturbed adversarial examples to evaluate a model’s robustness to noise [54, 544, 413], create rule-based unit tests to detect errors [424, 435], and conduct interactive error analysis to expand known failure cases [354, 543, 421]. ML practitioners also continuously monitor a deployed model’s performance and distribution shifts over time [38].

We build on this work by focusing on the question of prioritization: how ML practitioners judge where to spend their time and resources among many possible model failure cases. This understanding can help inform the design of future tooling and techniques for surfacing model issues that are more attuned to urgency or severity.

Visualization Tools for Supporting Error Discovery

Interactive visualization is a powerful method for helping ML developers explore and interpret their models [219, 43]. While many visualizations have been built to help practitioners evaluate models over time, one area of recent work has focused on designing and developing analytic tools for ML error discovery [e.g. 535, 316, 306, 373, 117, 557]. For example, FAIRVis [90] uses visualizations to help ML developers discover model bias by investigating
known subgroups and exploring similar groups in the tabular data. Similarly, Visual Auditor [352] automatically surfaces underperforming subgroups and leverages graph visualizations to help practitioners interpret the relationships between subgroups and discover new errors. For image data, EXPLAINER [485] combines interactive visualization and post-hoc ML explanation techniques [e.g., 423, 322] to help practitioners diagnose problems with image classifiers. For text data, SEQ2SEQ-Vis [493] helps practitioners debug sequence-to-sequence models by visualizing the model’s internal mechanisms throughout each of its inference stages.

The success of these recent visual ML diagnosis systems highlights the outstanding potential of applying visualization techniques to help ML developers detect errors. Instead of visualizing a model’s internals [e.g., 493, 222], we treat ML models as black-box systems and focus on probing their behaviors on different data subsets. While prior systems have focused on ML applications like image captioning where errors are directly observable [90, 92], we designed Angler for the more challenging modeling domain where practitioners cannot always spot-check errors and must rely on proxy metrics to estimate the likelihood of an error.

Evaluating Machine Translation Models

Evaluating translation quality is extremely nuanced and difficult [194, 277, 527, 438]. Language can mean different things and be written in different ways by different people at different times. There are also often multiple “correct” translations of the same input [270].

The gold standard for machine translation evaluation is to have professional translators directly judge the quality of model outputs, for instance, by rating translation fluency and adequacy [101]. There are also automatic metrics for machine translation—such as BLEU [382], ChrF [397] and METEOR [33]—which measure the similarity between a candidate text translation (model output) and one or more reference translations. Intuitively, these metrics apply different heuristics to measure token overlap between two sentences. While these metrics are less reliable and nuanced than human judgment [400, 100, 312, 420, 334, 491, 438], they are intended to correlate as much as possible with human judgments and are widely used for comparing the aggregate performance of different MT models.

An overarching challenge in MT evaluation is that it is especially resource intensive. Both human and automatic evaluation depends on the expertise of human translators, to either directly judge translation quality, or generate reference translations. Since translators have high levels of expertise and are often difficult to find for rare language pairs [160, 349], it is expensive to evaluate translation quality if the input data does not already have a reference translation (e.g., users’ requests to a model). In addition, it is difficult to maintain consistent quality within and across human evaluators [396, 440, 237]. Since evaluating the quality of translations from real world use cases requires human annotation, online monitoring and debugging MT models presents a resource allocation problem. In this chapter, we explore how interactive visualization of online model usage might help MT practitioners prioritize data for human evaluation.
Subgroups in Machine Translation

More recently, researchers have explored how to systematically identify specific kinds of errors in MT models [487, 242, 399]. Many of these are language-dependent challenge sets to probe the syntactic competence of MT models [82, 30, 324]. For example, Isabelle, Cherry, and Foster introduces a dataset of difficult sentences designed to test linguistic divergence phenomena between English and French. Stanovsky, Smith, and Zettlemoyer analyzed sentences with known stereotypical and non-stereotypical gender-role assignments in MT, which falls in a broader body of work on detecting gender bias in MT [559, 437, 522, 511].

While these approaches deepen our understanding of specific model failure modes, it is unclear how different errors impact end users of MT models. As a recent survey suggests [399], most of these challenge test sets are created either manually by MT experts or automatically with linguistic rule-based heuristics [e.g., 115, 407, 87]. An alternative approach has been to examine the performance of MT models in specific domains like law [272, 552, 402] or healthcare [264, 130, 499]. These domain-specific challenge sets are deeply informed by knowledge of a particular use case, but are limited in scope. It is difficult for researchers to develop broader challenge sets guided by real users’ needs because we lack a clear understanding of how people use MT models, and how they can be impacted by errors. In this chapter we strive to narrow this gap by working with an industry MT team to understand how practitioners might prioritize model improvements based on their users’ needs.

Visualization Tools for Evaluation in Machine Translation

There is a growing body of research focused on designing visual analytics tools for MT researchers and engineers [e.g., 293, 386]. For example, with the Chinese Room system MT practitioners can interactively decode and correct translations by visualizing the source and translation tokens side by side [13]. Similarly, NMTVis [353], SoftAlignments [425], and NeuralMonkey [213] use interactive visualization techniques such as parallel coordinate plots, node-link diagrams, and heatmaps to help MT practitioners analyze attention weights and verify translation results. MT researchers also use visual analytics tools [e.g., 274, 358, 531] to better understand MT evaluation metrics such as BLEU, ChrF, and METEOR scores. For example, tBLEU [326] allows researchers to visually compare BLEU scores between two MT models at both corpus and sentence levels. VEMV [490] uses an interactive table view and bar charts to help researchers compare MT models across various metric scores.

In contrast, our work focuses on evaluation based on usage of a deployed model. We use interactive visualization as a probe to understand how practitioners prioritize model evaluation when reliable quality signals are expensive to obtain. Our findings provide insight into what kind of information practitioners need to assess potential model failures with respect to their impact on users.
CHAPTER 8. ANGLER: HELPING MACHINE TRANSLATION PRACTITIONERS PRIORITIZE MODEL IMPROVEMENTS

8.3 Interview Study: Prioritizing Model Improvements

This work began in close collaboration with an industry machine translation team, with the goal of helping them prioritize model debugging and improvement resources on problems that had the greatest potential to impact end users. From initial conversations with team members, we learned that their existing process for identifying and addressing problems was largely driven by specific errors (e.g., bug reports, or biases surfaced in academic research), or based on random sampling of online requests. Further, this process was limited to team members with the technical expertise to conduct one-off data analyses. To gain insight into a broader range of existing approaches to prioritization, we turned to practitioners across other ML domains.

We conducted a semi-structured interview study with 13 ML practitioners at Apple. In this section, we describe how practitioners identify and solve specific issues with ML models that impact the user experience. First, we discuss how practitioners navigate a large space of possible failure cases (Section 8.3). Next, we describe how they build challenge sets to assess the cause, scope and severity of an issue, which then informs which issues they address and how they fix them (Section 8.3). At each stage, we highlight how practitioners bring a range of approaches and perspectives to the task of prioritization. We synthesize these findings into four design implications for tooling to support prioritization in model debugging (Section 8.3).

Data Collection and Analysis

We recruited practitioners from both internal mailing lists related to ML and snowball sampling at Apple. Each interview lasted between 30 to 45 minutes. We recorded the interviews when participants gave permission, and otherwise took detailed notes. The study was approved by our internal IRB. We recruited practitioners who have worked on developing and/or evaluating models that are embedded in user-facing tools and products. Incorrect, offensive, or misleading model predictions are detrimental to users’ experiences with these models. Therefore, engineers and data scientists that are working on evaluating and improving user-facing ML models are more likely to consider how their models shape users’ experiences than other kinds of ML practitioners. Indeed, we found in our interviews that participants often considered how different kinds of model failures may impact end users. An overview of the participants’ primary ML application is shown in Table 8.1.

Two authors conducted inductive qualitative analysis of the interview data. One author conducted three rounds of open coding, synthesizing and combining codes each round [338]. Next, a second author took the code book in development and independently coded two interviews, adding new codes where relevant and noting disagreements. These two authors then discussed these transcripts and codes to ensure mutual understanding and shared interpretation of the codes, and converged on a final code book. Lastly, they used this code book to code half of the transcripts each.
Table 8.1: Primary type of machine learning application that each interview participant works on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>ML Application</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Business forecasting</td>
<td>Data Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Multiple NLP tasks</td>
<td>Data Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Image segmentation</td>
<td>ML Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>ML Tooling</td>
<td>ML Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Image classification</td>
<td>Data Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Image classification</td>
<td>Research Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Various CV tasks</td>
<td>ML Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Image classification</td>
<td>ML Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Resource use forecasting</td>
<td>ML Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Image segmentation</td>
<td>Research Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Recommender systems</td>
<td>ML Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Image captioning</td>
<td>Robustness Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Gesture recognition</td>
<td>Research Scientist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sourcing Potential Issues

Out of the many ways an ML model could fail, we found that practitioners want to prioritize those that are most consequential for end users. Participants discussed three approaches to find such issues: (1) analyzing errors reported by users; (2) brainstorming potential errors in collaboration with domain experts; and (3) comparing usage patterns against model training data to find areas where the distributions of these two data sources differ.

User Testing and User-Reported Errors

Six participants discussed identifying potential issues through direct feedback from users or from user testing [P3, P4, P5, P7, P10, P13]. Even ad hoc testing with a small sample of people can reveal issues that are not surfaced in standard offline evaluations. For example, P5 once “just showed the [model-driven] app to other people” and found a “weird edge case” where the model always (and often erroneously) classified images containing hands as a certain output class. This was an error that was not surfaced in offline model evaluations because the test data was drawn from the same distribution as the training data, and both contained a spurious correlation between images with hands and this particular output class. “That’s why you do your user testing” (P5).

User feedback outside of user testing can be difficult to source. In some settings, failures are detectable from signals in usage data, e.g., whether a user accepts or rejects a suggested word from a predictive text model [P5]. More often, real users need to take additional steps to report errors, which they are unlikely to do for every error they encounter: “I think it
takes a lot of effort and willingness to go and file these things” [P4]. In the most difficult case, users are not able to assess prediction quality themselves (e.g., if someone is using MT to translate to or from a language they do not know). In such contexts, direct user feedback is particularly rare.

Brainstorming with Domain Experts

Another approach is to brainstorm potential failure modes with people who hold specialized knowledge of what may be both important to users and challenging for the model [P1, P4, P9, P12, P13].

“Sometimes we involve partners, like other teams or providers who are specialized in the area, to attack the model make the model fail.” — P4

P13 works on gesture recognition models and followed this approach of brainstorming potential errors. P13 had a deep understanding of how their model worked, and thus what kinds of inputs might be difficult to classify accurately. They then collaborated with designers and accessibility experts, who have a deep understanding of users’ needs, to identify how the model’s weaknesses lined up with realistic and important use cases.

Sometimes ML practitioners have built this kind of expertise themselves over years of working with a similar model type [P1], or through precedent with prior reported model failures [P7]. P4 and P12 pointed to academic research (e.g., work published at venues focused on fairness and ethics in AI), the press, and social media as additional helpful sources of potential failure cases. These sources, while not necessarily directly related to any specific model they are working on, can help practitioners understand patterns in ML failures more systematically, and anticipate high-stakes failures.

Brainstorming is particularly useful for identifying types of failures that could impact users [424, 421]. However, it is difficult to translate these types into actual failure cases and keep them up to date [421, 54].

“We can go with things like what’s known as the OVS list—offensive, vulgar, slur. Those are quite obvious, but things can be more subtly offensive... Frankly, there are ways to be offensive that we just simply probably haven’t anticipated and language evolves and slang becomes apparent, and even the global situation changes and things that weren’t offensive before could become offensive.” — P7

Identifying Usage Patterns with Low Training Data Coverage

A third approach is to identify suspected areas of weakness for the model by looking for differences between how users are interacting with a model and the data with which that model was trained. We use the term coverage to describe how well a model’s training data “covers” the space of inputs that the model receives after deployment (i.e., use cases). The coverage of a particular use case is a measure of how much the model “knows” about those
kinds of inputs, and can be used as a proxy for model performance when other quality signals are not available.

“We know that the [training] datasets that we have, however large they are, they don’t cover the entire space. So wherever we don’t have coverage we don’t expect the [model] performance to be that great.” — P3

To detect coverage issues, practitioners monitor online data to see how people are using a model, and compare that against their training data:

“If it is a classification task, you were expecting to have a very balanced dataset, but online [you see] that almost 90% of the traffic is coming for 1 class. That means your offline [data] was not representative of what is going to happen in an online setting. So, by monitoring and looking at all data distributions, you will get a sense of those discrepancies.” — P2

Considering coverage allows practitioners to move beyond the kinds of failures that they already know of or suspect based on past experience and identify new failure modes that they were not previously aware of [P7].

Creating Challenge Sets to Validate and Evaluate Issues

When practitioners identify reported or suspected failures, they still need to determine whether this is a systematic problem with the model and, if so, assess the scope and severity of the error. Participants first wanted to understand if a potential failure is a one-off error (as can be expected given ML is probabilistic) or a more systematic problem [P4, P7, P12]. We found that practitioners shared a common general approach of:

“Collecting more similar data and testing the model behavior and seeing if it’s systemically failing.” — P7

Practitioners in our sample referred to these curated data subsets as aggressor sets, golden test sets, and stress tests. In the remainder of this paper, we refer to these kinds of datasets as challenge sets.

Challenge sets differ from standard test sets in ML because they are designed to target a specific failure case, and are thus often more reflective of how people really use a model in practice. As P6 described, “that kind of test while we call it stress test is probably closer to what happens in reality than when you do random sampling for testing.” Creating these sets can be challenging. In particular, it might not be immediately clear what kind of “similar” data will replicate a failure mode, and the axis of similarity that matters might not be annotated explicitly in the data.

“The length of the beard seemed to play a role [in a failure mode]. It [the dataset] was just annotated as has beard or not, and not so much the length.” — P6
Once practitioners have built a challenge set and determined that a suspected failure case is indeed a systematic problem with a model, they can then conduct quantitative and qualitative analyses of the challenge set to deeply understand the cause of the issue and how it might impact users. This understanding is critical to prioritizing issues to solve and informs the choice of solution.

**Assessing the Cause of the Problem**

Practitioners look for patterns in challenge sets to understand the potential cause of a problem. A first step is usually to compare the challenge set to the model’s training data to identify coverage issues or other data problems, e.g., spurious correlations. This analysis could be a simple process of “manually going through [the challenge set] and looking for any general trends” [P5], although models with larger output spaces or high dimensional data may require more sophisticated techniques like embedding space visualization and dimensionality reduction techniques [P7].

**Assessing the Impact of the Problem on Users**

Practitioners also want to assess the impact of the problem on users to judge its urgency. Model failures might be prioritized if they impact many users, happen frequently [P1], or if they produce a negative user experience [P7, P11, P12]. In this way, prioritization is “not just a pure data science question” [P1], but involves considering different and possibly conflicting perspectives and values.

For example, in P7’s work, “certain mispredictions could be more offensive than others,” so when gathering feedback from quality annotators, they ask annotators to “exercise some judgment,” and specifically flag anything they feel are “potentially offensive or egregious mistakes.”

Practitioners might also prioritize improvements to ensure no subpopulation of users is experiencing particularly poor performance compared to others:

> “What we want to do is, reduce the length of the tail end of users that have poor experience and talk more about, how can we bring these people up and what is it about [their use context] that causes the models to perform poorly.” — P11

**Assessing Potential Solutions**

The choice of appropriate solution depends on understanding the scope and nature of the problem, and discussing these with reference to how the issues impact end users. Often, problems are the result of poor coverage and can be addressed by increasing training data in a specific area and retraining the model [P9]. For some participants, this was the default approach: “the answer is pretty much always going to be more representative data across all classes.” [P5]. However, our findings highlight a wider range of approaches that practitioners can take when they deeply understand the nature and stakes of a problem.
For example, three participants talked about strategies to augment the model’s output space. This could mean adding or removing classes from a classification taxonomy [P4], preventing specific outputs using a block list or an additional classification model, or hard-coding outputs for certain inputs using a lookup table [P4, P7, P12]. Other approaches included improving annotation quality [P7, P10], removing problematic data from the training set [P5], changing the user interaction with the model to control the input environment in production [P8], adjusting the model architecture or loss function [P12], or adding additional data pre-processing steps [P5].

These approaches differ in complexity, cost, and effectiveness. The choice of solution is not solely based on technical and resource constraints, but could involve negotiating trade-offs, considering conflicting values, and accounting for the urgency of the error. For example, practitioners might select a fix that is faster to implement if an error impacts many users or is particularly offensive. Such decisions require input from stakeholders with a broad range of expertise. Therefore, ML practitioners must be able to discuss problems with reference to business metrics and user experience and in terms that are accessible to stakeholders without ML expertise [P1].

**Design Implications**

Our findings demonstrate how challenge sets allow practitioners to develop a deep understanding of a problem’s cause, scope, and impact on users. This understanding is necessary to effectively prioritize resources on the most egregious and urgent model failures. Existing tooling for model evaluation and debugging have largely focused on identifying model weaknesses rather than prioritizing resources on weaknesses with the greatest potential impact on users. Based on the practices uncovered through our interview study, we developed four design implications for tooling to support prioritization:

**D1.** Compare usage patterns to training data to support exploration of suspected model weaknesses in addition to known errors.

**D2.** Build collections of similar data (challenge sets) to assess and prioritize problems, and allow users to compare challenge sets.

**D3.** Provide information about model performance and usage patterns to surface issues that matter most to users.

**D4.** Since prioritization is not solely a technical question and does not have a singular solution, account for prioritization subjectivity, and make the tools easy to use for stakeholders with diverse backgrounds.

Interactive visualizations have successfully helped ML practitioners discover ML errors (Section 8.2) and understand model behaviors (Section 8.2). Interactive visualization techniques are especially useful for exploring data to support hypothesis generation and serendipitous discoveries (D1), comparing and contrasting slices of data (D2), analyzing data from multiple perspectives (D3), and supporting collaborative interpretation of data among
stakeholders with diverse skill sets (D4). For these reasons, visual analytics is a promising choice for supporting prioritization.

The remainder of this paper focuses on ANGLER (Figure 8.1), a visual analytics tool to support prioritization in the context of machine translation (MT). While our interview study revealed common practices across ML domains, prioritization depends on measures of prediction quality and insight into usage patterns, both of which are extremely specific to a particular model. Therefore, to understand these practices more deeply and begin to explore what tooling support for prioritization might look like, it is useful to choose a specific ML task as a case study. We chose MT because it poses unique challenges that make prioritization both especially important and especially difficult: it is difficult and expensive to attain reliable measures of prediction quality [99]; MT models accept open-ended input from users, opening a vast space of possible failures; and we know relatively little about how people use MT models in the real world [309].

8.4 Designing ANGLER: Exploring Machine Translation Usage with Challenge Sets

Given the design implications (D1–D4) described in Section 8.3, we present ANGLER (Figure 8.1), an interactive visualization tool that helps MT developers prioritize model improvements by exploring and curating challenge sets. ANGLER leverages both usage logs and training data to help users discover model weaknesses (D1, Section 8.4). ANGLER introduces two novel techniques to automatically surface challenge sets and expand challenge sets with similar data (D2, Section 8.4). ANGLER uses the overview + detail design pattern [121] to tightly integrate two major components: the Table View that summarizes challenge sets as table rows (Section 8.4) and the Detail View that enables users to explore one challenge set in depth with different attributes over time (D3, Section 8.4). Finally, to lower the barrier for different stakeholders to easily prioritize model improvements (D4), Angler allows users to conduct quantitative and qualitative analyses without needing to write custom code and manipulate complex data and model pipelines. We develop ANGLER with modern web technologies so that anyone can access it without installation overhead, and we open-source our implementation (Section 8.4).

We designed and developed ANGLER in conversation with an industry MT product team. To contextualize our design in the team’s practices and gain iterative feedback, we used one of the team’s MT models (English → Spanish), with a sample of their training data and usage logs. Usage logs are only available from users who have opted-in. For privacy and security reasons, members of our research team required special permissions and security protocols to access this data. Therefore, we cannot show ANGLER with the original model or dataset from our design process. Moreover, to demonstrate how ANGLER can support many different MT models and language pairs, we instead describe the ANGLER interface in this section using a public MT model (English → Simplified Chinese) and public datasets (Section 8.4).
Figure 8.2: We create a suite of regex-based unit tests to detect translation errors without the need for ground-truth translation. For example, some tests check if the source and translation contain the same special words (e.g., Emoji, URLs, and roman numerals). Some tests check punctuation (e.g., question marks and exclamation points). Another test validates that a translation does not contain profane words if its source does not contain any profane words, by matching language-specific offensive, vulgar, slur word lists. In the translation columns, each row lists two examples that pass (top) and fail (bottom) the unit test.

### Subgroup Analysis through Challenge Sets

In ANGLER, we introduce two novel techniques to surface interesting subsets from the usage logs and training data. We automatically extract *challenge sets* by sampling data that either fails our model performance unit tests (Section 8.4) or involves topics the model is less familiar with (Section 8.4).

### Unit Test Failures

The current state-of-the-art approach to building challenge sets for machine translation is to build rule-based unit tests (8.2). In line with this practice, the first type of challenge sets that we include in ANGLER extends the team’s existing suite of unit tests to identify unexpected model behavior (Figure 8.2). These unit tests use regex search to find patterns in a source-translation pair and verify that each match meets some pre-defined rules. For example, when a source includes an emoji, we expect the translation to have the same emoji. Similarly, when a source does not contain offensive, vulgar, or slur (OVS) words, we expect the translation not to include OVS words either. Some unit tests are language-specific: consider translating English to Spanish; if a source is a question, we expect the translation output to have both ‘“¿” and ‘“?’’ characters. For simplified Chinese, however, we would expect the translation output to end with the “?” unicode instead. For our English → Chinese demo in this section, we apply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Test (Input → Translation)</th>
<th>English (Input)</th>
<th>Spanish (Translation)</th>
<th>Simplified Chinese (Translation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emoji → Same Emoji</td>
<td>You’re from Germany.</td>
<td>✓ Eres de alemán.</td>
<td>✓ 你来自德国。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL → Same URL</td>
<td>Visit <a href="https://sigchi.org">https://sigchi.org</a></td>
<td>Visite <a href="https://sigchi.org">https://sigchi.org</a></td>
<td>访问 <a href="https://sigchi.org">https://sigchi.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No profanity → No profanity</td>
<td>You painted eggs.</td>
<td>Pintaste huevos.</td>
<td>你画了鸡蛋。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclamation → Exclamation</td>
<td>Please sit down!</td>
<td>¡Por favor síntate!</td>
<td>请坐!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question → Question</td>
<td>Will I have a scar?</td>
<td>¿Tendré una cicatriz?</td>
<td>我会留疤吗?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeral → Same numeral</td>
<td>It was in 2015</td>
<td>Fue en 2015</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 unit tests to both usage logs and training data (D1), and collect data samples that fail any unit test into challenge sets (Figure 8.2). Each unit test corresponds to one challenge set.

**Unfamiliar Topics**

While unit tests can reveal some straightforward errors, they do not offer insight into issues of **coverage**, which our interview participants highlighted as critical to identifying failure modes that are highly consequential for end users (Section 8.3). In the context of MT, coverage refers to how much a translation model “knows” from its training data about a particular topic or way of speaking. For example, coverage is a major concern with **domain-specific language**: e.g., doctors use domain-specific phrases to talk about medicine, while video game players use language specific to their game. Coverage can be improved by collecting more training data to give the model more exposure to that particular language pattern.

Extending existing techniques for building challenge sets in MT, we sought to help MT practitioners prioritize which domains may need better coverage based on what their users are requesting. To identify topics that are not well represented in the training data, we first use a sentence transformer [419] to extract high-dimensional latent representations of sentences in the training data. This latent representation is trained to cluster sentences with similar meaning close together in high-dimensional space. We then apply UMAP [335], a dimensionality reduction method, to project the latent representation into 2D. We choose to use UMAP instead of other dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA [389] and t-SNE [521], because UMAP is faster and has better preservation of the data’s global structure [335]. We use the cosine similarity to measure the distance between two samples in the high-dimensional space, as previous works have shown that cosine distance provides better and more consistent results than the Euclidean distance [525]. Following the suggested practice in applying UMAP [122], we fine-tune UMAP’s hyperparameters `n_neighbors` and `min_dist` through a grid search of about 200 parameter combinations; we choose hyperparameters that spread out the training samples in the 2D space while maintaining local clusters. With about 47,000 training sentences and a latent representation size of 768, it takes about 50 seconds on average to fit a UMAP model with one parameter combination on a MacBook Pro laptop.

We use Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [449] to estimate the training data’s distribution. For the KDE, we choose a standard **multivariate Gaussian kernel** with a Silverman bandwidth **H** [473]. It only takes about 1 second to fit a KDE model on 47,000 training sentences’ 2D representations. Then, we use this trained KDE model to compute the **familiarity score** (FA) [223] for each sentence from the usage logs. We define the familiarity score (Equation 8.1) of a sentence from the usage log as the log-likelihood of observing that sentence’s UMAP 2D coordinate \((x, y)\) under the training data’s UMAP distribution \([((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_i, y_i))]\). This concept of familiarity can be generalized to other data types and ML domains, and has shown to be a powerful tool for debugging data [223].
\[ \text{FA}(x, y) = \log \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix} x - x_i & y - y_i \end{bmatrix} \mathbf{H}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} x - x_i \\ y - y_i \end{bmatrix} \right) \right) \]

(8.1)

Computing FA is slow when the training data is large (i.e., \( n \) is large in Equation 8.1), because the algorithm needs to iterate through all \( n \) points in the training data for each sentence from the usage logs. Therefore, to accelerate FA computation, we apply a 2D binning approximation approach. We first pre-compute the log-likelihoods over a 2D grid of training data’s UMAP 2D space \( \mathbf{F} \in \mathbb{R}^{200 \times 200} \), constrained by the range of the training data’s UMAP coordinates. Then, to approximate the FA of a sentence, we only need to (1) locate the cell \( \mathbf{F}_{i,j} \) in the grid that the sentence falls into, and (2) look up the pre-computed log-likelihood associated with that cell \( \mathbf{F}_{i,j} \). If a sentence falls out of the 2D grid, we extrapolate its FA by using the log-likelihood associated with the closest grid cell. Note that one can choose a different grid density other than \( 200 \times 200 \); we tune the grid density \( (d = 200) \) to balance the computation time and the approximation accuracy. Our binning approximation is scalable to large usage logs \( (m) \) and training data \( (n) \), as it decreases the FA computation’s time complexity from a quadratic time \( \mathcal{O}(kmn) \) to a linear time \( \mathcal{O}(m + d^2 kn) \), where \( k \) is the dimension of the UMAP space \( (k = 2 \text{ in our case}) \), and \( d \) is the grid density \( (d = 200) \). In addition, we use the KDE implementation from \textit{Scikit-Learn} \[390\], which leverages KD Tree \[50\] for more efficient distance computation. With a tree-based KDE, our FA computation method has a logarithmic time complexity \( \mathcal{O}(m + d^2 k \log (n)) \) on average and a linear time complexity \( \mathcal{O}(m + d^2 kn) \) in the worst case.

After estimating the FAs for all sentences in the usage logs, we use BERTopic \[185\] to build a topic model on a sample of 50,000 sentences from the usage logs with the lowest FA and select the 100 largest topics from this model. To estimate the model’s performance on these topics, we need labeled training data. Therefore, we extend each extracted topic set with a sample of training sentences that are close to the topic set in the high-dimensional space (D2). To reduce the computational cost of this search, we randomly sample 15 “seed sentences” from each topic and add any sentences from the training data that are close to at least one of the “seed sentences” in the high-dimensional space (threshold \( \ell_2 < 0.6 \) selected through manual inspection). We have tuned the number of “seed sentences” to balance the computational cost and the number of close training sentences that we can find. Finally, we have controlled random seeds for random sampling, UMAP computation, and BERTopic, so that our topic results are reproducible.

Limitations

Identifying new model failure modes and collecting examples to replicate the failure is extremely challenging. Developing automatic, expert-driven, and crowd-sourcing methods for identifying failures is an active area of research in machine learning and human-computer interaction \[557, 117, 135, 466, 535, 90, 352\]. Compared to prior research, it is especially
difficult to automatically identify MT model failures because there are no explicit, interpretable features or metadata on which to slice data into subgroups, and automatic evaluation metrics are very noisy. Further, prior work largely focuses on identifying failure modes by comparing predictions to ground-truth labels [e.g. 557, 117], which does not give practitioners insight into failure modes that impact end-users but are not yet represented in offline, labeled datasets.

Our goal in this chapter is to understand how practitioners prioritize their resources across many potential failure modes, and what information they need to do so. We generate example challenge sets to guide this exploration using pattern-matching rules (the current state-of-the-art in MT) and topic modeling on areas of low coverage. However, further research is needed to evaluate and extend these methods. While we did not conduct a formal evaluation of our challenge sets in this work, both kinds of sets are certainly imperfect in terms of error identification – there are perfect translations included in the challenge sets, and there are translation errors in the larger data that are not included in any challenge set. Given the large space of possible inputs, and probabilistic nature of machine learning, we cannot expect to ever have methods to identify all possible failures with perfect accuracy. Thus, there is a need for interactive visualization tools that support practitioners to explore and make sense of potential failure modes and prioritize development and annotation resources under uncertainty.

Table View

When users launch ANGLER, they first see the Table View listing all pre-computed challenge sets in a table (Figure 8.3A). Each challenge set can contain samples from the training data and usage logs, color coded as orange and green respectively throughout ANGLER. We name challenge sets based on their construction methods (Figure 8.4). For challenge sets created by unit test failures, we name them “mismatch-[unit test name].” For challenge sets created by unfamiliar topics, we name them “topic-[top-4 keywords].” These keywords are the same as keywords shown in the Set Preview (Figure 8.3-B). In addition to the names of challenge sets, the Table View view provides five metrics associated with each set:

- **Train Count** and **Log Count**: the number of training and usage log samples in the set.
- **ChrF**: a measure of the model’s performance on the training samples in the set. ChrF is the F-score based on character $n$-gram overlap between the hypothesis translation produced by the model and a validated reference translation [397]. We use the open-source SacreBLEU implementation of ChrF [400].
Figure 8.3: (A) **The Table View** summarizes all challenge sets in a table, where users can compare the model’s performance and familiarity across these sets. To help users better understand aggregate metrics, the Table View also visualizes the distributions of metrics and sets’ compositions as sparkline-like charts. (B) **The Preview** presents more details of a challenge set after a user clicks a row. The Sample Sentences (left) lists 100 randomly selected source sentences from this set with their translations. The Keywords (right) visualizes the most representative words in this set, where a darker background indicates higher representativeness.

- **Familiarity**: a measure of how familiar the usage log samples in the set are to the model, by reference to the training data distribution (Section 8.4).

- **Train Ratio**: the percentage of samples in the set that are training samples.

Users can sort challenge sets by any of these metrics by clicking the sorting button in the table header. To help users quickly compare these metrics across challenge sets, the
Table View also provides sparkline-like visualizations [512] in each row. For each challenge set, the Table View visualizes its sample counts as in-line bar charts, ChrF and Familiarity distributions as histograms, and the training sample ratio as a semi-circle pie chart.

After identifying an interesting challenge set, users can click the row to open a Set Preview (Figure 8.3B) in the table to see a preview of that set. This view provides users with a quick summary of the set on demand. On the left, users can browse 100 randomly sampled sentences from this challenge set; users can also click on each sentence to see the model’s output translation. The number of sentences in each challenge set varies from about 100 to 1000; challenge sets constructed from unit tests tend to have more sentences than ones constructed from unfamiliar topics. We choose the number 100 because it gives a fair coverage of all sentences in the set and users can have a smooth experience in quickly browsing sentences from different sets. If they are interested in one particular challenge set, they can view all sentences in that set’s Detail View (Section 8.4). On the right, users can inspect the most representative keywords from this set. Keywords are extracted and sorted by their class-based TF-IDF scores [185]. Intuitively, these keywords are words that appear more frequently in this set than in all other sets. In Angler, we list all keywords returned from BERTopic; future researchers and developers can determine a class-based TF-IDF score threshold to only display more frequent keywords (keywords with a darker background).

**Detail View**

To help users further analyze individual challenge sets (D3), Angler presents the Detail View (Figure 8.5) when a user clicks the Show Details button under a challenge set in the Table View (Figure 8.3). In the header of the Detail View (Figure 8.5A), users can inspect the metrics associated with this challenge set and edit the set’s name. To explore sentences in this set through different perspectives, users can use the Timeline (Figure 8.5C) and Spotlight (Figure 8.5E) to filter sentences by different attributes. The Filter Bar (Figure 8.5B) displays the currently applied filters, and the Sentence List (Figure 8.5F) only shows sentences that satisfy these filters. There are six visualization variations of the Spotlight (Figure 8.6). Users can switch between them to fit their exploration needs (D4) by clicking the corresponding Thumbnails (Figure 8.5D). Each Thumbnail is a simplified version of a Spotlight variation, where the visualization also updates in real-time when users add or remove filters.

**Timeline**

To help users investigate how usage logs change over time, the Detail View provides a Timeline (Figure 8.5C) panel on top of the window. The Timeline visualizes the number of user requests in this set over time as a histogram, where the x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represents the request count. Users can zoom and pan to inspect different periods. Users can also brush the histogram to filter usage logs that are from a particular time window.
Keyword Spotlight

Similar to the Keyword panel in the Set Preview (Section 8.4), the Keyword Spotlight (Figure 8.6-1) displays the most representative words in a challenge set. It sorts keywords by their representativeness, which is measured by the class-based TF-IDF scores [185]. This view uses the darkness of the background color to encode a word’s representativeness. Users can click keywords to filter sentences that contain selected keywords.

Embedding Spotlight

To help users explore the semantic similarity of sentences in a challenge set, the Embedding Spotlight (Figure 8.6-2) visualizes a 2D projection of the sentences’ high-dimensional representations (Section 8.4) in a scatter plot. Each dot in the scatter plot represents a sentence, and it is positioned by its UMAP coordinates. Furthermore, we visualize the KDE density distributions (Section 8.4) of all training data and all usage logs as contour plots. Augmenting the scatter plot with density distributions of overall training data and usage logs allows users to discover use cases that are not well supported by existing training data (D1).

ChrF Spotlight

The ChrF Spotlight (Figure 8.6-3) visualizes the model’s ChrF score distribution on the training data in this set as a histogram, allowing users to gain more insights regarding the model’s performance on a particular set. The x-axis encodes the ChrF scores, and the y-axis encodes the distribution frequency of training data in the set. In addition, users can brush to select bins in the histogram, which would filter sentences with a ChrF score in the specified range.

Familiarity Spotlight

The Familiarity Spotlight (Figure 8.6-4) is similar to the ChrF Spotlight. However, the x-axis here represents the model’s familiarity scores on usage logs in the set. The familiarity score is determined by the log-likelihood of observing a user request under the distribution of all training data (Section 8.4). Users can brush the histogram to filter sentences with particular familiarity scores.

Source Spotlight

To allow users to compare usage logs by the sources of these user requests, the Source Spotlight (Figure 8.6-5) visualizes usage log count as a horizontal bar chart. The x-axis encodes the count of usage logs from one particular source, and the y-axis encodes the source category. To focus on logs from particular sources, users can click the source names to create filters. In our open-source demo, the Source Spotlight shows the source dataset from which each sentence
was sampled. In the version of the tool developed for the MT team, the Source Spotlight shows the source application from which a request was made (available for a sample of usage logs).

**Overlap Spotlight**

The design of the Overlap Spotlight (Figure 8.6-6) is similar to Source Spotlight. Instead of encoding the source category, the y-axis here represents other challenge sets. For example, for a challenge set created by unit test failures, the y-axis in its Overlap Spotlight represents other challenge sets created by unfamiliar topics. As unfamiliar topics are strictly non-overlapping, this view only shows overlap with challenge sets of the other type. By cross-referencing two challenge set types (unit test failures and unfamiliar topics), this visualization can help users explore syntactic errors within semantic topics, and vice versa.

**Sentence List**

The Sentence List (Figure 8.5F) shows all sentences in the challenge set that satisfy the currently applied filters. Users can click a sentence to see the model’s translation. To further fine-tune a challenge set, users can click the Edit button and remove unhelpful sentences from the set. Finally, users can click the Export button to export sentences shown in the list along with their translations and attributes; users can then easily share these sentences with colleagues and human annotators (D4).

**Open-source Implementation**

ANGLER is an open-source interactive visualization system built with D3.js [64]: users with diverse backgrounds (D4) can easily access our tool directly in their web browsers without installing any software or writing code. We use the standard NLP suite for data processing (e.g., NLTK [318], Scikit-learn [390]) and topic modeling (e.g., BERTopic [185], UMAP [335]). We first implemented ANGLER with an industry-scale MT model (English → Spanish) and real training data and usage logs. For demonstrations in this chapter, we use the public MT model OPUS-MT (English → Simplified Chinese) [505] and its training data [504]. To simulate usage logs we augment a sample of the model’s test data [504] with publicly available sources to emulate realistic use cases that can be difficult for MT models: social media [60], conversation [156], and scientific articles [479].

**Usage Scenario**

We present a hypothetical usage scenario to illustrate how ANGLER can help Priya, an MT engineer, explore usage logs and guide new training data acquisition. The first part of this usage scenario, in which the user explores and selects challenge sets of interest, is informed by real user interactions that we observed in the user study (Section 8.5). The second phase of
the scenario describes how we envision extending ANGLER in future work to help practitioners use the datasets they collect with ANGLER to improve model performance.

Priya works on improving an English–Chinese translation model, and she only speaks English. Priya first applies the challenge set extraction pipeline (Section 8.4) to the training data and usage logs from the past 6 months. The pipeline yields 100 challenge sets from unfamiliar topics and 6 challenge sets from unit test failures. After Priya opens ANGLER to load extracted challenge sets in a web browser, she sees the Table View (Figure 8.1A) summarize all 106 sets in a table with a variety of statistics. Priya wants to prioritize subsets of data where the model may not perform well, but which are important to the end-users of the model, e.g., because they occur frequently in the usage logs, or represent a high-stakes use case. To focus on data on which the current MT model may not perform well, Priya sorts challenge sets in ascending order by their mean ChrF scores by clicking the sort button. After inspecting the top rows and their Set Previews, the topic-headache set draws Priya’s attention—the MT model performs poorly on this set (mean ChrF score is only 0.39), and this set involves high-stakes medical topics where the MT quality is critical (observed from the Keywords in the Set Preview).

To learn more about this challenge set, Priya clicks the Show Details button to open the Detail View (Figure 8.1B). Priya notices that the number of usage logs is consistent across the past nine months (from July 2021 to March 2022) in the Timeline (Figure 8.1-B1). She then clicks the Embedding Thumbnail (Figure 8.5D) to switch the Spotlight from the default Keywords view (Figure 8.6-1) to the Embedding view (Figure 8.6-2). Through zooming and hovering over the scatter plot, Priya finds that most sentences from this set form a cluster in the high-dimensional representation space, and all these sentences are about health issues. She is surprised to see that people are using the model to communicate about health concerns, and wonders whether the training data covers this use case. To explore this, Priya opens the Familiarity Distribution Spotlight (Figure 8.6-4) and brushes the histogram to select the region with low familiarity scores. The Timeline, charts in Thumbnails, and the Sentence List update in-real time to focus on the usage logs with a familiarity score in the selected range. Browsing the sentences in the Sentence List, Priya realizes that many of these unfamiliar sentences are about fever. She worries that wrong translations about fevers could pose a health risk to users. Therefore, Priya decides to prioritize improving her model’s performance on this challenge set; she clicks the Export button to save all sentences along with their translations from this challenge set.

The current ANGLER prototype was designed to explore what information practitioners need to prioritize subsets of data to send to annotators. Priya follows a similar process to identify and export a few other challenge sets of high importance and sends all of this data to human annotators to acquire additional training data. Human annotators can speak both English and Chinese. They write reference Chinese translations for given English sentences by directly editing the translations produced by the model. In the future, ANGLER could be extended to allow Priya to continue her analysis after the data has been annotated.

For example, Priya could check a few sentences from the health-related challenge set whose reference translations are significantly different from their translations produced by
Priya’s model. At this point, Priya might find that her model has made several serious translation errors. For example, her model translates the input sentence “The fever burns you out” to “发烧会烧死你” in Chinese (Figure 8.1-B3), which means “fever will burn you to death.” After retraining the MT model with the newly annotated data, Priya would hope to see that the model’s ChrF scores and familiarity scores on the original challenge sets have significantly improved. In this case, Priya would schedule to deploy her new MT model in the next software release cycle, now with better support for a safety-critical use case.

8.5 User Study

We used ANGLER in a user study with seven people who contribute to machine translation development at Apple as ML engineers (E1–3), and in user experience-focused roles, such as product management, design, or analytics (UX1–4). Our goal in this study was to understand how users with different expertise would use ANGLER to explore and prioritize challenge sets. We were also interested in whether exploring challenge sets using ANGLER could help practitioners to uncover new insights about their models, and identify new ways to improve their models in line with users’ needs. Our goal was not to measure whether ANGLER can support prioritization more effectively than another tool, e.g., by finding more translation errors, but rather to explore what kind of information is useful to practitioners, and how the process of exploring challenge sets could shape future evaluation practices.

The study was approved by our internal IRB. Each session was conducted over video chat and lasted between 45 minutes and one hour. With participants’ consent, each session was recorded and transcribed for analysis. During each study session, we introduced ANGLER with a tutorial demonstrating each view (Figure 8.3–8.6). ANGLER showed training and usage data from the team’s own translation model, for the language pair English → Spanish. Next, we sent the participant a one-time secure link that allowed them to access the tool in their own browser, and asked them to share their screen while they explored the tool. For the remainder of the session, we asked the participant to think aloud as they completed three tasks:

T1. First, we asked the participant to navigate to the Detail View of a unit test challenge set that targeted mismatches in numbers between source and output translations, and to discuss what they saw.

T2. Second, we asked the participant to choose a topic-based challenge set that was interesting to them, explain their choice, and again explore the Detail View to learn more.

T3. Finally, we gave the participant a hypothetical budget of 2,000 sentences that they could choose to get evaluated by expert human translators, and asked them to explain how they would allocate that budget. The evaluation by professional translators could involve rating the quality of model-produced translations and/or correcting the
translations to create gold standard reference translations that could be used for future model training.

We analyzed the transcripts following a similar qualitative data analysis procedure to that of the formative interview study (Section 8.3). One author conducted two rounds of open coding, synthesizing and combining codes each round [338]. Next, a second author took the code book in development and independently coded all of the transcripts, adding new codes where relevant and noting disagreements. These two authors then discussed and resolved disagreements, and converged on final coding scheme.

We found that T1 and T2 mainly served as a way for participants to acclimate to ANGLER’s interface, and understand the two types of challenge sets. Although participants confirmed that T3 was a realistic task for the team, most participants did not do the task as we had originally planned. We report our findings regarding how participants picked which challenge sets they deemed important for model improvements, but we do not report on their fictional budget allocations because the majority of participants were resistant to allocating concrete (even completely hypothetical) numbers. We discuss this tension more in limitations Section 8.5. All three tasks required participants to prioritize among the available challenge sets, but our findings focus largely on participants’ judgments during T3, where they spent the majority of the study time.

As discussed in Section 8.3, the team’s existing approaches to model debugging and improvement were either one-off, focused analyses, which do not require prioritization between issues, or random samples of usage logs, which implicitly prioritize use cases based on frequency of requests. Participants informally compared what they could do with ANGLER to these existing practices. Our goal in this study was to explore the space of possibilities for visual analytics tools to support prioritization, rather than quantify the relative benefit of our specific prototype compared to existing practices.

**Results: Prioritizing under Uncertainty**

Participants had to rely on imperfect and incomplete metrics to estimate the quality of translations. All participants knew a little Spanish, but not enough to spot-check the quality of a translation in most cases. Though ANGLER shows sentences from usage data and model training data, only the training data had reference translations certified as correct by human translators. Sentences from the usage logs have no quality annotations (Section 8.4). Thus the ChrF quality estimation for any challenge set was based on the limited data with reference translations. This evaluation setup is far from ideal, yet realistic to what MT practitioners ordinarily encounter.

Participants knew that no one metric was a reliable source of quality information, so they weighed multiple signals and still knew that human annotation would generally be required to get a reliable measure of quality. Three participants discussed how they incorporated uncertainty when interpreting metrics like average ChrF to ensure they were getting meaningful estimates of quality [E1, E2, UX4]:
“You might get a low metric or a low familiarity score, but the smaller the sample is the more likely it is [that] there’s gonna be some noise in there that’s kind of moving the metric.” — UX4

Future iterations of the tool could use re-sampling methods to estimate confidence intervals for challenge set summary statistics to make this uncertainty more explicit.

Despite available metrics in ANGLER being uncertain proxies for model performance, participants nonetheless used metrics to judge the relative importance of a challenge set:

“It’s better to have a statistical way, I mean, [rather than] just by what I’m thinking, right?” — E2

All participants tended to rank the challenge sets by potential risk of model failure by combining low ChrF, low familiarity, and low train-ratio. Low ChrF indicates that the limited training data that falls within the challenge set might be poorly translated \cite{397}. Low familiarity and low train-ratio are proxies for where the training data set might lack coverage of the usage data. Low familiarity suggests that the user request data that falls within the challenge set is semantically different from the overall training data. Low train-ratio indicates that this challenge set represents a subgroup that is much more represented in the user requests than in the training data. Familiarity and train-ratio were calculated in a way that correlates (Section 8.4).

As a first pass, most participants used the sorting feature in the Table View (Figure 8.3) to rank which challenge sets scored the lowest on one or more of these three metrics \cite{E1, E2, UX1, UX3, UX4}. Four of these five participants additionally considered set size, with a preference for larger sets. While participants could have stopped at this point, given the opportunity to explore further, none of the practitioners relied solely on the available metrics. Next, we discuss other ways that participants used ANGLER to explore the data beyond aggregate metrics and decide which sets to annotate.

**Estimating Meaningful Use Cases**

From the list of challenge sets in the Table View sorted by metrics, three participants chose to prioritize topics that appeared to represent a “meaningful,” coherent use case \cite{UX1, E2, UX2}. Partially, this is because the BERTopic \cite{185} model tends to generate some “topics” with little meaning, e.g., the topic topic-haha_lol_so_you versus the more meaningful topic-health_nursing_care_medical in Figure 8.3.

Partially, participants needed to make judgments on the value of improving the model on various sentence types, since some challenge sets mostly contained data that appeared to be fraud, spam, or automated messages. Participants demonstrated the value of being able to directly read sentences in the Detail View (Figure 8.5) to make these judgments:

“Yes, a lot of these are spam. [...] As I’m kind of going through them, it’s like a lot of spam, a lot of porn and a lot of things that are like, automated messages.
So I would use my discretion, of course, and wouldn’t just use the numbers.” — UX1

E1 knew from prior experience that “it’s always good to look at what the data actually are [. . . ] besides looking at the high level statistics.” They had seen in the past that even keyword summaries can be misleading and obscure complexity that is apparent when directly inspecting the data:

“From my past experience, sometimes we have seen some data contain some keywords and we imagine them to be, for example, articles, but looking at the actual example, they are kind of fraud messaging. [. . . ] Combining them together as a single dedicated targeted test would not make too much sense for us to understand the performance on it.” — E1

Some of the dataset contained explicit sexual content and profanity, to which participants ascribed different value. UX1 argued for prioritizing model improvement resources towards use cases that aligned with their organization’s values (such as supporting small business owners), over explicit content. UX4 was far more accepting of explicit content, arguing that if users were translating that content, there was no reason to treat it differently.

Estimating Impact on Users

Participants assessed how severe the consequences of specific model failures would be for end users. They considered the stakes of the interaction mediated by the model [UX1, UX2, UX3], whether a failure was especially sensitive, e.g., offensive outputs, and how likely a user was to be misled if they were to receive an erroneous translation of this nature, such as an incorrect date [UX2].

In task T1 all participants looked at number mismatch translations (Figure 8.2). All participants skimmed the raw translations to focus on specific sub-cases of number translation, for instance how the model converts roman numerals, dates, or currency. Even though they could not read the Spanish translation, E2, UX2, and UX4 talked about wanting to find “obvious” errors where they could clearly see numbers changing from English to Spanish, e.g., 1,100 dollars to 100 dollars. An obvious error may not mislead a user, but could degrade their trust in the translation product. Participants dug into specific sub-cases through filtering and search in ANGLER to get a sense for the severity of an error:

“It’s a really nice way of quickly getting into the patterns to see whether or not we’re looking at something like a serious problem with translation or if it’s just kind of surface level formatting issues.” — UX4

Estimating Complexity of the Error

Practitioners wanted to prioritize annotation resources on more complex kinds of failures, rather than those that could be solved internally without additional annotations [UX1, E1].
For example, issues with translating numbers could be identified within the team by using regular expressions to match source and translations. For pattern-based failures, such as translating numbers or translating automated messages, E1 proposed trying data augmentation techniques first. Data augmentation includes increasing the samples and variations on existing data, e.g., the sentence “I ate breakfast on Sunday” can be duplicated to create a sentence for all the weekdays “I ate breakfast on Monday”:

“If it’s a lack of data issue, it should be very easy to augment the data for this particular example.” — E1

While they used train-ratio and familiarity metrics to identify potential coverage issues, directly inspecting the data gave them insight into whether a problem was complex enough to warrant annotation. E3, E2, and UX2 used the Embedding view to develop more nuanced hypotheses about how customers’ use of the model differs from the training data. Even within an apparently similar topic, participants used clusters of usage data with comparatively less training data to estimate subtopics that may need better coverage [UX1, E2, E3]. They used their experience to hypothesize why or why not an area of low-coverage might be difficult for the model. For instance a cluster with a lot of domain-specific language may be best improved by paying for additional annotations [E2].

While we had initially prompted practitioners to budget annotation resources between the challenge sets we gave them, more often we found that they wanted to prioritize subgroups within those sets to optimize annotation for the most complex and impactful issues.

We observed that practitioners were able to form more interesting and user-focused hypotheses for prioritization when they combined summary statistics with qualitative assessment of the data by reading sentences. Their use of ANGLER was promising evidence for the strength of a visual analytics approach in MT prioritization. At the same time, practitioners demanded more features for flexibly creating challenge sets and exploring more analytics lenses than the ANGLER prototype supported. We next discuss strengths and limitations of the tool to inform next steps.

Results: ANGLER Strengths and Usefulness

Develop Intuition for Model Behavior

Neural machine translation models are large language models that are not easily understandable even to those who have developed them [247]. We found that exploring data with ANGLER helped practitioners develop a deeper understanding of how their models work. UX4 said that “a lot of what I like to do is just develop my like, mental model of how our translation models are working.” Exploring challenge sets by the quality metrics gave E2 “some insights into the weaknesses of the model.” Given that practitioners’ intuitions about model weaknesses guide their future debugging effort (Section 8.3), this can bring value beyond identifying specific failures in the moment.
Develop Intuition for Translation Usage

Participants used the topic-based challenge sets to improve their understanding of how customers use their translation products. The *Keyword Spotlight*, *Sentence List*, and *Source Spotlight* were especially useful for participants to develop hypotheses about how people use the model and the context where they are using it [UX1, UX2, UX3, E3]. UX1 works in a user experience focused role and said that, “it helps us inform feature development when we understand the conversation topics that people are using [the model for].” While browsing the unit test challenge set based on mismatches in numbers between source and output, E3 imagined potential future features that could give users greater control over how different number formats are handled in translation, e.g., when to use Roman numerals or convert date formats.

Develop a Shared Interdisciplinary Understanding

UX-focused participants expressed excitement for using a visual analytics tool like *Angler* to broadly explore the use cases surrounding potential failure-modes—as opposed to a purely metrics-driven report that does not allow them to develop their sense of the use context. UX1 and E3 pointed out that being able to describe specific use cases makes it easier to engage cross-functional teams in planning and prioritizing product improvements and developments. UX1 wanted to spend time using *Angler* to “generate some insights about each of [the topics] in human understandable terms” that they could then present to other team members.

“Our [team members] come from a variety of backgrounds [. . .] not all of them are engineers. So it’s like, could I translate the high level findings here into something that they could understand in a brief?” — UX1

Using *Angler*, UX2 and UX3 even learned new insights about where the model performs unexpectedly well on specific kinds of inputs: “the date formatting changed. I didn’t even know if that’s something that we do” — UX2.

Discussing improvements in terms of use cases and specific customer needs not only supports internal cross-functional collaboration, but also makes it easier to acquire new data targeting specific topics from external vendors [UX1].

Results: *Angler* Limitations and Usability Issues

As we mentioned in Section 8.5, most participants did not assign concrete numbers in the annotation budgeting task T3. Partially this was a limitation of the study setup, since we provided participants with a long list of pre-made challenge sets in *Angler*, and there was not enough time for a participant to closely examine all of them. However, in many cases participants also wanted more information and analytics features to drive their prioritization than *Angler* provides — or else wanted to refine challenge sets from those we pre-made. A major design takeaway for future work is that although *Angler* is already a relatively
complex visualization tool, far more lenses and interactions were desired to complete the MT annotation prioritization task. We discuss these key areas for improvement next.

**Provide More Context and Comparison**

Participants wanted to contextualize the data they were seeing in each challenge set with reference to the overall distribution of data in the training data and usage logs. For example, UX3 and UX4 wanted to know what the average familiarity score was over all of the usage logs to interpret familiarity scores on specific challenge sets. Other participants suggested additional useful reference points, for instance, understanding overall ChrF score distribution by language pair [E2, UX3] or understanding the overall distribution of topics in the training data and usage logs [UX2, UX4]. E3 suggested that it would be helpful to be able to more easily compare challenge sets:

“It’s not so easy for me to compare them [challenge sets]. So it would be great if I can somehow select a cluster and compare them side by side.” — E3

**Support Authoring and Refining Challenge Sets**

Our focus in this work was on how visual analytics tools could support the process of prioritizing specific areas for improving MT models. Therefore, we chose two plausible methods for constructing challenge sets to use as examples in the study. While participants found those sets interesting, there was a clear need for future tooling to support challenge set creation in addition to exploration.

Participants wanted to search all of the data by specific terms [UX3, E3] and refine the unit test logic to better capture specific types of errors [E1, E2, UX2, E3, UX4]. UX4 even asked if they could onboard their own datasets that they already had available to explore them with ANGLER’s visualizations.

**Offer Advanced Export Options for Custom Analysis**

Two participants [UX1, E2] expressed a desire to conduct their own analyses on the data, e.g., conduct a custom analysis over time [UX1] or experiment with the underlying topic model [E2]. While ANGLER offers a simple export option, these options could be made more sophisticated to support users with advanced skills to build on the default visualizations.

**Expand Filtering and Sorting Capabilities**

Several participants found issues with the data filtering and sorting features that made it difficult to organize and prioritize data in the way they wished [UX1, E1, UX3, E3]. For example, two participants expected to be able to filter to all sentences containing all of the keywords selected, but the tool returned any such sentences [UX3, E3]. Two participants also struggled to keep track of which filters they had applied when navigating between views [E1,
UX3 suggests potentials to make the ability to view and remove filters more prominent in the interface. Two participants wanted to sort the Table View by multiple columns to be able to organize and prioritize sets by multiple metrics or factors, e.g., find large sets within the sets with the lowest average ChrF score [UX1, E1].

Validate and Extend Challenge Set Creation Methods

Grouping data using a topic model was a useful way for practitioners to explore data and better understand use cases for the model. However, it is not clear whether a group of sentences that are close together in a latent embedding space that was trained to group together sentences with similar meaning are also likely to be similarly difficult for an MT model.

There are certainly other dimensions by which to group data. As UX3 described,

“When I think about trying to determine where we’re doing poorly, there are a lot of dimensions you can look at. Topic is one, right? But there could be other dimensions, like how long the sentence is.” — UX3

In this chapter, we found that exploring challenge sets has the potential to help practitioners prioritize their model evaluation and development resources on issues that are important to end-users. An important direction for future work is to validate that the challenge sets presented indeed represent areas where the translation model performance is relatively weaker. For instance, rather than asking practitioners to allocate hypothetical budgets, they could allocate real budgets and have professional translators evaluate the challenge sets selected to see whether they were able to identify new model failure cases using Angler.

In general, we designed Angler to be agnostic to the method of generating challenge sets. Thus, research developing and evaluating methods for generating challenge sets can proceed in parallel to efforts to improve visual analytics support for exploring, comparing, and prioritizing them.

8.6 Discussion and Future Work

To conclude, we discuss our findings in the broader context of tooling for ML evaluation and debugging and highlight directions for future work.

Trade-offs Between Automation and Human Curation

Angler encourages MT practitioners to inspect training data and usage logs, so that they can better understand how end-users use MT models and detect model failures. Practitioners can then annotate related data samples and retrain the model to address detected failures. Since exploring raw data is a manual and tedious process, we introduce an approach that uses unit tests and topic modeling to automatically surface interesting challenge sets (Section
8.4). Our approach yields many challenge sets, but it still takes time for MT practitioners to inspect and fine-tune these sets. One might argue that we should automate the whole pipeline and have human raters annotate all extracted challenge sets. However, annotating MT data is expensive [160, 349]. In our study, some challenge sets reveal MT errors that are trivial, where MT experts hesitate to spend the budget to annotate the challenge sets (Section 8.5). Besides data acquisition prioritization, our mixed-initiative approach can also help users interact with raw usage logs and gain insights into the real-life use cases of MT models. Future researchers can use Angler as a research instrument to further study the trade-offs between automation and human curation for challenge set creation. To further reduce human effort, researchers can surface challenge sets more precisely before presenting them to MT practitioners.

**Generalization to Different Model Types**

We situate Angler in the MT context, as it is particularly challenging to discover failures for MT models due to the scarcity of ground truth and the high cost of human annotators (Section 8.2). However, our method is generalizable to different model types. In our formative interview study, we find that it is a common practice to use challenge sets to test and monitor NLP, computer vision, and time-series models (Section 8.3). ML practitioners can adapt our unit tests and topic modeling (clustering) approach to surface challenge sets for other model types. Consider an image classification model; practitioners could define perturbation-based unit tests to detect model weaknesses. For example, we would expect a model to give the same prediction when the input image is rotated, resized, or with different lighting [416, 249]. Then, we can create challenge sets by collecting images where the model’s prediction changes after adding image perturbations. Similar to topic modeling, practitioners could use embedding clustering [32, 96] and sub-group analysis [284, 302] to identify unfamiliar images from both usage logs and training data. For example, if an image classifier team receives a user’s complaint about a misclassification, they can use embedding-based image search [406] to identify similar images and create a challenge set. Finally, researchers can adapt Angler’s overview+detail design (Section 8.4) and open-source implementation (Section 8.4) to summarize extracted challenge sets and allow practitioners to explore and curate potentially error-prone images through different perspectives.

**Unit Tests for Machine Learning**

Researchers have argued that unit tests can help pay down the technical debt in ML systems [454, 453]. There are many different ways to apply unit tests to an ML system. For example, practitioners can write unit tests to validate the data quality [395, 446], verify a model’s behavior [424, 319], and maintain ML operations (MLOps) [171, 234]. In Angler, we design simple rule-based unit tests, such as if the source does not contain offensive words, then the translation should not either. We then apply these tests to the training data and usage logs to surface challenge sets (Section 8.4). Since they were intended to be a proof of
concept, our unit tests were blunt and imperfect. Still, MT practitioners in the evaluation study especially appreciated the unit tests, as they are powerful to detect glaring translation mistakes and yet are easy to adopt in the current model development workflow (Section 8.5). Therefore, we see rich research opportunities to study unit tests for ML systems. For example, future researchers could extend our unit tests to support MT data validation and MLOps in general. Researchers could also adapt ANGLER to design future interactive tools that allow ML practitioners to easily write, organize, and maintain unit tests for ML systems.

**Broader Impact**

To overcome the limitations of aggregate metrics on held-out test sets (Section 8.2), ANGLER uses real usage logs to help MT practitioners gain a better understanding of how their models are used and prioritize model failures. Drawing on usage data raises privacy and security concerns. All of the authors have received training and license to use usage logs from their institution for this research. Researchers adapting ANGLER should carefully consider the ethical implications of their choice of data source [38]. Before collecting usage logs, researchers need to obtain consent from the users [412] and compensate them when applicable [26]. Usage logs must be de-identified before viewing them with ANGLER. Finally, we encourage researchers and developers to thoroughly document their process of adopting ANGLER with new models and datasets [212], including how they approach these ethical considerations.

**8.7 Conclusion**

This chapter presents ANGLER, an open-source interactive visualization system that empowers MT practitioners to prioritize model improvements by exploring and curating challenge sets. To inform the design of the system, we conducted a formative interview study with 13 ML practitioners to explore current practices in evaluating ML models and prioritizing evaluation resources. Through a user study with 7 MT stakeholders across engineering and user experience-focused roles, we revealed how practitioners prioritize their efforts based on an understanding of how problems could impact end users. We hope our work can inspire future researchers to design human-centered interactive tools that help ML practitioners improve their models in ways that enrich and improve the user experience.
Figure 8.5: After a user selects a challenge set from the Table View, ANGLER presents the Detail View to help the user further analyze this set from diverse perspectives. (A) The Header shows the name and statistics associated with this challenge set. (B) The Filter Panel helps users keep track of the currently active filters. (C) The Timeline visualizes the usage log count over time, allowing users to focus on traffic data from a particular time window. (D) The Thumbnails and (E) Spotlight visualize diverse representations of sentences in this set—users can click different Thumbnails to switch the Spotlight, on which users can further filter sentences with particular attributes. (F) The Sentence List displays all sentences that meet the active filters, where users can inspect translations, search words, and remove sentences from this set.
Figure 8.6: The *Detail View* presents six options for the *Spotlight* to help users explore a challenge set from diverse perspectives. (1) **The Keywords** shows the most representative words in a set. (2) **The Embedding** uses a zoomable scatter plot with contour backgrounds to help users explore the high-dimensional representations of sentences in a set. (3) **The ChrF Distribution** allows users to inspect and filter training sentences by their ChrF scores. (4) **The Familiarity** helps users filter usage logs by the models’ familiarity scores. (5) **The Source Distribution** visualizes the usage log source as a horizontal histogram where users can filter usage logs from particular sources. (6) **The Set Overlap** allows users to see sentences that are also in other challenge sets.
Chapter 9

Cephalo: Leveraging Retrieval for Verifiable Machine Translation

Machine learning (ML) can be unsafe in high-stakes settings if users are unable to understand a model’s output and identify errors.\(^1\) In this chapter, I argue that one way to address this challenge is to help users understand what kinds of inputs are well supported by a system. I demonstrate this approach with Cephalo, a system that produces high-quality, verifiable translations of hospital discharge instructions. Cephalo uses two retrieval-augmented translation models to translate free-text instructions with reference to a database of professionally translated terms and phrases commonly found in discharge instructions. I developed Cephalo using over 3,000 emergency department discharge instructions in addition to publicly available medical domain data, and evaluated it in a user study with 18 participants. Compared to a typical neural machine translation system, Cephalo gives users a principled way to edit their inputs to a translation model to be more appropriate candidates for translation.

9.1 Introduction

Complex machine learning models fail in unpredictable ways. Many types of models produce outputs that are difficult for users to verify. For example, machine translation and code generation models take inputs in one language and produce outputs in a different (natural or computer) language, which the user may not understand. In these settings, it is difficult for a user to decide when they should rely on model output [276, 34, 506, 246]. Where possible, researchers have proposed providing users with explainable and interpretable models [523, 256, 257, 7, 308, 88] and setting appropriate expectations about what a model can and cannot do [276, 506]. However, such approaches are challenging to implement when the model can generate a wide range of outputs (e.g., text), and when error boundaries are highly stochastic.

\(^1\)Ana Milisavljevic, Elaine C. Khoong, Karan Bains, Katrin Jaradeh, Sylvie Venuto, and Niloufar Salehi contributed to the research presented in this chapter.
Figure 9.1: **Cephalo** leverages retrieval-augmented machine translation models to help users craft appropriate inputs for translation and verify translation outputs. **Cephalo** integrates two translation models: a template-based approach, which matches input sentences to a professionally translated template and terms; and a flexible approach that combines professionally translated sentences to produce output translations. The table view displays the templates, terms, and sentences that these models use. Users can craft inputs closer to the data in the table view to improve translation reliability. The detail view allows users to refine translations through actionable feedback.

and unpredictable [34]. Without support to identify and recover from model failures, it is risky to rely on these models in high-stakes settings.

One example is when patients and clinicians use machine translation models to communicate in healthcare settings. Although clear and trustworthy patient-clinician communication is essential, there are often major barriers to reliable and timely language support when patients and clinicians do not share a common language [327]. Some researchers suggest that machine translation could be helpful for bridging language barriers when human interpreters are not available [265, 458, 347]. However, others argue that this is too risky because these tools are not specialized for medical settings, and it is difficult to ensure that patients are getting correct information from the translations [500, 131]. While pre-translated resources can offer some verified translations, their lack of flexibility limits their utility for broader clinical communication [514]. Therefore, there is great potential for tools that balance flexibility and verifiability.

In this chapter, I argue that retrieval-augmented machine translation offers opportunities to balance the flexibility of machine translation and the verifiability of pre-translated resources. Retrieval-augmented methods use a retrieval index of verified translations to generate new translations. These approaches can help a user generate more reliable translations by verifying
that their inputs are similar to the data in the retrieval index. Because the retrieval index is bilingual, this verifiability does not require the user to speak the target language.

To demonstrate this idea, I designed Cephalo, a translation system for emergency department discharge instructions that relies on two different types of retrieval-augmented translation models. These models use a custom retrieval index that I developed using over 3,000 real emergency department discharge instructions, as well as three open sources of medical domain text data. I conducted a user study with 18 people to understand how Cephalo supports users to craft better inputs for machine translation.

I found that users were able to edit fictional discharge instructions to be closer to the retrieval index without changing the meaning. Their edits were specifically tailored to the strengths of the retrieval-augmented models. Participants preferred methods that gave clear and structured ways to verify how a translation was being generated, over more flexible methods that require a user to rely more heavily on their own judgment of input appropriateness.

I contextualize this work in the broader literature on interaction design for complex AI systems, specifically systems that produce outputs that users cannot directly verify. I argue that leveraging retrieval is one way to build a shared intent specification between the user and the system, that the user can then refine to ensure the system is achieving their goals. In some cases, developing such a specification requires constraining the scope of inputs that a system supports, but allows system designers to more precisely describe what a system can and cannot do. Ultimately, these new design patterns could increase users’ agency to decide how to use a system, informed by a clear understanding of that system’s capabilities and limitations.

9.2 Related work

This work builds on recent literature on human-centered AI, which seeks to design interaction patterns for AI systems that better meet the needs of users, developers, and other people who might be affected by a system [385, 276, 532, 178, 428, 17, 18, 5]. Here I review this literature and existing approaches to designing reliable machine translation systems. I also briefly review the literature on retrieval-augmented generation methods in natural language processing, which I used to build Cephalo. In the next section, I introduce the application domain of translation tools for hospital discharge instructions, and define the design goals for Cephalo.

Designing human-AI interaction

Recent advances in AI have resulted in a range of new possibilities and challenges for designing interactive user interfaces [17, 225, 211, 551]. These challenges stem from two main properties of AI systems: 1) uncertain capabilities: it is difficult to articulate what the system can and cannot do, and anticipate and mitigate unpredictable behaviors, and 2) output complexity:
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the more possible outputs for a model, the more difficult it becomes to assess reliability and sketch effective interactions [551]. These challenges make it difficult for end-users to detect and recover from model errors [34, 78], especially in the context of natural language systems (e.g., conversational agents, machine translation, and code generation systems), which have large input and output spaces, and complex, stochastic error boundaries [459, 27, 429]. To this end, researchers in human-computer interaction and CSCW have proposed design guidelines and methodological frameworks for the design of interactive AI systems, including making clear what the system can do and how well it can do it, as well as supporting efficient correction when the system makes an error [17, 496, 560, 91]. Techniques for implementing these guidelines include breaking down the task into smaller subtasks (e.g. LLM chains [542]), grounding interaction with reference to specific user goals [28, 305], and setting expectations of model behavior, e.g. by showing performance metrics or examples of model behavior, or providing controls over performance trade-offs [276, 93, 94, 91].

The gulf of execution and the gulf of evaluation are helpful conceptual tools in the design and development of AI systems [365, 436]. The gulf of execution refers to the gap between the user’s intentions and the actions that the system allows them to perform, while the gulf of evaluation refers to the difficulty of assessing the current state of the system and how well it supports the user’s understanding of that state. To bridge the gulf of execution, systems must make their functions discoverable, allow users to do what they wish within safe constraints, and maintain consistency with other tools. To bridge the gulf of evaluation, systems must give constant feedback to the user that is immediate and matches the user’s actions. Leveraging direct manipulation can also be helpful in providing immediate feedback to bridge the gulf of evaluation. One technique for bridging these gaps in AI systems is automatically inferring user intent based on their open-ended inputs [404, 533, 269], or showing the user a small number of possible intents and allowing them to pick one and change it [380, 27, 168]. In this chapter, I explore how retrieval from a set of verified input-output pairs can help bridge these gaps by more clearly specifying system capabilities and making explicit a system’s interpretation of users’ intent. Overall, designing AI systems that effectively bridge these gulfs is essential for creating systems that are usable, reliable, and verifiable for users.

Reliable machine translation

People often turn to machine translation (MT) systems because they need to communicate in a language they do not know, making it difficult for them to identify model failures [426]. The consequences of misunderstandings due to undetected MT errors can range from confusion, frustration, and embarrassment [427, 309, 197], to serious safety and human rights concerns [266, 526, 131, 51, 508].

With existing systems, users have limited strategies available to detect and recover from errors. If users know the output language, they can assess translation fluency, but neural MT models can produce very fluent but incorrect translations [332, 46]. If users can understand the input but not the output, they might compare the back-translation to the input to look for discrepancies [469, 343, 550, 345]. This approach also has limitations, since the model
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can introduce new errors in the back-translation step. Researchers have found that showing users multiple translation hypotheses from one or different models [167, 546], or providing additional linguistic and contextual information like keyword highlighting and definitions [166, 311] can help improve MT-mediated communication. Quality estimation models predict the quality of a translation without access to reference translations [482]. It is not yet clear how to integrate these various, uncertain signals of quality in a way that is useful and reliable for end-users [345, 561, 342, 337].

MT systems also give users little guidance regarding how they can be used [429]. Research has found that users try to avoid slang, idioms, and metaphorical language, and use correct spelling and grammar to improve model performance [426, 197]. However, it is hard for people to follow those guidelines in real communication and to adapt their behavior as systems are updated [427]. One approach is to interactively guide users to craft inputs within a model’s capabilities [340, 103], but these approaches have not been adapted to modern neural models. I build on this work by exploring how retrieval-augmented machine translation can give users insight into what kinds of inputs an MT system supports and offer better guarantees on output quality.

Retrieval-Augmented Generation in NLP

Retrieval-augmented language models have been developed in the field of natural language processing (NLP) for knowledge-intensive tasks (e.g., question answering, fact checking, and machine translation), where it is helpful for models to have access to verified information [304]. These approaches were motivated by language models’ difficulties with producing factual information, as well as the desire to trace model output back to its sources, and keep models’ implicit world knowledge up to date over time [304].

Given an input, retrieval-augmented language models retrieve examples from a retrieval index of verified input-output pairs (sometimes, but not necessarily, the model’s training data), and use those examples to inform its output. Researchers have proposed a range of architectures, some specialized for specific tasks [110], and others that work across multiple tasks [304, 262]. Some of these approaches retrieve relevant documents at a sequence level [205, 304, 110], while others retrieve a different set of relevant documents for each output token [262, 304, 261]. Retrieval-augmented generation generally refers to models that flexibly draw on several retrieved documents, although these are closely related to retrieve-and-edit approaches [205, 329, 328, 330, 226], which retrieve a single similar input-output pair and then edit the retrieved example to produce a final output.

CEPHALO uses a $k$-nearest neighbor machine translation model from Khandelwal et al. [262] and a template-based model that I developed, which is most similar to the retrieve-and-edit approach. I discuss each of these models in depth in Section 9.5. I build on the prior literature on retrieval-augmented models by exploring how retrieval can not only improve output quality, but also enable new kinds of user interactions that support verifiability.
9.3 Design goals for translating hospital discharge instructions

Cephalo is a tool for translating hospital discharge instructions. Here, I introduce this application domain and my design goals.

When a patient is discharged from the hospital, their care team will write instructions for them to take home. These patient discharge instructions typically describe why the patient came to the hospital, what tests and treatments they received while they were there, their diagnosis, and instructions for ongoing treatment, e.g. changes to their medications and follow-up appointments.

Written communication is a challenge when physicians and patients do not share a language. Even when a bilingual interpreter is available to discuss the instructions with the patient while they are still in the hospital, they may not have time to translate instructions for a patient to take home. This could be one factor contributing to systematically poorer post-discharge outcomes for patients in the U.S. with limited English proficiency [327].

One option is for clinicians to use machine translation to provide patients with their instructions in their preferred language [266]. Although using MT is not officially endorsed for use in clinical practice by any regulatory body, it is already widely unofficially used in written and verbal clinician-patient communication [336, 526, 513]. However, poor quality translations in this setting have the potential to cause serious harm to patients [266]. These risks are particularly high for patients who speak lower-resource languages [500]. Unfortunately, there is little to no guidance as to how users can mitigate these risks when using MT systems [500, 346, 414].

Phrase-based translation tools offer professional translations of a fixed set of statements. Clinicians and patients have expressed a preference for these tools over MT because communication is clearer and more reliable [514, 481, 379]. However, the usefulness and adoption of these tools is limited by their lack of flexibility. Some electronic health record (EHR) systems in the U.S. offer patient instructions that have been translated into several languages.\(^2\) However, patients often need instructions that are customized to their specific situation, and it is very difficult (or impossible) for clinicians to edit these translated materials if they don’t speak the target language.

Therefore, there exists a need for techniques that can balance the flexibility of open-ended MT tools with the reliability of pre-translated resources (Figure 9.2). Hospital discharge instructions offer a useful starting point to this work, since they are structured and repetitive but still require customization to individual patients. In fact, some hospital systems and public sources have developed templates for discharge instructions that offer providers an easy starting point that they can then customize. However, there is a lack of tooling to support customization of these multilingual resources in a way that is reliable and verifiable.

Figure 9.2: If there are no translators available, clinicians are faced with a choice between flexible but uncertain neural machine translation tools (left), and inflexible but verified pre-translated phrasebooks (right). I argue that retrieval-augmented translation methods, with appropriate user interface design, could provide a balance between flexibility and verifiability. I use two retrieval-augmented translation methods in this work: a flexible approach, based on Nearest Neighbor Machine Translation [262] (Section 9.5); and a template approach that I developed for discharge instructions (Section 9.5).

Based on prior research on translation needs in clinical settings and discussions within an inter-disciplinary research team of physicians and computer scientists, I determined five design goals for a translation system for hospital discharge instructions:

- **D1: Produce high quality translations.** Translations should be accurate, clear, and culturally appropriate.

- **D2: Allow users to verify translation quality without knowing the target language.** Users should be able to verify what information is communicated by a translation and avoid errors that could pose risk to a patient.

- **D3: Help users edit their input to improve translation quality.** It should be easy for users to understand system capabilities. Feedback should guide users towards well-supported inputs.

- **D4: Make efficient use of existing resources.** Flexibly re-using pre-translated materials can save resources and help prioritize the time and effort of human translators.

- **D5: Allow frequent and transparent updates to system capabilities.** Over time, the system should improve based on usage patterns and adapt to shifts in medical language. The costs of adding a new language should be relatively low across high- and low-resource languages.

I argue that Retrieval-Augmented Machine Translation models (Section 9.2) are one option for building systems that meet these design goals. Prior work has shown that retrieval can improve the performance of machine translation models, particularly for domain-specific
translation tasks like medical translation \((D1)\) \([262]\). These models draw on a retrieval index of translation pairs, meaning they make use of existing translated resources to improve translation quality \((D4)\).

**Cephalo** integrates two different kinds of retrieval-augmented translation: a flexible approach, based on the \(k\)-nearest neighbor machine translation architecture from Khandelwal et al. \([262]\), and a template approach, which uses a pre-defined set of templates, which can be flexibly filled with appropriate terms to generate full sentences (Figure 9.2). These two approaches do not require any augmentation of an underlying neural network, e.g. fine-tuning, making it very easy to add new translations to the retrieval index at any time \((D4, D5)\).

My hypothesis in this work is that retrieval-augmented translation models make it easier to design actionable feedback that could help a user verify translation quality and craft inputs that are appropriate for the models \((D2, D3)\). These models perform best on inputs similar to examples in the retrieval index. Since the index is bilingual, users can inspect the index to understand the system’s capabilities \((D5)\) and verify that their input can be translated well \((D2)\). If they see that their input is not close to the index, they could edit their input accordingly \((D3)\).

In the next section, I discuss how I built a custom retrieval index for translating hospital discharge instructions. In Section 9.5, I introduce the two retrieval-augmented translation models that I use in **Cephalo**. I then bring these two components together and introduce the **Cephalo** user interface in Section 9.6.

### 9.4 Building the Retrieval Index

My goal in this work is to show how retrieval-augmented MT can help users craft appropriate inputs for translation and verify translation quality. There are two main components to any retrieval-based translation model: a **retrieval index**, which is a set of verified translation pairs; and a **retrieval-augmented translation model**, which retrieves one or more examples from the index, and uses those to generate a final translation. In this section, I describe how I built a custom retrieval index for translating emergency department discharge instructions. In the next section, I introduce two models that use this index.

Ideally, we would want a large retrieval index that is specific to emergency department discharge instructions. One option would be to sample real discharge instructions from the hospital where the system will be used, de-identify them, and translate them into the target language. However, this approach is very costly and thus infeasible for early prototyping.

I reduce this cost by leveraging the structure and repetitiveness of the text to avoid collecting many extremely similar translations, mixing synthetic and real data sources, and using Google Translate to collect proxy reference translations. To reduce reliance on proxy reference translations, the largest data source is a parallel corpus of medical domain data that is used to train medical domain-specific translation models \([279, 262]\). This data is English-German, so I use German as the target language for prototyping **Cephalo**. Future work can easily extend this approach to other languages given a moderate translation budget.
The retrieval index contains four sources of synthetic and real medical domain data. First, I abstracted patterns from real discharge instructions, and use those patterns to generate realistic, synthetic sentences (Section 9.4). Second, I generated synthetic sentences from three widely used sources of discharge instruction templates (Section 9.4). I augmented this data with two sources that are closely related to discharge instructions: synthetic discharge summaries [287] (Section 9.4), and medication documentation from the European Medicines Agency [279, 9] (Section 9.4). In total, the retrieval index contains 8,706 sentence pairs: 641 from the custom synthetic discharge instructions, 912 from the online discharge instructions, 750 from the discharge summaries, and 7,044 from the medication documentation. I held out 2,083 pairs for model development and 2,022 as a test set for final model evaluation. The following sections describe each of these data sources in more detail. I conclude this section by describing how I translated the data and discussing the limitations of my method.

Real discharge instructions

To generate synthetic discharge instructions that reflect realistic language patterns, I curated sentence templates from real discharge instructions, then filled the templates using GPT-4. To evaluate this approach, I measured how much of the meaning of a held out set of real instructions could be conveyed using only templates.

Data collection

I collected 3,089 emergency department discharge instructions from the UCSF emergency department, written between November, 2016 and September, 2021. Prior to us accessing the data, the instructions were run through an open source de-identification tool designed specifically for clinical notes to remove personal health information (PHI) [364]. I further filtered the data to include only free-text instructions that were written in English.

I randomly split the real instructions into a training set of 2,324 instructions for generating synthetic data, a development set of 447 instructions for iterative use during development, and a test set of 200 instructions for final evaluation. In this chapter, I only use 25 of the test set instructions for evaluation. I split each set of instructions into sentences using an open-source sentence tokenizer [56]. After data filtering, there was a total of 2,971 instructions split into 20,790 sentences across the three data splits. I manually corrected errors in sentence segmentation and PHI redaction on the test set.

Generating synthetic source sentences

I used a mix of quantitative and qualitative data analysis to capture patterns in the training data. To reduce redundancy and avoid directly using any patient data in the system, I defined templates to summarize common sentences, e.g., “You were seen in the emergency department for [SYMPTOM],” then used GPT-4 to generate synthetic examples from each template.
To define templates, I trained a BERTopic model\(^3\) [186] to cluster the sentences in the training data into semantically similar groups. I analyzed the largest 63 topics to define templates that would cover the intent expressed in each cluster of sentences, stopping when she began to see more repetition in topics than new content.

A team of computer scientists and physicians iteratively refined and combined these templates to further reduce redundancy. In this stage, we went from 167 templates to 113 templates, grouped into 13 categories: “Greeting,” “Complaint,” “Consultation,” “Labs,” “Diagnosis,” “Treatment,” “Medication,” “At home instructions,” “Follow-up appointment,” “Discharge,” “Return instructions,” “Salutation,” and “Contact Information.” As I developed the translation models, we refined and added templates, ultimately converging on a final list of 163 templates that I evaluated on the test set.

Finally, for each template, I prompted GPT-4 to generate 10 sentences with the given template format with a zero-shot prompt\(^4\). 41 of the templates did not have any variables in them, so I did not generate synthetic data from those. I spot-checked the outputs at this stage to ensure they were realistic and true to the template. These 1,172 sentences formed the synthetic discharge instructions dataset. I used 600 synthetically filled templates plus the 41 templates without variables in the retrieval index. I held out 150 synthetically filled

---

\(^3\) The default parameters were effective for my purposes.

\(^4\) Full prompts in Appendix B.1.
sentences as the test set, and used the remaining 381 for development. Table 9.1 shows example sentences from the real discharge instructions, corresponding templates, and example synthetic sentences.

**Evaluation**

My goal with this method was to generate synthetic sentences that cover a wide range of topics that appear in discharge instructions. To evaluate my approach, I measured how much of the meaning in the 25 test set instructions can be conveyed using only templates.

**Method**  I matched each unique sentence in the test set (N=203) to its best equivalent template(s), or “None of the above.” I did two passes of this task to validate the selections. Two physicians on the team independently evaluated the matches and a third adjudicated disagreements (69 sentences, 34%). Disagreements between all three annotators were resolved through discussion (23 sentences). Each annotator rated the template’s adequacy at conveying the meaning of the original sentence on a five-point scale, following common practice in translation evaluation [101]. For any matches that did not convey all of the meaning (adequacy < 5 out of 5), the annotators judged the potential for harm to a patient if they received only the information conveyed by the template using an established three-point rating scale: clinically non-significant, clinically significant, or life-threatening potential harm [355]. After resolving disagreements, none of the sentences were rated as having life-threatening potential for harm, so I report results using a binary significant/non-significant scale. The annotators rated the sentences in order, so that they had the full context for each set of instructions. Evaluating translation quality is a nuanced and difficult task, and we found that evaluating template matches was similarly difficult, reflected in relatively low inter-annotator agreement. Given a larger number of annotators, future work could explore using continuous scales to improve reliability [180].

**Results**  60% of the sentences in the test set had matching template(s) that conveyed all or most of the meaning (adequacy ≥ 4 out of 5) (Figure 9.3). Overall, 31% of the best
available matches had the potential to cause clinically significant harm to a patient. The set of templates could be expanded to improve performance. 42 sentences (20%) did not have a match that conveyed even a little of the meaning (adequacy 1 out of 5). 23 of these sentences contained general information related to home activities (e.g. hand washing), or specific conditions (e.g. back pain), which could easily be added to the retrieval index and would likely apply to many patients.

In summary, the synthetic discharge instructions cover many but not all of the intents conveyed in the real emergency department discharge instructions. To improve the generalization of the retrieval index, I augment this data with three other data sources.

**Online discharge instruction templates**

I scraped 156 discharge instruction templates, which are commonly used as a starting point for emergency department discharge instructions, from three websites\(^6\) in October 2023. I split the instructions into sentences using an open source sentence tokenizer\(^{56}\), dropped the shortest 1% of sentences, and filtered data containing line breaks and special characters, as well as sentences containing only contact information for clinics (e.g. address, phone number, or opening hours). This process left 1,274 sentences, and 674 after dropping exact duplicates. Of these, there were 79 unique sentences that were templates (e.g. “You have been evaluated in the Emergency Department today for ***”). I filled these templates using GPT-4, as in Section 9.4, generating a total of 1,384 unique sentences. I split the data at the instruction level, holding out 15 instructions for development (168 sentences) and 15 instructions as a test set (291 sentences). The remaining 126 instructions (912 sentences) were added to the retrieval index.

**Synthetic discharge summaries**

I sampled 3,000 synthetic discharge summaries from the publicly available Asclepius dataset [287]. These notes were generated from publicly available case reports using GPT-3.5 Turbo and validated by clinicians. These notes differ from discharge instructions because they are intended for a clinical audience, not the patient, but they contain similar content. From these, I randomly sampled 2,000 notes to be a training set, and 500 each for development and test sets. I split each note into sentences on new lines and using an open-source sentence tokenizer [56], giving 72,028 sentences. Due to resource constraints, I further subsampled sentences from each of these sets. From the training data, I sampled 750 unique sentences to add to the retrieval index. From each of the development and test sets, I sampled 400 sentences for evaluation.

Medication Documentation

Lastly, I sampled 12,000 out of 248,099 English-German sentence pairs from the medical domain data in the multi-domains dataset from Koehn and Knowles [279], and cleaned and re-split by Aharoni and Goldberg [9]. This data originates from PDF documents from the European Medicines Agency [9]. During model development, I found that there were some poor quality source-translation pairs that were severely impacting evaluation results, so I further filtered this data based on source-target similarity.

I computed sentence similarity between source and reference sentences using Language-Agnostic BERT Sentence Embeddings [157]. I filtered to pairs with cosine similarity greater than 0.8 and where the English and German were not identical. I also filtered out any sentences in the bottom or top 1% of sentences by sentence length, with the percentile cutoffs computed separately for English and German sentences. Finally, I removed document identifiers by removing sentences containing “EU/”. This left 7,044 sentence pairs from the training data. I applied the same filtering procedure to the 2000 sentences in the development and test splits of this data, using the sentence length quantiles from the training set. This left 1,134 development set sentence pairs, and 1,181 test set pairs.

Translating the retrieval index

The real discharge instructions, the online discharge instructions, and the discharge summaries were all generated in English. For a real application, we would collect translations of all sentences in the retrieval index from professional medical translators and design rigorous quality assurance processes. To save resources during the iterative design process, I used Google Translate as a proxy for high-quality reference translations. I discuss the limitations of this approach in the next section.

Limitations

Developing and translating high-quality standardized language resources requires collective, sustained effort from clinicians, linguists, medical translators, and technologists [227]. My goal in this work was to explore how the existence of such a resource can enable new interactions with translation systems that support more reliable and safe translation of hospital discharge instructions. The retrieval index offers a useful starting point, but systems deployed in hospital settings should undergo a thorough and rigorous development and quality assurance process.

By generating synthetic discharge instructions from the largest topics in the topic model, I prioritized content that occurs frequently in the data. However, criteria other than frequency may also be important to consider, for example, whether a sentence carries particularly

---

7I collected German translations of the real discharge instructions in June 2023, the online discharge instructions in October 2023, and the discharge summaries in September 2023 using the Google Translate API.
safety-critical information, or whether it contains information that could be particularly
difficult for an MT model.

I generated synthetic sentences from templates without guidance as to how those templates
should be filled, so it is possible that these sentences could contain misleading information.
In a real application, any synthetically generated data should undergo more thorough quality
assurance.

Finally, I relied on Google Translate for proxy reference translations. Given I am working
with a high-resource language pair, it is likely that these translations are highly accurate,
but they may still contain errors [545]. Prior work has already demonstrated that retrieval-
augmented models improve machine translation performance [262]; my goal was to explore
how we can help people use these models more reliably. My assumption is that if users can
use the system to generate translations more consistent with proxy reference translations,
then they would also be able to do the same with higher quality, verified references. I strongly
advise against using proxy reference translations in any real system for clinical use.

9.5 Retrieval-Augmented Machine Translation

In the previous section, I described how I built a custom retrieval index for translating
hospital discharge instructions. In this section, I introduce two models that use the retrieval
index to generate translations. The first model is a nearest neighbor machine translation
\((k\text{NN-MT})\) model, as introduced by Khandelwal et al. [262]. This model retrieves a new set
of examples to predict each output token. This approach can improve translation quality
on inputs close to the retrieval index, while still allowing flexibility. The second approach
sacrifices some of this flexibility to further increase verifiability. This approach matches an
input sentence to one of the templates I developed in the previous section (9.4), and fills
the template with relevant terms to produce a final translation. For each of these models, I
describe the implementation, evaluate the model’s performance, and discuss how it supports
verifiability.

Nearest Neighbor Machine Translation

First, I introduce the nearest neighbor machine translation model as described in Khandelwal
et al. [262], then describe and evaluate my implementation. Finally, I propose two metrics for
helping users verify outputs and improve their inputs to this model: utilization and relevance.

Background

First, I describe how a \(k\text{NN-MT}\) model works, so that I can define utilization and relevance
in Section 9.5. I refer readers to Khandelwal et al. [262] for complete details. I have stayed
consistent with their notation and terminology as much as possible.

Let \(s = (s_1, ..., s_{M_1})\) be an input sequence that we would like to translate into a sequence
in the target language, \(t = (\hat{t}_1, ..., \hat{t}_{M_2})\). A \(k\text{NN-MT}\) model is built on a pre-trained neural
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machine translation model, which we will refer to as the baseline model. The retrieval
mechanism is added to the baseline model’s decoder, and retrieves the $k$ nearest neighbors at
each generation step (each time it needs to predict a target token $\hat{t}_i$).

Recall that the retrieval index consists of source sentence-reference translation pairs. Given
a source sequence $s$ and a reference translation $t$, we refer to each token $t_i \in t$ as a target

token, and the source sequence and preceding target tokens, $(s, t_{1:i-1})$, are the corresponding
translation context. The datastore for a $k$NN-MT model is a map from translation context
to target token, for each target token in each source-target pair in the retrieval index. The
keys in this map are high-dimensional embeddings of the translation context, in this case as
computed by the baseline model’s decoder. Let $f$ represent the decoder embedding step. Let
$\mathcal{R} = (s, t)$ be the retrieval index of source-target pairs. The key-value pairs in the datastore
$\mathcal{D}$ are then: $(f(s, t_{1:i-1}), t_i)$, $\forall t_i \in t, \forall (s, t) \in \mathcal{R}$.

Given an input sentence to translate, an autoregressive neural MT model generates a
probability distribution over its vocabulary ($\mathcal{V}$) at each generation step, based on the input
sequence and the previously generated tokens: $p_{MT}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$, $\forall t_i \in \mathcal{V}$. A $k$NN-MT model
augments $p_{MT}$ with a separate probability distribution over the vocabulary induced by the
$k$ nearest neighbors in the datastore. Given source sentence $s$ and partial generation $\hat{t}_{1:i-1}$,
we take the embedding of this translation context, $f(s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$, and retrieve the $k$-nearest
neighbors ($\mathcal{N}$) in the datastore using a distance function $d$ (I use squared-$L^2$ distance,
following Khandelwal et al. [262]). The neighbors are then used to compute a distribution
over the vocabulary, by taking the negative distances between the input translation context
embedding and the neighbor embeddings, flattening the distribution using a softmax function
with temperature $T$, and aggregating by target token:

$$p_{kNN}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}) \propto \sum_{(k_j, v_j) \in \mathcal{N}} \mathbb{1}_{t_i = v_j} \exp \left( \frac{-d(k_j, f(s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}))}{T} \right)$$ (9.1)

This distribution is then linearly interpolated with the baseline model:

$$p(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}) = \lambda p_{kNN}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}) + (1 - \lambda)p_{MT}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$$ (9.2)

The number of neighbors retrieved at each step, $k$, the softmax temperature parameter
which flattens the $p_{kNN}$ distribution, $T$, and the interpolation parameter, $\lambda$, are tunable
hyperparameters.

Implementation

I implemented a nearest neighbor machine translation model on top of an open-source neural
MT model for English to German translation\(^8\). I extended the HuggingFace transformers

---

\(^8\)I use the opus-mt-en-de model, developed by the Language Technology Research Group at the
University of Helsinki and trained on the OPUS training data https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/
opus-mt-en-de
library to support nearest neighbor decoding.

The retrieval index contains 8,706 sentence pairs. I computed 512-dimensional embeddings of each translation context in the retrieval index using the final hidden layer of the baseline model’s decoder. This generated a datastore of 264,457 key-value pairs. Note that this is an order of magnitude smaller than the datastore used by Khandelwal et al. [262] for their medical domain-specific experiments, and 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than their largest datastores. The size of the datastore was constrained by data availability, translation cost, and the need to reduce latency for interactive use. One of my contributions in this work is demonstrating the feasibility of these models in lower resource settings, in terms of data, storage, and/or compute resources.

Khandelwal et al. [262] use beam search to generate translations. I use greedy search for the sake of simplicity in implementation and interface design, which likely leads to lower translation performance. I leave extension to beam search to future work.

Evaluation

Khandelwal et al. [262] achieved a BLEU score of 54.35 on medical domain data with a datastore of 5.7 million key-value pairs, an improvement of 14.5 BLEU over their baseline model. Their findings clearly demonstrate that $k$NN-MT models have significant potential to improve translation quality in specific domains. Here, I evaluate the model to validate my implementation and measure performance with a much smaller datastore.

I evaluated the model on the four data sources that are represented in the datastore: synthetic discharge instructions, online discharge instructions, synthetic discharge summaries, and medication documentation. I used the development sets to tune model hyperparameters and debug the retrieval index, and I report evaluation results on the test sets. I chose three different models to evaluate on the test set, all with $\lambda = 0.5$. The first model uses $k = 32$ neighbors at each step and softmax temperature $T = 1000$. The second model tests model performance with fewer neighbors, using $k = 10$ and $T = 1000$. The last model uses $k = 10$ and $T = 100$. I measured model performance using corpus BLEU [381] and ChrF [398] and used paired system-level resampling methods for significance testing [278].

On the two discharge instructions datasets, the 10-NN models outperform the baseline model by between 20-25 BLEU and 11-18 ChrF (Table 9.2). For the other datasets, the $k$NN models with $T = 1000$ performed comparably to the baseline model. This suggests that we can use a $k$NN model with a small number of neighbors and relatively small retrieval index on in-domain data with great advantage when the domain is very structured and repetitive, and without detriment to translation quality in more variable domains. The model with $k = 10$ and $T = 1000$ is the best performing model across domains, so I use this model as the default $k$NN model in the next section. Next, I explore how we can help users assess whether their inputs are likely to be translated well by the $k$NN-MT model.

---

*https://github.com/huggingface/transformers*
Table 9.2: Corpus BLEU score for the $k$NN-MT models and baseline translation model across the four domain-specific datasets in the retrieval index: real discharge instructions (R-DCI); online discharge instructions (O-DCI); synthetic discharge summaries (DCS); and medication documentation (Meds). The model with $k = 10$ and $T = 1000$ is most consistently high performing across datasets. Retrieval improves performance significantly for the two discharge instructions datasets, but does not improve performance over the baseline model for the other datasets. Bold: $p < 0.01$; bold italics: $0.01 < p < 0.05$.

Supporting Verification and Repair: Utilization and Relevance

My goal is to surface information to end users that would help them identify and recover from poor quality translations. In this section, I propose two sentence-level metrics that could help a user understand how the model is behaving on a specific input sentence: neighbor utilization and neighbor relevance. Intuitively, these metrics measure how much the retrieved neighbors are being used to predict the output tokens, and, when they are being used, how similar those neighbors are to the input sentence.

Using the same notation from the previous section, assume we have an input $s$ and the model generates a translation $\hat{t} = (\hat{t}_1, ..., \hat{t}_M)$. Since we are using greedy search, each output token can be described by:

$$\hat{t}_i = \text{argmax } p(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}).$$

Recall that a nearest neighbor MT model generates output tokens $p(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$ by interpolating between the baseline model’s predictions $p_{MT}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$ and the nearest neighbor distribution $p_{kNN}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1})$. We define the “neighbor-voted” token $\hat{t}_{i,kNN}$ as:

$$\hat{t}_{i,kNN} = \text{argmax } p_{kNN}(t_i|s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}).$$

For each token $\hat{t}_i$, let $u_i$ be an indicator variable for whether the final output token agreed with the neighbor-voted token:

$$u_i = 1 (\hat{t}_i = \hat{t}_{i,kNN}).$$
Then, we can define utilization ($U$) and relevance ($R$) for a source sentence, $s$, and translation hypothesis, $\hat{t} = (\hat{t}_1, ..., \hat{t}_M)$, based on $(u_1, ..., u_M)$ and the distance function $d$. Utilization is the proportion of output tokens that agreed with the neighbor-voted token:

$$U(s, \hat{t}) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} u_i. \tag{9.3}$$

Relevance is the average distance to the nearest utilized neighbor$^{10}$:

$$R(s, \hat{t}) = \frac{-\sum_{i=1}^{M} u_i \times \min_{(k_j, v_j) \in N_i, \hat{t}_i = v_j} \left(d(k_j, f(s, \hat{t}_{1:i-1}))\right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} u_i}. \tag{9.4}$$

All of the information used to compute these metrics is generated as a byproduct of model inference.

**Evaluation** On the test set, I found that translation quality (measured using sentence BLEU and sentence ChrF) is correlated with relevance, especially when utilization is high (Figure 9.4). By definition, utilization and relevance are also highly correlated. The BLEU score for the $k$NN-MT model on sentences in the top 20% by relevance score (across all test sets) was 73.04 (compared to 48.34 over the entire test set). These sentences may be slightly easier than average, as the BLEU score for the baseline model was also higher (52.63 compared to 43.97), however the improvement is significantly larger with the $k$NN-MT model.

One way to interpret this finding is that when the model relies heavily on the neighbors to predict tokens (high utilization), the quality of the translation is heavily dependent on the relevance of those neighbors. When utilization is low, the relevance of the neighbors is less predictive of translation quality because they are not influencing the translation very much. Therefore, *we want a user to write sentences that are similar to the datastore*, which we can quantify as high utilization.

$^{10}$I chose this formulation to convey to a user how relevant the examples that are being used are. An alternative formulation could use the distances to the neighbors over all generation steps, which may be more informative when utilization is low.
and high relevance. Low utilization and relevance does not guarantee that a translation will be poor quality, but it is less likely that it will be consistent with the verified translations in the datastore.

In isolation, this approach differs little from other quality estimation methods for machine translation, which predict translation quality from source and hypothesis, and possibly model information (e.g. attention scores) [482]. However, the retrieval component of this approach allows us to provide more actionable information about how a user can change their input to increase the likelihood of a high quality translation (e.g., rephrase to be closer to the datastore). I discuss my approach to designing useful and actionable information using these metrics in Section 9.6.

Template approach

The second model matches input sentences directly to the discharge instruction templates that I developed in Section 9.4, and then fills the template with relevant terms in the target language. I hypothesized that this method would be less flexible than the \( k \)NN-MT approach, since it only works when there is a template that conveys the same meaning as the input sentence, but would provide better and more interpretable guarantees on output quality in those cases.

Given a source sentence, we generate a translation in three steps: first, we retrieve a template that conveys the same meaning as the source sentence; second, we extract entities from the source sentence to fill that template (e.g. symptoms, medications); third, we fill the template with the terms in the target language and edit it for fluency. In this section I describe and evaluate my approach to each of these steps.

Template retrieval

The first step is to retrieve a template that is similar to a source sentence. I started with a very simple retrieval model, ranking templates based on cosine similarity between high-dimensional sentence embeddings of the template and the source sentence. I used the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model from the HuggingFace sentence-transformers library\(^{11}\) to compute 384-dimensional sentence embeddings. This model is specialized for tasks like semantic search and clustering.

Evaluation I evaluated the retrieval component on two data sources: the test set of 25 real discharge instructions that I used to evaluate the templates themselves in Section 9.4; and the synthetic discharge instructions test set of 150 sentences. I computed high-dimensional semantic sentence embeddings of the test set sentences and the 163 templates using the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model. For each sentence in the test set, I retrieved the top 10 templates, ranked by cosine similarity between sentence embeddings.

\(^{11}\)https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-MiniLM-L6-v2
In Section 9.4, I found that 60% of the sentences in the real discharge instructions test set have a matching template that conveys all or most of the meaning. For those sentences, the best available template was the retrieval model’s top result 34% of the time, and in the top 10 70% of the time. The synthetic discharge instructions test set was constructed from the templates, and therefore every sentence in that set has a template that should convey close to all of the meaning. The top-1 template matched the original template 57% of the time (85 out of 150 sentences).

We cannot expect 163 templates to cover all of the things that a doctor might want to write in discharge instructions. Therefore, we would only want to suggest a template to a user when we think the top retrieval result is a good match for the input. To avoid suggesting irrelevant templates, I define a minimum threshold on cosine similarity for retrieval. With a higher cutoff, the model suggests fewer templates, but a higher proportion of the suggestions are good. A lower cutoff means that the model suggests templates more often, but a user would need to override more of those suggestions. With a threshold of 0.8, 10 sentences (5%) in the test set of 25 real discharge instructions have at least one similar template, and the top result is a good match for the input sentence for 7 of those 10. With a threshold of 0.6, 39% of sentences have a retrieval result and 44% of the top-1 retrievals are good. The choice of threshold in practice would depend on a user’s tolerance for correcting model errors. I use a threshold of 0.6 in Cephalo.

Prior work on edit-based models have used a task-specific retrieval model, which has been specifically trained to retrieve inputs that are easiest for the editor model to edit to generate a good output [205]. In the case of machine translation, a simple and intuitive choice would be to use encoder hidden state representations from an NMT model, rather than a general purpose sentence embedding model. I leave exploration of optimal retrieval modules to future work.

**Entity extraction**

Once we have selected a template, the next step is to extract entities from the source sentence, which we will use to fill the template. I used GPT-3.5 Turbo to extract entities from the source sentence. The templates contain 13 different categories: “Medication,” “Symptom,” “Time,” “N” (number), “Clinic,” “Condition,” “DEID” (deidentified information), “Test,” “Units,” “Frequency,” “Treatment,” “Office,” and “Measurement.” I found that attempting to extract all of these entity types from every sentence generally led to hallucination of entities that did not appear in the source sentence. Instead, I only prompted the model to extract the entities from the sentence that appear in the selected template.

The template filling step requires professional translations of all of these terms. For a real use case, I would integrate professionally translated knowledge bases, ontologies, and dictionaries, to provide a comprehensive termbase. For the sake of rapid prototyping, I developed an initial term base of 893 terms from the real discharge instructions dataset.
using a mix of Apache cTAKES™, regular expressions, and spaCy13. I pre-translated those terms using Google Translate. When a term is extracted in interactive use that is not in this termbase, we add it by calling the Google Translate API. In practice, we would need to warn a user that a specific term is not in the termbase.

**Evaluation** I extracted the relevant terms from each sentence in the synthetic discharge instructions test set, giving 303 terms. Of these, 138 were also extracted by the entity extraction module (46% accuracy). While this was sufficient for prototyping, future work could integrate custom clinical entity extraction modules to improve performance, for instance, a clinical text information extraction tool like Apache cTAKES™, or a clinical language model (e.g. [474, 287]).

**Template filling**

The final step is to take the selected template and extracted terms, each of which has a corresponding reference translation, and fill the template with the terms to generate a fluent output sentence in the target language. I used GPT-3.5 Turbo with a three-step prompt chain: first, we prompt the model to fill the template with the terms, given the input sentence (English), template (German) and terms (German); next, we ask the model whether the output from the first step is correct German grammar; finally, if the answer to the previous prompt is no, we prompt the model to correct the grammar14. I developed this prompting approach through iterative testing in several target languages (Spanish, French, Farsi, Chinese, and Malayalam) with speakers of those languages; this suggests my approach could likely generalize across target languages with further development.

**Evaluation** To evaluate the editor model, I use the synthetic discharge instructions generated from the templates, which by construction have a good match template. To isolate the performance of the edit step, I manually match these sentences to their corresponding template, and extract the correct terms. Then, I compared the output of the template filling prompt-chain on these templates and terms to the reference translation of each synthetic sentence using BLEU and ChrF.

The corpus BLEU score on the 150 test set sentences was 42.26 (compare to baseline model 39.87, and best kNN-MT model 66.28 (Table 9.2)) and ChrF was 68.48. In some cases, GPT-4 added additional content to the template during the synthetic sentence generation, and in other cases the reference translations for the synthetic sentences did not match the reference translation for the template. In either case, automatic metric are limited for measuring the performance of the template filling step. Excluding these left 120 sentences, on which the model had slightly better performance (BLEU: 44.46; ChrF: 70.13). Still, the model

---

12https://ctakes.apache.org/
13Full details and examples in Appendix B.1.
14Full prompts in Appendix B.2.
surprisingly underperforms compared to the $k$NN-MT models. I noticed that GPT-3.5 Turbo sometimes edited the translation quite significantly in the template filling process. While this does not necessarily mean the translations were incorrect, it does make it more difficult to support verifiability. Future work could build on a growing body of work on edit-based models [205, 329, 328, 330] to develop models that make the minimum possible edits to the template and term translations to produce fluent and adequate outputs.

Supporting Verification and Repair: Visualizing Template Filling

The template approach has three steps: we retrieve a relevant template, then extract terms to fill the template, then fill the template with the terms in the target language and edit for fluency. A major advantage of this approach is that the first two steps happen entirely in the source language, and are therefore directly verifiable and correctable by an end-user. A user can compare a template and extracted terms to the original input sentence, decide whether they convey the intended meaning, and if not, select alternative template(s) and term(s) if they exist. If the user finds that there are no relevant templates, they could switch to the more flexible $k$NN-MT model.

The design challenge for this approach is communicating to a user how well the edit model is performing to generate a consistent and fluent translation of the template, filled with the selected terms, in the target language. The system must be usable by someone with no target language fluency, so we cannot expect the user to be able to directly verify that the template filling has been done correctly. Pilot studies suggested that users try to assess how much the template has been edited to assess quality. To support this heuristic, I visualize the edits between the template translation and the filled translation using green for any added text that did not appear in the template and blue for the term translations.

In the previous section, I explored how to help a user both identify failures and recover from failures with $k$NN-MT. With this model, I focus on identifying failures, with the assumption that a user would switch to $k$NN-MT as a recovery mechanism. Future work could look into more recoverable quality estimation approaches for edit-based models.

9.6 Cephalo

**Cephalo** is a system designed to help users craft appropriate inputs for MT. **Cephalo** does this by relying on the two retrieval-augmented translation models I introduced in the previous section: a nearest neighbor machine translation model [262], and the template approach. I describe **Cephalo** in this section, then evaluate it in a user study in the next section.

**Cephalo Interface**

**Cephalo** has three main interface components: the sentence view; the table view; and the detail view.
Figure 9.5: CEPHALO has three main interface components: the sentence view (A); the table view (B); and the detail view (C). The sentence view shows each sentence in a document as an individual block, color-coded by the selected translation method. When a user clicks on a sentence block, they can edit the text, and view details about the translation in the table view and detail view. The table view lets users explore the retrieval index. The detail view shows details about the selected translation, and lets the user switch between translation methods. In template mode, the detail view lets a user select a template, add and remove terms, and view the final translation. In flexible mode, the detail view shows the final translation with actionable feedback about when to rephrase based on utilization and relevance scores.
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Sentence view

The sentence view shows each sentence in a set of instructions as a block. The block is shown color coded based on which translation method is currently being used to translate that sentence. I call the \( k \)NN-MT approach the flexible approach in the interface, to reduce jargon and highlight its distinguishing advantage with respect to the template approach. Users can click on a sentence block to see detailed analysis of that sentence in the detail view, and templates or sentences used to translate that sentence in the table view. Users can edit sentence text and add sentence blocks at any position. A toggle above the sentences allows users to choose whether they would like to display the translation outputs; since users are not expected to read the target language, I make this optional and give any text in German low visual priority.

My goal is to guide users to improve their inputs. Since analysis is performed at a sentence level, I chose to design the sentence view in a block format to simplify implementation and focus users’ attention on the sentence-level analysis. In a realistic use case, a more standard text editor would be a more appropriate input interface.

Table view

The table view allows users to explore the data in the retrieval index. Users can filter the data by type (sentence, term, or template), and a search bar supports full text search. Users can click on any row in the table to see the reference translation. A button in each row allows users to copy the English text from the table to the clipboard so they can add it to their input in the sentence view.

When a sentence is selected, the table shows data relevant to its translation. If the sentence is being translated with the template approach, the table shows all available templates, ranked by similarity to the selected source sentence. Users can click the “use” button next to any template in the table to override the suggested template. If the sentence is being translated with the flexible approach, the table shows all of the sentences retrieved as a nearest neighbor at any decoding step of the translation, ranked by how many times it was retrieved over the entire output translation. The “used for translation” filter is only available when a sentence is selected that is being translated with the flexible approach.

Detail view

The detail view shows more information about the translation of the selected sentence. When no sentence is selected, the detail view shows the number of sentences being translated with each method, and tells the user to select a sentence to see its analysis. When a sentence is selected, the detail view shows the source sentence, the hypothesis translation, and details specific to the method selected. Users can override the automatically suggested translation method using a dropdown in the detail view.

For sentences translated with a template, the detail view shows the source sentence, the selected template (and translation), the terms extracted (and translations), and the
hypothesis translation (template filled with terms), color coded to show the results of the template filling step. The template is shown in a dropdown containing the top-10 templates, making it easy to override the default.

For sentences translated with the flexible approach, the detail view shows the source sentence, the hypothesis translation, and actionable feedback based on the utilization and relevance scores for the translation. If utilization is low, then the system warns the user that the translation is not using the database very much, and suggests rephrasing (Figure 9.7). If utilization is high and relevance is low, the system warns the user that the translation is using sentences from the database that are not relevant to their input, and that the risk of translation errors is high. Again, the actionable suggestion is to rephrase the input sentence to be closer to the retrieval index. In each case, the user is given a short warning in the sentence view and a longer feedback message in the detail view. If relevance is moderate to high and utilization is moderate to high, then there is no warning in the sentence view, and the longer feedback tells the user: “the system is using the sentences in the database (a lot), and they are (very) relevant to your input. The translation is likely to be consistent with the translations in the database.” I defined low, moderate, and high utilization and relevance based on quantiles of these scores on the test set (low: 0-40th percentile; moderate: 40-60th percentile; high: 60-100th percentile).

The detail views are early prototypes designed to test what kinds of information could be useful for users to identify poor candidates for translation, and improve those inputs. During iterative prototyping, I tested showing quantitative sentence-level utilization and relevance scores, as well as token-level utilization (Figure 9.6), but found that it was difficult for people to interpret and act on this information. Future work could explore other kinds of information that could make the feedback more actionable or interpretable, e.g., automatic rephrasing suggestions or dictionary-based backtranslation (Figure 9.6).

**Implementation**

I built the front-end user interface using Svelte and hosted it as a static webpage on U.C. Berkeley enterprise GitHub pages. For the baseline neural MT model and the kNN-MT model, I ran model inference in Python 3 on Google Colab with a High-RAM T4 GPU. For
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Figure 9.7: CEPHALO warns users when an input sentence has low utilization (high or low relevance), or high utilization and low relevance. A short warning appears in the sentence view (top) and actionable feedback is provided in the detail view (bottom).

the template approach, I queried GPT-3.5 Turbo through the OpenAI API for Python and translated terms that were not already in the termbase using the Google Cloud Translate API.

Before each user study session, I started a Flask server in the Colab notebook and forwarded requests from the front end user interface to the Flask server using an ngrok agent. The data and code is entirely open source,\textsuperscript{15} allowing anyone to use the tool, given they have access to a Google Colab notebook with GPU\textsuperscript{16}, an ngrok account, an OpenAI account, and optionally a Google Cloud Project with the Cloud Translate API enabled.

\subsection*{9.7 User Study}

Thus far, I have argued that retrieval-based methods can help users estimate translation quality and improve their inputs to a translation model because the retrieval index gives us a clear definition of a “good input” (inputs for which we can retrieve highly relevant examples). In this section, I evaluate these ideas in a user study with CEPHALO.

\subsubsection*{Recruitment}

I recruited 18 people through personal contacts and U.C. Berkeley Xlab. Participants were required to: be over the age of 18; be affiliated with U.C. Berkeley; have learned English as (one of) their first language(s); and not be able to read any German. In a pre-survey I asked people about their prior experience with machine translation, and their attitudes about the strengths and limitations of machine translation systems. In a post-survey, participants self-reported their age, gender, occupation, and area of study (if they were a student).

\textsuperscript{15}Code will be open sourced upon publication.

\textsuperscript{16}GPUs are currently available on the Colab free tier, although without High-RAM and not guaranteed at all times.
Participants were between 18 and 27 years old (median: 22 years). 12 participants were female, 5 male or man, and 1 non-binary. 17 were students and 1 was a teacher. Six of the students were in a computer science or data science program.

The goal of this study is to gain insight into what kinds of information from retrieval-augmented translation models could be helpful for supporting translation verifiability. A limitation of this study is that participants are not clinicians, and the participant sample is heavily skewed towards undergraduate students at U.C. Berkeley. While I believe my findings still offer valuable insight to guide the design of verifiable translation tools, future work is necessary to apply my insights to design tools that could be used in clinical settings. I discuss these limitations and opportunities for future work in more detail in Section 9.8.

Study protocol

I conducted a within-subjects think-aloud user study to understand how people use CEPHALO to craft inputs that are more appropriate for translation. Each participant used CEPHALO to translate a set of fictional discharge instructions, written by physicians on the research team. Participants were asked to edit the instructions to improve the translations if and where they felt it was necessary.

As a control, I showed a stripped back version of CEPHALO, with only the sentence view (Figure 9.8). The translation model in the control condition was the baseline neural MT model. The control condition reflects the level of information provided by most MT products, input and translation only, while using the same interaction design as the full CEPHALO interface.

Participants edited the same set of instructions twice: first in control mode, then using CEPHALO. I randomized the set of instructions each participant saw to be one of three 17 options: one about a skin infection; one about fainting; and one about alcohol consumption. I did not randomize the order of the control and treatment conditions because I found during the pilots that learning effects were very strong after having seen CEPHALO.

The first four sessions were pilot sessions to finalize the study design, and catch major bugs and usability issues. After the fourth session, I finalized the system design and study protocol. I include the pilot sessions in the qualitative analysis but not the quantitative

---

17Two physician authors of this paper wrote 20 fictional discharge instructions each. I ran each of these instructions through CEPHALO and chose the three to use in the user study based on length (4-5 sentences because of time constraints), and a mix of sentences with and without template suggestions.
analyses. I stopped running sessions when I was no longer seeing new strategies for error identification and repair.

I began each session by introducing the system in the control mode, and explaining the task: edit the instructions to improve the translations, if necessary. When the participant said they had no more changes to make, I asked them which sentences they were most and least confident would be translated well and why.

Next, I introduced the interactive CEPHALO interface, and asked them to repeat the task. I reset the instructions to the original text at this point. During the task, I helped participants if they needed help navigating the interface and understanding system output, but I did not give any guidance about what would improve the translations. When they finished, I again asked them which sentences they were most and least confident would be translated accurately and why. In a brief post-interview, I asked them how they approached these tasks overall, whether they had a preference between the template and flexible approaches, and whether the activity affected their perspective on automatic translation tools. Pilot sessions were approximately an hour, and the remaining sessions were 45 minutes.

Data Analysis

The study data included transcripts and usage logs from 18 study sessions. I analyzed the data using qualitative and quantitative methods to understand how people used CEPHALO to identify and recover from errors in translations.

Qualitative data analysis

I recorded and transcribed each of the 18 sessions for qualitative analysis. During the task, I asked participants to think out loud and explain the edits they were making. I conducted two rounds of line-by-line coding on the transcripts, and memoing both between sessions and during analysis [338]. After the second round of coding, the code book contained eight high-level codes: factors (that make a sentence a good or bad candidate for translation), both generally and specific to the retrieval-augmented methods; verification (error identification strategies); revision (error repair strategies); source of beliefs (about translation difficulty); challenges; and give up/move on (without being totally confident in translation accuracy). Next, I combined second-level codes and drew connections between codes to organize findings around strategies for error identification and recovery in each condition.

Quantitative data analysis

The quantitative data includes time on task and participants’ final edits, with corresponding model outputs. I only include quantitative data from P5-P18, as P1-P4 were pilot participants who each saw a slightly different version of the system and/or instructions.

I calculated time on task from the study transcripts. For each sentence in each condition, usage log data included the final edited source sentence, the selected translation method
(template or flexible; treatment condition only), and the translation outputs for all three translation models (baseline, kNN-MT, and template). For sentences where users chose to use a template, I added their intended source sentence by filling their selected template with their selected terms in English.

My main hypothesis was that people would edit the instructions to be closer to the retrieval index when using Cephalo, but not when editing without guidance (control). I use the relevance score from the kNN-MT model to measure how close users’ inputs were to the retrieval index. As a second outcome, I measured translation consistency with the translations in the retrieval index using the BLEU score relative to proxy reference translations from Google Translate\(^{18}\) for the baseline and the kNN-MT models. I used resampling methods to estimate uncertainty in BLEU scores \([278]\), and a linear mixed-effects model to estimate the effect of the treatment on similarity to index, with a random intercept and slope for each original source sentence that participants edited \([76]\)\(^{19}\). I also report descriptive statistics from the usage logs to quantify users’ strategies when using Cephalo.

**Results**

Participants’ goal in each condition was to improve the translation by editing the source and/or, in the treatment condition, choosing an appropriate translation method (template and terms, or flexible). Achieving this goal involves two main steps: first, the user has to assess whether and where there is potential for translation errors; then, once they have identified potential errors, they engage in repair to improve the likelihood of an accurate translation. Both of these steps involves uncertainty when users cannot read the translation to assess accuracy. My goal in developing Cephalo is to decrease the uncertainty in each of these steps.

In this section I describe participants’ strategies in each of these stages: identifying errors; and recovering from errors. In the control condition, participants made edits according to theories about the strengths and limitations of machine translation that they had developed over past experiences with MT and translation in general. When using Cephalo, participants focused more on selecting appropriate templates and rephrasing their input to be closer to the data in the retrieval index, allowing them to generate translations that were more consistent with the proxy reference translations.

**Identifying errors**

Without any additional guidance, participants assessed translation quality either by reading the English and looking for features that may be difficult for a model to translate, and/or by looking at both the English input and the German translation. When using Cephalo, participants generally focused less on these strategies and more on assessing the appropriateness of suggested templates or the similarity of their input to sentences in the retrieval index.

\(^{18}\)I computed reference translations via the Cloud Translate API in November 2023

\(^{19}\)Also including a participant-level random effect led to singular fit.
Assessing input appropriateness for MT  The most common strategy in the control condition was to read the English input sentences and identify features that might not be translated well by an MT model. Participants drew on their own theories about the strengths and limitations of MT models, built through their prior experiences with MT and language translation more broadly. I primed them to think about these theories in the pre-survey which they completed on their own at the start of the session.

Participants wanted sentences to be “simple” (12 participants), “straightforward” (7 participants), “short” (7 participants), “clear” (8 participants), and “specific” (5 participants). They expressed concern about words and phrases that they thought were colloquial, idiomatic, jargon, polysemous, complex, or uncommon.

These assessments were subjective, vague, and difficult to apply thoroughly and consistently. For example, many participants said they wanted to avoid idiomatic language, but it is easy for common metaphors and idioms to go unnoticed. For example, P12 suggested that the phrase, “‘feeling back to your normal self,’ may not be translated well to different languages, because it’s kind of idiomatic.” However, only one of the other four participants who saw this phrase chose to change it. Sometimes participants found it difficult to explain their edits, citing a “gut feeling” that something would be difficult to translate (P5).

Pattern matching inputs and translations  14 of the 18 participants also attempted to identify errors by inspecting the translation output, although only a few relied heavily on this approach. For example, participants looked across translations with a shared word in English to verify that the translations also shared a word in German. Another common approach was to look for expected patterns between the source and translation. For instance, participants could check that numbers in the input also appeared in the output, or that commas or other sentence structure looked similar. Many noticed cognates (e.g., infection and infektion, blood and blut), or knew a couple of German words: “I know bitte is, please, that’s all I know, and this [Apotheke] means pharmacy” (P3). Some were guided by familiarity with other features of German, for example, P4 had “heard in German that they have singular words for things that are really complex ideas. So I would expect this [the German translation of emergency room] to be multiple words, [but] sure, it could be one word.”

For high-stakes settings, these approaches may be risky. In many cases, participants would be comforted by their ability to verify one or two words, but this does not necessarily reflect the most important kinds of errors (e.g. negation errors or subject/object references). Participants were misled by apparent but not actual cognates (e.g. see and sie (she)), incorrect assumptions about word-level translations (e.g., that ER wasn’t translated properly because there was no abbreviation in the output), or distracted by low priority issues, e.g. placement of punctuation.

Compared to standard MT tools, I lightly discouraged these practices by making it optional to display translations. Although participants were still inclined to look at the translations, some realized that they were unhelpful without knowing German:

“I guess I should be looking at the translation. Let’s see. Not that I know German,
but okay, [seeing the German word reaktion] a reaction in your body, I guess. Okay, no, this is not helpful to me.” (P4)

Future work could either further explore designs that discourage engagement with languages the user does not know, or consider interface elements that could support these processes more reliably (e.g., term-level back-translation or integrating quality estimation models). These strategies were likely more tempting for participants due to the similarity between English and German, and I expect these findings would have been very different if the languages had different writing systems.

Comparing inputs to the retrieval index To identify whether repair was necessary when using CEPHALO, participants compared source sentences to the sentences and templates in the retrieval index. When there was a suggested template, participants compared the source sentence to the template and the extracted terms, and judged whether it was an appropriate alternative. When using the flexible approach, they looked at the nearest neighbors to decide whether they seemed similar to their input.

Engagement with the specific verification information I provided (utilization and relevance feedback in flexible mode, and color-coded filled template in template mode) was mixed and lower than expected. Six participants engaged with the utilization and relevance feedback to judge whether their inputs were good enough. Four participants engaged with the output of the template filling step, and tried to judge whether the changes made seemed appropriate.

While the retrieval component allows for some verification in English only, it still involves some uncertainty in the translation step. It was difficult for participants to know whether a kNN-MT translation or template filling was correct. For the template approach, they could verify that the terms appeared in the output (“it translates stones in your gallbladder and just inserted that, so I’m pretty confident in that one,” P2) and could judge whether the amount of added information seemed appropriate given the template and terms. However, they were still left uncertain about their assessment, particularly if there were multiple terms that needed to be added to the template:

“There’s just a lot going on here. There are these 3 symptoms in addition to ‘any new or worsening symptoms that are concerning.’ [There is] a lot packed into this one phrase alone towards the end, which might be difficult to translate.” (P11)

Although there is no reason that the strategies used in the control condition could not also be applied when using CEPHALO, even participants who very actively tried to inspect the translation for expected patterns and cognates in the control condition rarely applied the same strategies in the treatment condition.
CHAPTER 9. CEPHALO: LEVERAGING RETRIEVAL FOR VERIFIABLE MACHINE TRANSLATION

Recovering from Errors

In the control condition, participants usually tried to rephrase in line with their theories about what would be translated well by an MT model. Using CEPHALO, participants relied more on the retrieval index to guide rephrasing or rephrased by selecting a different template.

Crafting appropriate inputs for MT  The only repair strategy available in the control condition was to change input sentences to be something the participants believed would be a better candidate for machine translation. Most participants only removed or added a few words, but they sometimes made more drastic changes like rephrasing the whole sentence, or splitting up a sentence into two or three. This process could be challenging: participants struggled to think of synonyms, and were generally anchored to the original sentence structure and phrasing.

Although the process of error identification and repair should be iterative in theory, it was difficult for participants to predict the impact of the changes they made, and time consuming to iterate. Ultimately, participants often gave up and moved on without being entirely confident that a translation would be correct. For example, when asked which sentence they were least confident would be translated well, P15 pointed to one where the wording seemed difficult to translate, but they were “not really sure how else to edit.”

As expected, given that they had never seen the retrieval index, participants did not edit the instructions to be closer to the retrieval index in the control condition (Figure 9.10a). The $k$NN-MT model performed marginally better than the baseline model on the edited inputs in the control condition ($p = 0.038^{20}$), but there was insignificant evidence that either model performed better on these edited inputs than on the original sentences$^{21}$ (Figure 9.10b).

Crafting inputs close to the retrieval index  Participants’ first strategy was usually to look for a template to match each input sentence. Participants almost universally preferred the template approach over the flexible approach (17 out of 18 participants). Participants found it easier to understand how the template approach worked and to “know what should be right” (P6). P15 said that the template approach, “made me feel more secure, it’s just a lot more structured.” 12 of the 13 sentences in the original instructions were translated using a template by at least one participant, and 6 were translated with the template approach by all of the participants. Overall, out of the 65 sentences that participants submitted in the treatment condition, 37 (57%) were translated using a template.

Of the 37 templates that were used in participants’ final submissions, 27 were the top ranked (suggested) template. When participants did not like the suggested template, they usually looked for an alternative rather than immediately switching to the flexible method (Figure 9.9). Six of the other ten templates used were in the top 3 suggestions, two more were in the top 10, and two were ranked 21st and 28th. Participants were generally hesitant

\[^{20}\text{System-level comparison using paired resampling.}\]

\[^{21}\text{Based on 95\% confidence intervals from single-system resampling. We cannot conduct pairwise testing across conditions, because the sentences submitted in each condition are different.}\]
to search for templates, meaning it is very important to ensure that the top suggestions are highly relevant. Sometimes, participants settled for templates they felt were sufficient but not ideal, even though they had the option of using the flexible approach which would not constrain their input: “I’ll just leave it like this because I don’t think there’s a better alternative” (P17). Only one participant switched to flexible when the system originally suggested a template.

Figure 9.9: Participants usually used whatever translation method the system initially suggested. It was more common for users to use a template when the system did not suggest one, than for them to use the flexible approach when the system suggested a template. Users chose a different template than the original suggestion 27% of the time.

In flexible mode, if participants felt that the sentences in the table were dissimilar from their input, they would explore the table to find relevant sentences, then copy terms, phrases, or even entire sentences from the table into their input. Occasionally, participants looked for templates even when the system did not initially suggest one. Of the 33 sentences submitted for which the system originally suggested the flexible method, participants decided to use a template for 6 of them.

Similar to the control condition, few participants split complex sentences up to use multiple templates or sentences, despite this being an effective strategy since the templates tended to be short and simple. Six participants overall split any sentence into more than one. This happened more often in the control, with only three of them splitting any sentence into two or more in both the control and the treatment condition.

With these strategies, participants’ edits when using Cephalo were clearly informed by the retrieval index. On average, participants edited the instructions to be closer to the retrieval index when using Cephalo ($p < 0.001$) (Figure 9.10a). The $k$NN-MT model outperformed the baseline by a much larger margin in the treatment condition (22.17 BLEU score improvement; $p = 0.0080$) than in the control (4.54 BLEU improvement; $p = 0.038$) (Figure 9.10b). This suggests that Cephalo helps users make edits that are specifically tailored to the strengths of the $k$NN-MT model. The BLEU score for the $k$NN-MT model was higher on the sentences edited using Cephalo (59.60), than without guidance (48.54), but due to the small size of the corpora we cannot conclude this difference is significant at a 95% confidence level.

A likelihood-ratio test indicated that a linear mixed-effects model including the experimental condition provided a better fit for the data than a model without it ($\chi^2(3) = 32.00, p < 0.001$).

System-level comparison using paired resampling.

System-level comparison using paired resampling.
(a) Editing the instructions with CEPHALO increased the relevance scores, compared to editing with no guidance.

(b) The retrieval-augmented translation model (kNN-MT) outperformed the baseline neural MT model in both the control and treatment condition, according to pairwise resampling, but by a significantly larger margin in the treatment condition. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals, computed using single system resampling.

Figure 9.10: CEPHALO helps users make edits that are specifically tailored to the strengths of the kNN-MT model.

It was cognitively intensive for participants to compare their source sentences against the large retrieval index. The average time on task was close to double when using CEPHALO (6.5 minutes control; 13.8 minutes treatment; p < 0.001\textsuperscript{25}). Participants spent most of their time in the table view, looking for sentences that were similar to the instructions. This was made more difficult by participants’ lack of clinical domain knowledge: it was hard to judge what information was most critical, whether terms or phrases were equivalent, or to know what kinds of search terms might surface similar sentences.

Participants were unsure what they should do if there was nothing useful in the table. Although a reasonable approach would be to default to the editing strategies from the control condition, very few did this in practice. In a real application, this could be an opportunity to integrate a translator in the loop: if a user would like to say something that is not represented in the table, they could send that sentence to a professional translator and it could be added to the retrieval index for future use.

Design Implications

The user study surfaced several challenges that can inform future work designing user interfaces that leverage retrieval to help users craft good inputs for machine translation. Here, I discuss four design implications: efficient onboarding; high performing retrieval models; complementary editing strategies; and actionable feedback.

\textsuperscript{25}Two-sided paired t-test for difference in means.
Provide efficient onboarding and prioritize learnability. When they were first introduced to Cephalo, participants needed help understanding exactly how each translation method worked, and keeping track of which translations were verified and which were from a model. Future work could improve this through better onboarding and clearer visual design, e.g., to distinguish professional translations from machine translations. While the retrieval index is large, I expect that if someone were to use the system consistently over time, they would begin to learn the contents and be able to write closer to the index without support. Future work should explore ways to support this kind of learnability.

Use high performing retrieval models and usable search interfaces. Participants spent most of their time in the treatment condition looking for relevant data to help them rephrase their inputs. Even with good onboarding and learnability, it will be important to make good suggestions and support efficient search. The retrieval model was very basic; improving this would likely significantly improve the user experience. Following established principles for search user interface design would also improve usability [210].

Make repair strategies consistent with users’ existing mental models of machine translation. Sometimes participants’ existing theories about machine translation conflicted with the best strategies for using Cephalo. For example, participants did not want to use a template that had complex sentence structure because they believed simplicity is important for accurate machine translation, even though the templates were pre-translated. Inevitably, the mental models that people have built through their experience with other kinds of MT systems will influence how they interpret any new system. Future work could explore ways to ensure that strategies are complementary, e.g., templates should be short and simple. This could also improve comprehensibility for patients beyond translation quality.

Ensure all feedback is actionable. In the flexible mode, the system suggested that users rephrase their input to be closer to the retrieval index. Participants tried to follow this guidance, but generally found it difficult to understand how their edits would affect the relevance score. Future work should make this feedback more easily actionable, e.g. by providing rephrasing suggestions. A useful direction for future exploration would be developing models and metrics that have an interpretable or intuitive definition of what makes two sentences similar, so that users can build simple mental models of what kinds of changes will influence the metrics.

9.8 Limitations and Opportunities for Future Work

The user study demonstrated that Cephalo can help users craft inputs that are specifically tailored to the strengths of retrieval-augmented machine translation. In this section, I discuss the limitations of my work and highlight promising directions for future research.
The user study is limited by the fact that the participants were not domain experts. My findings provide insight into the kinds of strategies users employ to improve translation quality and how retrieval can augment these strategies. However, I expect actual use to look different for experts. For example, clinicians would likely be able to make more informed decisions about what information is most important for a patient, and more quickly assess the appropriateness of a template or rephrasing. On the other hand, clinicians would have less time to spend verifying translations and editing inputs. Future work should focus on designing interactions that are reliable yet efficient for use under time-constraints.

Future evaluations should also include perspectives beyond healthcare providers, for example, patients and medical translators. It will be important to ensure that Cephalo fits into translators’ workflow and respects their autonomy and expertise. Ultimately, the goal of improving translation quality in clinician-patient communication is to improve patients’ clinical outcomes. Future work could conduct clinical trials to understand the extent to which improving translation quality can improve patient outcomes.

One benefit of my retrieval-based approach is that the retrieval index can be carefully designed to contain only content that is appropriate for the patient audience. For example, translations should be culturally appropriate, use plain language, and assume a basic level of health literacy. These benefits are not limited to cross-lingual communication. Researchers have been exploring ways to automatically give feedback to physicians to help them simplify their writing for patients [447]. Future work could extend my approach to this setting.

Finally, I recognize that my approach of increasing reliability through interface design could lead to dynamics where the responsibility for avoiding translation errors is unduly put on the individual user. My goal is to provide guidance that can help people use a system within its capabilities, rather than to offer a stopgap for unsafe systems.

9.9 Discussion

In this chapter, I have shown how retrieval can support new design patterns that increase verifiability for complex ML-driven systems when users cannot directly verify system outputs. I conclude by contextualizing this contribution in the broader space of designing for verifiability in ML-driven systems.

One important goal in the design of complex systems is to bridge the gulf of execution, i.e., make it easy for the user to understand what the system can do and how they can control its behavior, and the gulf of evaluation, i.e., make it easy for the user to evaluate whether the system did what they expected [231]. When the output of a system is difficult for a user to understand, it is extremely hard for them to evaluate outputs and verify that those outputs meet their needs (gulf of evaluation). ML-driven systems, particularly those with natural language interfaces, often provide little to no guidance as to how the system can be used, or what kinds of inputs are best supported (gulf of execution). This challenge is exacerbated when the output language is hard to understand, since users cannot build a mental model of the system’s error boundaries over time through interaction with the model [34]. My work
contributes one approach to building ML systems that help users understand exactly what a system can do, give them clear mechanisms to control it’s behavior, and allow them to verify its outputs.

There are many other types of ML models that suffer similar challenges because their output language is difficult to understand and their error boundaries are stochastic. For example, code generation systems produce complex output that may look very close to a correct solution, but contain small bugs that can be difficult to find [528, 314]. Conversational agents built on top of large language models can produce confident sounding responses that are factually incorrect [77]. Automatic image captioning models provide descriptions of images for blind users, who cannot directly verify whether the caption is adequate [190]. In response, developers have warned users to exercise caution and ensure human review when relying on model outputs in safety-critical settings [77]. In practice, exercising such caution is often time-consuming and expensive (e.g., fact-checking conversational agents [442], carefully debugging AI-generated code [528], or having professional translators post-edit machine translations [48]). In some cases expert human oversight is infeasible, for example, if a physician is using MT as a last-resort in a time-constrained setting [336]. This motivates alternative interaction techniques that support users to efficiently and independently verify model outputs.

At a high level, CEPHALO addresses this problem by clearly scoping and describing the kinds of inputs that the system can support well. This allows users to directly verify whether their goals are supported by the system, and how they can express their intent within that supported scope of inputs. For instance, CEPHALO users can explore the templates to find one that matches their intent.

This approach is generalizable to other domains where users have pragmatic goals and the space of inputs and outputs is relatively structured. For instance, researchers have used similar design patterns to improve natural language interfaces (NLIs) for data visualization. NLIs can make it easier and faster to generate visualizations, but it can be difficult for users to understand what these systems can do, and recover from misunderstandings [459, 467]. In response to these challenges, researchers have explored different ways of iteratively refining users’ intent. A common pattern is to make a guess about a user’s intent from a natural language query, then allow them to refine and correct that guess using direct manipulation [168, 269, 305, 533]. These approaches build a shared representation of the user’s intent between the system and the user, that can be refined and then transformed deterministically into code (or another desired output language). Having a shared representation allows systems to show users alternative interpretations of their intent, giving them insight into system breakdowns and clear actions they can take towards repair [27].

In some contexts, systems must restrict their functionality to a fixed, but easily extensible, range of operations in order to build a shared specification. CEPHALO constrains users’ inputs more than an open-ended MT tool, but by doing this reduces uncertainty about the quality of the output translations. As another example, Promptiverse automatically generates scaffolding prompts for learners based on a knowledge graph representing content in a lecture video [303]. Compared to an open-ended conversational agent, Promptiverse guarantees that
dialogue with learners will cover diverse topics and be grounded in pedagogical theory to improve learning outcomes. As in my work, there is a trade-off between the flexibility offered by the system, and the reliability and verifiability of its outputs. In high-stakes settings like healthcare and education, it may be better to produce no output than to produce an incorrect output that a user cannot recognize is incorrect. Ultimately, new design patterns focused on verifiability could enable end-users to have control over appropriate trade-offs [276].

9.10 Conclusion

In this chapter I introduced CEPHALO, a tool for translating hospital discharge instructions that leverages retrieval to increase verifiability. CEPHALO uses two approaches to translation: a template approach that matches open-ended input to a fixed set of pre-translated templates; and a flexible approach that translates any input but performs better on sentences close to a pre-translated retrieval index. In a user study with 18 participants, I found that users can verify whether their input is likely to be translated well without knowledge of the target language by directly inspecting the retrieval index, and use this insight to rephrase sentences that they think will not be well supported. My approach demonstrates a new way to use retrieval to bridge the gulfs of execution and evaluation in interfaces to ML systems.
Chapter 10

Discussion

This dissertation has explored design for reliability in the context of two different algorithmic systems: matching algorithms that assign students to schools; and machine translation models that translate between natural languages. Through these case studies, I have leveraged three different approaches to designing for reliability: teaching users what a system can and cannot do; aligning system evaluations with people’s actual use cases, needs, and goals; and helping users recover from errors. I conclude by discussing three directives for designing reliable algorithmic systems, summarizing insights from my work and highlighting opportunities for future research.

Clearly define a system’s purpose and capabilities

Several of the challenges I have studied, both in the student assignment context and the machine translation context, arise from a lack of clarity about what the system is supposed to achieve. In the student assignment context, school districts wanted to achieve collective-level goals, like diverse classrooms, but these goals conflicted with the objectives of the algorithms, which prioritized individual students’ preferences. Machine translation systems have known strengths and limitations (e.g., some language pairs have much better performance than others, and general models can struggle with domain-specific translations), however, existing systems present users with a uniform and minimal interface that obscures these specifics.

My work has shown that designing for reliability is significantly more difficult if we must cater to an ambiguous, conflicting, or unspecified range of needs and goals. For instance, in Chapter 6, I argue that aggregating individual preferences is an insufficient mechanism to meet collective-level goals. Instead, collective deliberation of appropriate goals for the system should precede algorithm design. In Chapter 9, I suggest that building MT tools that have a more specific scope and range of capabilities could enable us to use these tools more reliably in high-stakes settings. This is in contrast to concurrent MT research and NLP research more broadly, where dominant trends are moving towards larger, multilingual, and even multi-task models for MT [501].

Throughout this dissertation I have argued that a deep, contextual understanding of
how an algorithmic system will be used is critical to developing reliable approaches to designing those systems. This kind of deep understanding demands a specific, well-scoped task and usage context. While “general” purpose AI systems may offer useful new capabilities, achieving reliability will require carefully scoping specific applications of the technology.

**Guide people towards well-supported use cases and inputs**

Once we have clearly defined what a system is intended to do, we need to set people’s expectations accordingly. Users and those impacted by a system should understand what a system can do, and how well it can do it. While onboarding is one way to achieve this upfront with new users, my work has shown that this should be an ongoing and interactive process. Further, this understanding must be updated over time as systems change and improve.

Chapters 7 and 9 explore this idea in the most depth, in the context of machine translation. In Chapter 7 I describe some of the beliefs that MT users hold about the strengths and limitations of these systems. For instance, people say they would use simple language and avoid idioms and jargon when using MT. However, they struggle to abide by their own guidance when using MT for interpersonal communication. In Chapter 9 I show that this is still the case even when a user’s task is explicitly to edit text to make it a better candidate for machine translation. Therefore, I argue that users need interactive and real-time guidance to craft better inputs for MT. Google Translate already integrates spelling and grammar checking and recently added term disambiguation. This could be extended to more model-specific interventions, e.g. to help users rephrase inputs to be closer to model training data. The core contribution of Chapter 9 is arguing that retrieval-augmented machine translation models are uniquely well-suited to this kind of guidance because they make it easier to clearly describe the range of supported inputs. I see promising future directions exploring other kinds of guidance that actively teach people how to use an AI system as they are interacting with it. This kind of guidance may come at a cost to system flexibility, as it restricts or at least nudges a user to express themselves in a specific way. For example, one concern would be that people will shift how they communicate with others based on what an MT model is able to translate well. However, if a system has known strengths and limitations, teaching users how to use the system to its strengths arguably gives them more agency, by allowing them to make informed decisions about how to use the system, than allowing them to use the system however they would like without awareness of potential risks.

**Develop intermediate intent specifications**

In Chapter 9 I discussed how Cephalo bridges the gulfs of execution and evaluation by making it easier to describe what the system can do and verify that users’ inputs are within those capabilities. Bridging these gulfs reduces the amount of effort required for a user to translate between how they conceive of their own goals and the system’s input and output formats. Often, algorithmic systems have seemingly “natural” or “obvious” input and output

---

1 [https://blog.google/products/search/google-search-generative-ai-international-expansion/]
languages. For example, accepting natural language input and producing natural language output seems like an obvious choice for machine translation systems. Similarly, asking families for a ranked list of the available schools is a natural choice for student assignment. Part of my contribution has been questioning these assumptions, and demonstrating that rethinking input and output languages can be a flexible and powerful lever to increase reliability.

One way to think about more effective input and output languages for reliable algorithmic systems is in terms of developing a shared language for the system and the user to communicate and refine a shared understanding of the user’s goals [8]. When outputs are difficult for a user to directly verify (e.g., in a language they don’t know), this may require developing an intermediate intent specification that users can refine, and that a system can then transform into the desired output language with high certainty. For example, in Chapter 9 I use pre-translated templates as an intermediate intent specification for writing multilingual hospital discharge instructions. Since templates are available in both English and the target language, users can verify that the selected template conveys their intent by reading the English, then this template can be transformed to a fluent sentence in the output language with high-certainty using minimal edit-based models.

Developing an intermediate representation of user intent can also offer greater control over outputs for complex and nuanced tasks, since the intermediate representation can be made highly specific and granular. An example is multimodal search, especially in medicine, where users’ goals are highly domain-specific. For example, in contrast to familiar natural language interfaces for search, the SMILY system for similar image retrieval allows pathologists to define specific types of similarity that they are interested in, and refine search results accordingly [97]. Another system, Surch, enables users to search and compare surgical videos based on how individual steps are ordered and composed [268]. The system uses a graph-based representation to enable a shared understanding of video content between the system and the user. This breadth of applications demonstrates the promise of intent-matching approaches for reliable, verifiable, and controllable human-AI interaction.

10.1 Conclusion

This dissertation has explored how we can design more reliable interactions with complex, unpredictable algorithmic systems. I examine this task in two uniquely challenging domains: student assignment algorithms, where stakeholders have conflicting individual and collective goals; and machine translation models, where output quality is highly contextual and nuanced, and users often lack the language abilities to directly verify outputs. By making it easier for users to understand what a system can and cannot do, what kinds of inputs the system supports, and how they can verify that the system has understood their intent, we can increase their agency to appropriately rely on algorithmic systems in high-stakes settings.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material to Chapter 7

Screener survey used to recruit bilingual Spanish and English speakers and English speakers who do not know Spanish (dscout)

1. Are you comfortable having a written chat conversation in Spanish (i.e. writing and reading messages)?
   - Yes
   - No → Skip to Q7

2. What dialect or variety of Spanish do you speak? (e.g. Mexican, Chilean, ...)
   - Open ended, up to 140 characters

3. How did you learn Spanish?
   - Open ended, up to 140 characters

4. What is your experience with using Spanish?
   - Open ended, up to 140 characters

5. How well do you READ in Spanish? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

6. How well do you WRITE in Spanish? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

7. How well do you READ in English? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

8. How well do you WRITE in English? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5
Screener survey used to recruit bilingual speakers of English and a low-resource language (dscout)

1. Are you comfortable having a written conversation over instant messaging (i.e. writing and reading messages) in one of these languages? If you know more than one of these language, please select the one you know the best or use most frequently.

- I do not know any of these languages → Knocked out
- Albanian
- Amharic
- Armenian
- Bengali
- Croatian
- Gujarati
- Haitian Creole
- Hebrew
- Hindi
- Hmong
- Igbo
- Khmer
- Korean
- Lao
- Malayalam
- Persian
- Punjabi
- Romanian
- Russian
- Serbian
- Swahili
- Tagalog
- Tamil
- Telugu
- Thai
- Turkish
- Ukrainian
- Urdu
- Vietnamese
- Yiddish
- Yoruba
- Zulu

2. If this language features letters or characters not used in standard English, are you able to set up your computer so you can type in this language for an instant messaging chat?
   - Yes
   - No
   - This language doesn’t feature letters or characters not used in standard English.

3. What is your experience with using this language?
   - Open ended, up to 140 chars

4. What dialect or variety of this language do you speak? (Leave blank if you’re not sure)
   - Open ended, up to 140 chars

5. How well do you READ in this language? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

6. How well do you WRITE in this language? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

7. How well do you READ in English? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5

8. How well do you WRITE in English? (1 = Not well at all; 5 = Very well)
   - Scale from 1 to 5
Screener survey used to recruit bilingual speakers of English and a low-resource language (shared internally at a large technology company)

Let us know what languages you speak (other than English).
You can fill this out for up to three languages, with the option to let us know if there are other languages you can read and write in.
During the study you will have a conversation over Google Chat, so please list languages you can TYPE in on one of your devices.

1. Language (and dialect if applicable)
   - Short answer text

2. How well do you READ this language?
   - 1 - Not well at all
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5 - Very well

3. How well do you WRITE in this language?
   - 1 - Not well at all
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5 - Very well

4. Do you have another language to add? (Shown up to 2 times)
   - Yes → Return to (1)
   - No → End.

Post-session survey used to collect participant demographics (for English-Farsi participants only)

Note: dscout provided demographic information for participants recruited through their platform (including age, gender, education, employment status, job title, race and ethnicity, household income, and industry).
1. How well do you READ in English?
   - 1 - Not well at all
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5 - Very well

2. How well do you WRITE in English?
   - 1 - Not well at all
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5 - Very well

3. Which of these best describes how often you use an automatic translation tool (e.g. Google Translate)?
   - Never
   - A few times a year
   - About once a month
   - Multiple times a month
   - Multiple times a week
   - Every day

4. What is your age?
   - 18-25
   - 26-30
   - 31-35
   - 36-40
   - 41-45
   - 46-50
   - 51-55
   - 56-60
   - 61-65
5. What is your gender?
   • Short answer text

6. What is your race and/or ethnicity?
   • Short answer text

**Screenshot of the study user interface**

Figure A.1 replicates Figure 7.1 with the full text shown.

### A.1 Instructions for participants

**Instructions**

**Welcome to the study!** We are so excited to have you participate today. Before we get started, please read these instructions and let us know if you have any questions. This study has two parts:

1. Role play **conversation** over Google chat. (SEE YOUR ROLE ON THE NEXT PAGE)

2. One-on-one follow-up interview over video call. We will ask you to open and edit a Google doc during the interview.

**IMPORTANT** During the chat portion, **use emoji reactions (any emoji is fine) to mark messages that you receive whenever you are not sure whether you have understood what your partner is saying.**

**TO GET STARTED:**

Go to chat.google.com and log in with these credentials:

- **USERNAME:** [Participant gmail account]
- **PASSWORD:** [Password, randomly generated and reset after each session.]

**You should start the conversation/ by sending a direct message to TranslateBot.**

**OR**

**Your partner will start the conversation and you will see their message (translated) in the chat with TranslateBot.**

**Key points:**
Figure A.1: The user study interface from the perspective of the participant using English in session 14.
Figure A.2: Each participant in a pair was shown one of these two calendars to indicate their availability. Each calendar has eight available two hour blocks, but only two overlap.

- Send messages in [English/Spanish/Farsi/Tagalog/Igbo] only.
- Stay in character. Do not share any personally identifiable information.
- Mark messages with an emoji reaction if you’re not sure you understood what your partner is trying to communicate.
- Your partner’s messages may come in slowly sometimes and you will not be able to see when they are typing, so please be patient when waiting for a response to your messages.
- The conversation is over when you schedule a time or after 30 minutes, whichever comes sooner. We will watch the conversation and confirm when you are done.
- If you have any questions, unmute and ask at any time.

YOUR ROLE IS ON THE NEXT PAGE! >>>

You will be using: [English/Spanish/Farsi/Tagalog/Igbo]
Your role: [Cleaner/Tenant/Nanny/Real estate agent/Landlord/Parent]
Role description: [Relevant description (see below)]
Your availability: (yellow shows times when you are available) [One of the two calendars in Figure A.2]
Tenant
You live in a rental apartment that is old and poorly maintained. There’s always something broken in your apartment, and it has started really interfering with your ability to work from home. You always let your landlord know when there are problems. They sometimes try to help, but recently they have been too slow to respond and you’ve had to fix things yourself. You’ve just noticed a drip from the ceiling in your bathroom. You’ve placed a bucket underneath but the paint is starting to sag and you’re worried about flooding. **Text your landlord to let them know about the leak and ask for help.** You expect them to organize and pay for all the work; this looks like it could be a big job.
Find a time for someone to come and fix the leak. The calendar below shows your availability:

Landlord
You are a landlord and you manage a small apartment building. One of your tenants is always texting you complaining about problems in their apartment. The wifi is too slow, or the washing machine is too loud, or the neighbors are smoking. You try your best to be responsive but you feel like sometimes they are too demanding.
You get a text from your tenant - there’s another issue. **Find out what is going on and how serious it is.** If they need help, determine who would be the appropriate person to call (e.g. plumber, electrician, roofer). Your task is over when you either: **agree that no help is needed, or arrange a time for someone to come fix it.** The calendar below shows when you or a plumber is available to visit the apartment:

Nanny
You are a part-time nanny and you are looking for a new family to care for. A parent texts you wanting to find out more about your experience and availability. **Answer their questions and try to get the job.**
Some facts about you to help you answer the parent’s questions:

- You have a flexible schedule, but you balance nannying with another job so you need advance notice before your shifts.
- You have a driver’s license but no car.
- You don’t have any specialized healthcare training (e.g. CPR), but if the parent pays for it you are happy to do a course.

(Note: you don’t have to get all of this info across, just use it if you need help answering the parent’s question.)

---

1Participants pointed out that this was an error in the instructions, as it gave away that a plumber was needed. Future work using this protocol should correct this.
If the parent asks any questions you don’t know the answer to, feel free to get creative. If the parent thinks you might be a good fit, they will ask you to come to their house for an interview. The calendar below shows your availability for the week:

**Parent**

You are looking to hire a part-time nanny. You have two children, a 6 month old and a 2 year old. A friend recommended someone and you would like to find out about their past nannying experience.

Here are a few of your constraints:

- One of the twins has a severe allergy to cashew nuts, so you want to make sure the nanny has training in how to care for kids with allergies and how to use an EpiPen.
- You have a large dog, so the nanny needs to be comfortable with dogs.
- You sometimes work late at night or travel on the weekends, so they need to be okay with staying over at your house occasionally.
- Your older child needs to be driven to and picked up from a kids play group twice a week.

Text the nanny to find out whether they meet these needs.

Once you have a sense of their experience, arrange a time for them to come to your house. The calendar below shows your availability for the week:

**Cleaner**

You work for a cleaning company and you’ve been assigned to a job. You normally do routine home cleaning, often for nice homes that are about to go on the market for sale. You show up to find that the house is extremely run down. Worse, the walls are covered in mold in multiple rooms. You weren’t warned about biohazards and you didn’t bring any special equipment. You have severe asthma, and exposure to mold for long periods could make you very sick. You’re nervous to confront the client because if they complain to your employer you could get in trouble and you can’t afford to lose your job right now.

Text the client to explain the situation and let them know you cannot clean the house today. Negotiate with the client to find a solution that meets their needs and protects your health. Agree on a time by which the work can be finished. The calendar below shows your availability:

**Real-estate agent**

You are a real estate agent and you work for a large agency. You’ve been assigned to sell an old, run-down building for a very important client that needs to close the sale ASAP. You
have a few potential buyers lined up for tomorrow and you’ve hired a professional cleaning company to come and clean up the place before they arrive. Someone arrives to start cleaning, but they look concerned. You’re frustrated because you’re under a lot of stress with this sale and the last thing you need is a delay right now. Discuss and resolve the situation with the cleaner. Agree on a time by which the work can be finished. The calendar below shows your constraints:
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Table B.1 describes the data filtering and cleaning procedure I applied to the discharge instructions.

B.1 Retrieval index

Example templates and sentences

Table B.2 lists the types of templates in the retrieval index, the counts of each type, an example template of each type, and a corresponding free-text sentence that could match the example template.

Synthetic sentence generation

I filled templates to generate synthetic sentences using GPT-4.

```
System message: You are writing discharge instructions for hospital patients
User message: Generate 10 sentences with the format: {template}, where {template} is filled in with a template.
Hyperparameters:
    • temperature = 0.7
    • maximum length (tokens) = 256
    • top p = 1
    • frequency penalty = 0
    • presence penalty = 0
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drop instructions</td>
<td>Written in Spanish</td>
<td>Filter out instructions written in Spanish with a regular expression containing the five most common words in Spanish (according to: <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_Spanish">https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_Spanish</a>): de, la, que, el, and en (when not followed by route).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavily repetitive or structured text</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular expression specific to the data based on manual exploration. Goal was to exclude instructions that contained text copied-and-pasted from another source (e.g. patient education materials), and filter to only free-text discharge instructions written by the patient’s providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very long</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop instructions longer than 3400 characters. Threshold selected through manual exploration of the data to exclude instructions with long patient instructions that were very likely copied and pasted from another source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavily redacted</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop instructions with two or more consecutive ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient eloped</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop instructions containing the word “eloped.” If the patient eloped, they did not receive discharge instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicates</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop duplicate instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove text</td>
<td>Patient education</td>
<td>Remove patient education materials using regular expressions to capture patterns in those materials, based on manual exploration. Remove text after “Sincerely, *** Team.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra text at the start of instructions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Remove any characters that appear at the start of the instructions before “Dear,” or that are non-alphabetic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim whitespace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Split multiple instructions</td>
<td>Some rows of data contained multiple sets of instructions. If “Dear” appears once at the beginning and once in the middle of the instruction, split up at the second “Dear” into two rows.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Details of the data cleaning procedure. Some steps are very specific to the dataset, but here I generalize for reproducibility.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Example template</th>
<th>Example sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Take [MEDICATION] [DOSAGE] for [SYMPTOM].</td>
<td>Please take Seroquel 50mg once per day as needed for hallucinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home instructions</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Stay hydrated.</td>
<td>Please continue to stay hydrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up appointments</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>[CLINIC] will call you to schedule an appointment.</td>
<td>The orthopedic foot/ankle clinic will call you for follow up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>We think your [SYMPTOM] is due to [CONDITION].</td>
<td>Your pain may be caused by constipation or by the pregnancy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>In the hospital we gave you [TREATMENT] for [SYMPTOM].</td>
<td>We gave you some medication to increase your potassium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>The [TEST] showed [CONDITION].</td>
<td>You had an xray of your knee, which showed a fractured kneecap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return instructions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Please return to the emergency department if you experience [SYMPTOM] or any new or worsening symptoms that are concerning.</td>
<td>Return to the ER for shortness of breath, chest pain, or worsening swelling or redness in your legs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaint</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>You were seen in the emergency department for [SYMPTOM].</td>
<td>You were seen in the Emergency Department for shortness of breath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact information</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>If you have questions, please contact [CLINIC].</td>
<td>If you have questions, please contact your primary care provider or hospital team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greeting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>It was a pleasure taking care of you!</td>
<td>It was our pleasure caring for you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>It is safe for you to go home at this time.</td>
<td>We think it is safe for you to be discharged at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sincerely, Dr. [DEID] - Intern Dr. [DEID] - Resident Dr. [DEID], MD - Attending</td>
<td>Sincerely, Dr. *** *** - Intern Dr.  *** *** - Resident Dr. *** ***, MD - Attending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>You were evaluated by [CLINIC].</td>
<td>We consulted our psychiatry colleagues who evaluated you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: The retrieval index contains 163 templates across 13 types.
Entity extraction and example terms

Table B.3 lists the types of terms in the term base, the counts of each type, examples of each type, and details about how I extracted those entities. I first extracted medications, conditions, symptoms, treatments, doctors, tests, times and clinics using automatic methods (Apache cTAKES, spaCy named entity recognition, and regular expressions). Next, I manually filtered these terms to remove duplicates, group terms with the same meaning, and split terms into sub-categories (body parts and modifiers). I manually examined sentences containing dosages to add measurements and frequencies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>Advil, afinitor</td>
<td>cTAKES</td>
<td>250 most common of type “medication”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Anemia, asthma</td>
<td>cTAKES</td>
<td>250 most common of type “disease”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Bleeding, chills</td>
<td>cTAKES</td>
<td>250 most common of type “symptom”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Abltion, acupuncture</td>
<td>cTAKES</td>
<td>250 most common of type “procedure”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Cancer doctor, cardiologist</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>Words that end with “gist,” bigrams that occurred more than once and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>end with “gist”, “doctor”, or “provider,” and trigrams that occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>more than once, end with “doctor” or “provider,” excluding “date time”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“provider.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifier</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Abdominal, acute</td>
<td>By hand</td>
<td>Extracted from other term types by hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Biopsy, blood glucose</td>
<td>cTAKES</td>
<td>250 most common of type “lab”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1 day, daily</td>
<td>spaCy NER</td>
<td>50 most common of type “DATE” or “TIME”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Acute care clinic, cardiology</td>
<td>Regex + by hand</td>
<td>Bigrams with second word “clinic,” excluding incomplete clinic names;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hand-selected trigrams and 4-grams ending with “unit” or “clinic.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body part</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Ankle, bowel</td>
<td>By hand</td>
<td>Extracted from other term types by hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>mg, puffs</td>
<td>By hand</td>
<td>Hand constructed based on inspection of dosages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>As needed, times a day</td>
<td>By hand</td>
<td>Hand constructed based on inspection of dosages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3: The termbase contains 853 terms across 12 types.
B.2 Template Filling

I filled templates with terms using GPT-3.5-turbo. To develop prompts I selected four sentences that have a good match to a template, and extracted the terms from each sentence. I asked five bilingual volunteers to translate the template and terms from English into one of Spanish, French, Chinese, Russian, and Farsi. Next, we naively filled the template with the terms in the target language, and experimented with different prompts to GPT-3 and GPT-3.5-turbo that would generate a fluent sentence in the target language.

This approach was able to generate fluent output sentences across all four languages using zero-shot prompting. Text completion mode worked better than text editing mode, despite text editing being a more intuitive choice for this task.

The final prompts I used for CEPHALO were:

Template filling:

| System message: You are a medical translation assistant that inputs terms into templates. |
| User message: Input: {input sentence} |
| Template: {template} |
| Terms: {term_string} |
| Template filled with terms: |

where {input sentence} is the original sentence in English, {template} is the template in German, and {term_string} has the format, “TYPE = term” with the term in German and a new line between terms.

Hyperparameters:

- temperature = 1
- maximum length (tokens) = 256
- top p = 1
- frequency penalty = 0
- presence penalty = 0

Grammar checking:
In future work, I will explore methods that fill the template naively and then prompted the model to fix the grammar, rather than prompting the model to fill in the template and fix the grammar. Where there were more than one terms needed to fill a single hole in the template, performance was best when we indicated to the model how to join those terms
(e.g. “We think your pain is due to constipation or the pregnancy” → “We think your [SYMPTOM=pain] is due to [CONDITION=constipation;pregnancy]” could be interpreted as constipation associated with the pregnancy (“pregnancy constipation”) rather than two separate causes.) In general, the model made very few modifications to the naively filled template. Minor grammatical corrections appear possible, but issues that require more significant restructuring of the sentence seem to be more difficult.